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This special issue includes extended version of selected papers from Paradigm Shift 
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– I-IV, describing innovative research work on different issues in commerce and 
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Challenges - HRM  in 21st Century. 

The purpose of this issue is to address the challenges and to present a snapshot of 

latest research and initiatives in this area.  

We would like to thank all the contributing authors as well as the member of the 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF PARADIGM SHIFT FROM  

“MANAGEMENT TO LEADERSHIP” 
 

Dr. Girishkumar N. Rana 

J. Z. Shah Arts & H.P.Desai Commerce College; Amroli-Surat (Gujarat) 

 

Abstract 

The purpose of writing this paper was to establish the significance of Paradigm shift from 

traditional and old management concept towards the very innovative concept of leadership. 

Researches of very eminent scholars and contemporary leader were analyzed to understand the 

very need of this unavoidable shift. Now some organization or individual if is found slag to 

understand and implement this Paradigm shift of a ‘Manager to a Leader’, shall certainly bear the 

consequences of backwardness thus being lacking in core business. Because latest literature has 

termed a manager just a maintainer performing a routine job but a leader is a charismatic person 

who has the solution of each of the organizational, administrative or technical issue. Every manager 

now has to learn some requisite competencies to transform him into a leader. A manager after going 

through this article will not only well understand the significance to adopt this Paradigm shift but 

shall also learn the basic concept and ingredients of becoming a contemporary leader. This is not 

need of every individual but the organization as well as of the country. 

 

Keywords:  Paradigm shift, innovative concept, eminent scholar, contemporary leader, charismatic 

person, ingredients. 

 

1. Introduction 

It has been found out by Xavier (2004) that it is a paradigm which is a blend of beliefs being utilized 

to set the limitation and address the problem solving. When does a Paradigm shift is expected to 

occur? Its answer is that whenever an innovative analytical framework demands to change the 

understanding of the pattern that how a system operates. Such a shift of Paradigm may occure in any 

form of system i.e man management, family system, health care, political system, system of info 

technology, HRM, retailing or marketing. 

 

In the Scenario of rapid shifts, some scholars like Chan Heng Chee (1994) researched out that today 

world has no ringing model which can altogether work so well that our purpose could be fulfilled. 

Hypothesis framed by Kuhn’s (1970) has proved workable as well as inflectional above and beyond 

the areas of academia and pure science. So Kuhn being a scientist and historian is considered a great 

contributor in this regard. As a routine business leaders today have to shift Paradigm which is a key 

to proceed towards innovation and progress. 

 

2. Personnel To Human Resource Management 

Management experts have taken a long time to understand and recognize the potential and talent of 

people from the period when human beings were integrated with technology like machines, 

materials and money. However, ultimately a shift from personnel towards human resource 

management has taken place. Even very advanced and automated factories shall require the highest 

order intervention of human. 
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3. Control - Empowerment - Liberation 

In order to get the best outcome from the men/people a number of techniques and theories of 

innovation have devised by the behavioral scientists Herzberg’s two factor theory and theory Y of 

McGregor’s is very relevant in this regard. Then innovative concept of empowering people has 

replaced the idea of motivating people. Tongren (1994) suggests that a substantial shift of Paradigm 

is occurring in the most of organizations, now a days. Accordingly control techniques like approval 

and authorization have been replaced by empowerment, accountability as well as trust. The latest 

and most innovative concept emerged now is the liberation of personnel/employees through 

providing then share in the business and enough autonomy. 

 

4. Manager To Leader 

Contemporary challenges like outsourcing, total quality requirement, borderless competition, 

technology evolution, diversity and new alliances are being faced by the most of our employees, 

supervisors, managers and executives. Many those organizations which used to stay ahead of 

respective competitors by doing only incremental or linear changes, all of sudden realized that they 

have slipped backward or headed towards wrong target/direction. Hyden (1994) has commented 

that leaders are not enough but too many managers are there. Adaptations of core competencies for 

examples communication, empowerment, vision, strategic thinking and patience have played a great 

role in creating more leaders. 

 

Same way organizations also must enhance sensing competencies and skills to understand as well as 

implement steps towards paradigm shifts. The longest surviving organization Catholic Church is a 

live example of showing its ability to shift gears on need basis. As an example, the church was in 

opinion that the world was very flat as the Bible mentioned the world is being supported by four in 

number pillars. However this four pillars perception was subsequently transformed into as of four 

directions - north, east, west and south. Church as an organization is one of the very early adopters 

of present media to expand its ideas in the common public. Not only radio, satellite channels as well 

as cable networks are being utilized by the church to grasp its desired audience but specific 

programs like preaching, faith films, music as well as program on social and ethical issues. Therefore 

it makes a real sense to understand and take positive steps for paradigm shifts if employees and 

organizations are required to prosper, now people who fail to bring a change will be left very behind. 

 

Gill, Levine and Pitt (1998) while explaining importance of Leadership and Organizations for the 

future i.e New Millennium, advised that the development of leadership theory has gained parallel 

status to the development of organizational theory. The models like transformational, laissez-faire 

and transactional leadership explain the both i.e old paradigm of the bureaucratic organization as 

well as reinforce the organizational new paradigm for the near future which is twenty-first century. 

The bureaucratic organization is assessed as per the concept of laissez-faire leadership and the 

transactional leadership components of management-by-exception as well as contingent reward. 

Whereas new post-bureaucratic organization is evaluated in accordance with the four “I”s of 

transformational leadership: Idealized influence, Individualized consideration, inspirational 

motivation, and Intellectual stimulation. Here inferences are estimated for the desired and necessary 

roles as well as behavior and attitude of our future leaders. 

 

The leadership study has gained further significance and momentum in the previous twenty years 

i.e. two decades. James Mac Gregor Burns’s book about leadership is a watershed in our 
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comprehension of ‘what is that which really makes a difference in the behavior of leader (Burns, 

1978). Now the development of leadership theory has gained equivalent status with the 

organizational theory. Recent organizational revolutions as well as ascendancy of the post-

bureaucratic organization are really concerned with new directions in about leadership thoughts. 

Here it will be analyzed that how the models of transactional and transformational leadership which 

have emerged as an outcome of Burns' ideas should explain the both i.e. old organizational paradigm 

as well as reinforce the future organizational paradigm for the coming twenty century. In 1980s, a 

number of very significant event about leadership occurred including twenty eventual collapse and 

decline of the great Soviet Union, the glasnost emergence in its post-bureaucratic successors, in the 

UK the end of Thatcherism and appearance of Republicanism in USA. Recently it became much 

harder than ever for leaders to perform and lead in true letter and spirit. 

 

Work ethics has been declared as a hot topic in recent day business and pedagogical (educational) 

world by Hoagland – Smith (2005). While defining the hybrid phrase with the word ‘work’ which 

mean more than a normal outcome and the word ‘ethics’ as extra than the normal values that 

increase that outcome. Whenever we speak that we are going to work, work looks or becomes as the 

place of employment. But when we say that we are working. It means the implication as we are 

engaged in a work-related task or activity and may be carrying out one or more activities or specific 

tasks. However, the ‘work’ as a word in present economy at global level does not speak of specific 

outcomes easily. 

 

Previously when the economy was mostly agrarian based, farmers used to say that they were going 

to work in the fields. Their effort or more specifically speaking as the outcomes of their effort or 

work could be observed from the area of ploughed fields or the stacked hay bales. But now economy 

being a technology and service driven, workers efforts and results are not as nearly or easily 

recognizable, but only notable is their attitude and behavior. So, it is difficult to define ethics as a 

word, as it is extra than the increase of outcomes. A variety of expectations such as reaching to work 

or school well in time, doing quality work, having self-directed, becoming self-initiative, or being 

very positive to words the both i.e. fellow contributors and customers can well demonstrative the 

ethics. So ethics, through such expectations, encompass the inner behaviors of contributors or which 

I really consider are attitudes. More broadly inner let’s construct a new and further accurate term 

meeting both the expectations about the business as well as educational worlds. Let’s question 

ourselves first are we more concerned with the attitudes or the behavior? If we recognize and 

conclude that it is the attitudes that really drive the behaviors which generate the outcomes, it shall 

reveal that the attitudes of contributors’ have the more or greater impact on the expected outcomes. 

 

Further, since behavior tells numerous understanding and meanings more therefore, possibly we 

may substitute performance in terms behavior. Performance is easily measureable provided if 

organization has listed down the accurate and complete expectations as well as, valid assessments 

not penalizing the contributors and has a well-communicated and easily understandable strategic 

plan. Through having the clearly articulated goals, consistent leadership and management, then 

contributors can avail the opportunities to further improve their performance hence achieving 

desired and measurable outcomes. 

 

Our attitudes towards performance can better describe our desired results and expectations which 

we maintain as parents employers or even, educators. Since we all are contributors, through 
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focusing on our attitudes very early in our experiences about performance, we can really improve 

ourselves, our places of businesses, our outcomes and our communities more importantly. 

 

While explaining the Paradigm shift about Management and Leadership for the coming millennium 

Marg (2007) investigated that, “because of globalization and liberalization, revolution in 

communication technology, increasing importance of knowledge workers owing to rapid rate of 

automation and mechanization, paradigm shift in the scientific world view and because of various 

other reasons, there is an urgent need of paradigm shift in the field of Management and Leadership.” 

Peter Drucker has also rightly pointed out in his book “Managing in the Next Millennium” – 

Managers from now on will be increasingly ineffectual……. the people with whom the executives will 

have to deal will be the people over whom he has no authority whatsoever”. Here this aims to make 

the managers understand about the new trends in the field of Management and Leadership as well as 

to inspire and motivate them to bring a paradigm shift in their behavior and approach. 

 

Traditionally courses on volunteer management have taught functions of management to all 

volunteer managers. Now little attention has been drawn to words the role of leadership, because 

often volunteer mangers are not viewed as leaders within their respective organization. They have 

just been considered as mid-level leaders/managers. Educational courses and programs are sought 

to impart the skills and competencies primarily needed to perform or conduct the job. According to 

Levitt (1993) (as cited by Zaleznik, 1977), “management consists of the rational design, organization, 

direction and control of the activities required to attain the selected purposes, and the motivating 

and rewarding of people to do the work”. 

 

 

5. Changing The Paradigm 

Merrill (1995) findings from the research about Light Foundation the need to integrate inspiring 

leadership with the effective management for emphasized volunteer program development. Which is 

highly effective language reflects that what is being talked and written about by a variety of experts 

in both the public and private sector. Change in workplace and generation ask into question, much 

reliance on management techniques which grew out of post industrial era and hierarchical 

structures. In contemporary world employees and volunteers really want to join the process of 

decision-making, engage in the planning and evaluation of projects and programs. They really look 

for leadership rather than management (Kouzes and Posner, 1995). 

 

Wheatley (1997) has very wisely suggested and concluded that, “Most of us were raised in a culture 

that told us that the way to manage for excellence was to tell people exactly what they had to do and 

make sure they did it. We learned to play master designer, assuming we could engineer people into 

perfect performance. But you can’t direct people into perfection: you can only engage them enough 

so they want to do perfect work.” 

 

Lynch (1993) concurred this great concept that, “Quietly a revolution in leadership is occurring 

across North America. . . . As the pace of change accelerates, the need for leadership becomes more 

critical. Those who continue to manage in the old ways will find their organizations in crisis. . . . If we 

are to be a workable society, if we are to make the world a better place in which to live, those in 

management positions must lead as well as manage. . . . To respond quickly to changing 

circumstances, first-line and middle-level managers must exercise leadership.” 
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It is said that debate between management and leadership is not a contemporary one (Manske, 

(1987); Zaleznik, 1977); however the conclusions, drawn are, “While both management and 

leadership are necessary, the change and complexity associated with the future demands that the 

leadership role takes precedence over the management role. . . . Leading in this environment implies 

learning new ways of operating and behaving based on the demands and reality of a changing 

context. . . . Commitment to improve one’s personal capacity to lead is generally based on intrinsic 

motivation. . . . The leadership role in today’s organization places great emphasis on transforming 

the enterprise through others. (Hall, 1997)” 

 

There is an emerging and increasing awareness that shared leadership, (i.e., leaders at all level - 

policy making, executive and middle management) is considered as most effective model for 

encouraging and facilitating very high impact volunteer involvement within organizations. For a 

volunteer administrator it is no longer sufficient to have the management skills simply in order to 

organize and operate a volunteer program. Therefore, now volunteer administrators should serve as 

a focal point for the volunteer program leadership (Merrill, 1995). The functions of management 

become dispersed throughout the organization. The volunteer administrators are assuming a 

greater role in training as well as working with paid staff and thus volunteers, to accomplish 

organizational goals. Whereas there is less focus on managing volunteers but greater emphasis is on 

creating communicating and expanding the shared vision, concept and values. 

 

Being leaders, volunteer administrators always facilitate relationships and support systems which 

permit volunteers to do significant contributions towards organizational mission. This significant 

change in role necessitates a new and deep look at the competencies and skills required for 

leadership. 

 

Traditional teaching about management implies that the ideal organization is an orderly and stable 

one, “that the organizational process can and should be engineered so that things run like clockwork. 

. . . Traditional management teachings suggest that the job of management is primarily one of 

control. . . . Leaders don’t command and control: they serve and support. (Kouzes and Posner, 1995)” 

 

According to the conceptualization shared by Wheatly (1997) People do not need the intricate 

directions, time lines, plans, and organizational charts that we thought we had to give them. But 

people do need a lot from their leaders. They need information, access to one another, resources, 

trust, and follow-through. Leaders are necessary to foster experimentation, to help create 

connections across the organization, to feed the system with rich information from multiple source - 

all while helping everyone stay clear on what we agreed we wanted to accomplish and who we 

wanted to be.” 

 

While delivering the great findings about the core characteristics of effective leaders Drucker (1996) 

included “basic intelligence, clear and strong values, high levels of personal energy, the ability and 

desire to grow constantly, vision, infectious curiosity, a good memory, and the ability to make 

followers feel good about themselves. . . . Built on [these] foundation characteristics are enabling 

behaviors . . . including empathy, predictability, persuasive capability, the ability and willingness to 

lead by personal example, and communication skills. . . . It is the weaving together, the dynamic 

interaction, of the characteristics on a day-by-day, minute-by-minute basis that allow truly effective 

leadership”. 
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Vineyard (1993) has also recorded a lot about the changing role of volunteer program 

administrators. Need identified by her is to move away from the direct management of volunteers 

towards a greater leadership role within the organization. She termed it as “leader-shift” and 

“relational management” which had “little to do with directing the nuts and bolts but has more to do 

with how people relate to work, themselves and others”. Vineyard changed her language gradually 

from “volunteer executives” to “leaders” because she mentioned the competencies required to fetch 

the profession into the coming century. Traditionally volunteer administrators have viewed and 

termed themselves as managers of people and of programs. However, many have performed as 

pioneers, designing, directing, and sustaining volunteer programs with very limited and little 

resources as well as often quite little organizational support. They emerged as leaders in recent 

profession, going ahead of designing systems about control and reward through displaying, 

individual character, the courage of conviction and innovation. 

 

Very opposite to the myth “that leadership is reserved for only a few, or that leaders are born not 

made”, a many of contemporary analysts and experts have proved that leadership is a learnable set 

of competencies and capacities that can be acquired by ordinary people in order to achieve 

extraordinary results (Apps, 1994; Kouzes and Posner, 1995). According to DePree (1989), 

“Leadership is an art, something to be learned over time, not simply by reading books. Leadership is 

more tribal than scientific, more a weaving of relationship than an amassing of information. . . The 

goal of thinking hard about leadership is not to produce great or charismatic or well-known leaders. 

The measure of leadership is not the quality of the head, but the tone of the body.” 

 

6. Conclusion 

Whenever an analysis of a system changes the perception about its function then Paradigm shift 

occurs. Now Paradigm shifting is seen as paramount towards progress. Core competencies which are 

really contributing towards the transformation of manager towards a leader are vision, 

communication empowerment, strategic thinking and patience. Recent organizational revolution has 

rejected traditional bureaucratic approach and embraced enlighten and flexible leadership 

techniques. Shared leadership i.e. leaders at all level-policy making executive and middle 

management is considered the most effective model for facilitating very high impact volunteer 

involved within organization. Now managers have to prove as leaders with the willingness to lead by 

personal example and dynamic interaction of minute by minute basis. All the great scholars 

mentioned in this paper has strongly recommended to adopt this Paradigm shift of ‘management 

towards leadership’ in order to travel with the time. This is need of every human interactive system 

whether it is a family, school, church, playground or a business organization. 
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Abstract 

HRM includes conducting job analyses, planning personnel needs, recruiting the right people 

for the job, orienting and training, managing wages and salaries, providing benefits and incentives, 

evaluating performance, resolving disputes, and communicating with all employees at all levels. The 

average HR manager is facing a variety of challenges to meet these challenges for the future, 

tomorrow. HR manager or department must be much sophisticated than their predecessors. Because 

an international or multinational organisation can not perform their activities well when their HR 

manager knows the diversity of technique to hack it with these issues and to how they can prepared 

a unobjectionable force for the organisation to face the rapid competitive business word and to 

operate in the situation. 

 

Introduction  

The modern business can not effectively operate in the business world if the human force not well 

equipped with the latest technology and techniques. This is the responsibility of the human force 

manager to properly train the work force and to see what is the basic need for the human force to 

achieve the competitive advantages of business in 21st century. Great debates on this topic going on 

form several years and no doubts human is an important part of any organization but due to rapid 

changes in the business world, globalization, change in customer taste and habits, new techniques of 

production, human in the organization now facing different kind of problems, to cope this situation 

the today’s HR manager also facing a variety of issues and challenges that how they can best mange 

and solve all these issues and challenges with splendid ways. HR manager facing a variety of 

challenges to meet these challenges for the future, tomorrow HR manager or department must be 

much sophisticated than their 

 

HRM includes conducting job analyses, planning personnel needs, recruiting the right people for the 

job, orienting and training, managing wages and salaries, providing benefits and incentives, 

evaluating performance, resolving disputes, and communicating with all employees at all levels. 

Examples of core qualities of HR management are extensive knowledge of the industry, leadership, 

and effective negotiation skills, formerly called personnel management. Typically, HRM is the 

function within an organisation that focuses on recruitment of, management of, and providing 

direction for the people who work in the organization. HRM can also be performed by line managers. 

It can also be described as the organisational function that deals with issues related to people such 

as compensation, hiring, performance management, organisation development, safety, wellness, 

benefits, employee motivation, communication, administration, and training. 
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It is also a strategic and comprehensive approach to managing people and the workplace culture and 

environment. Effective HRM enables employees to contribute effectively and productively to the 

overall company direction and the accomplishment of the organization’s goals and objectives. 

In modern time, HRM is moving away from traditional personnel, administration, and transactional 

roles, which are increasingly outsourced. HRM is now expected to add value to the strategic 

utilization of employees and that employee programmes impact the business in measurable ways, 

hence, the new role of HRM involves strategic direction and HRM metrics and measurements to 

demonstrate value. 

 

Human Resource Management challenges 

Over the last two decades,  there has been an unprecedented increase in the number of organisations 

that have internationalised their operations. The international movement of labour that has been 

concomitant with such expansion of international business has meant that issues associated with the 

management of human resources across International borders are increasingly important to 

international human resource managers and academics.  This poses a lot of challenges to HR 

managers. 

 

The rapidly-transforming business landscape means that there are currently many human resource 

management challenges which will continue to evolve for years to come. Tom Marsden, Director of 

Professional Services at Alexander Mann Solutions says that HR departments really need to be 

adding real business value to their organisations. 

This survey, which concluded that “despite national and regional differences, there was remarkable 

unanimity,” disclosed some of the top human resource management challenges as follows:  

 Change management (48%), 

 Leadership development (35%), 

 HR effectiveness measurement (27%), 

 Organisational effectiveness (25%). 

 

But , typically,  the main challenges of HR manager include adding value to an organisation both the 

labour force and the business itself, manage talent within your organisation – try to attract and keep 

talented and hard-working people in the organisation;  managing globalisation, Information 

Technology, business control, Information-workers and info-management. 

 

The modern business can not effectively operate in the business world if the human force is  not well 

equipped with the latest technology and techniques. This is the responsibility of the human force 

manager to properly train the work force and to see the basic things  the human force  needs to 

achieve the competitive advantages of business in 21st century. 

 

Great debates on this topic have been ongoing for several years and no doubt, people are important 

in any organisation but due to rapid changes in the business world, globalization, change in 

customer taste and habits, new techniques of production, human in the organisation now facing 

different kind of problems, to cope with this situation the today’s HR manager is also facing a variety 

of issues and challenges on how they can best manage and solve all these issues and challenges with 

splendid ways. 

 

The average HR manager is facing a variety of challenges tomeet these challenges for the future, 

tomorrow. HR manager or department must be much sophisticated than their predecessors. Because 
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an international or multinational organisation can not perform their activities well when their HR 

manager knows the diversity of technique to hack it with these issues and to how they can prepared 

a unobjectionable force for the organisation to face the rapid competitive business word and to 

operate in the situation. 

 

All the organisations should prepare their human resources people well keeping in view the global 

environment or market place to ensure competitive advantage. Human resource manager will have 

to build or developed such a frame work that allows flexibility to develop such a workforce that will 

be the work force for tomorrow. The main aim of the paper is to address HR issues and challenges in 

the light of variety of literature work by different authors. 

 

Some pieces of research have pointed out that the most of the challenges faced by the HR in 21st 

century are also, retention of the employees, multicultural workforce, women workforce, 

retrenchment of employees, change in the demand of the government, technology , globalisation, and 

initiating the process of change. 

 

The World Federation of Personnel Management Association (WFPMA) survey pointed out the most 

important top ten HR challenges are leadership development, organizational effectiveness, change 

management, compensation, health and safety, staff retention, learning and development, succession 

planning. Staffing: recruitment and skill labour. Liz Weber has pointed out that the most important 

challenges of the HR in business are layoffs. The most of the owners and managers are  facing this 

hard issue. This laid off may be due to several reasons which include the economic uncertainty, the 

employee’s job instability and HR less effectiveness. 

 

In the view point of Gary Dessler, the most important challenges of HRM, are technology, e- 

commerce, and workforce diversity, and globalisation, ethical consideration of the organisation 

which may directly or indirectly affect the organisation competitive advantages, especially with 

technological advancement the affect on recruitment, training and development and job 

performance with great extent can be study in organisation. 

 

We can sum up these from the following points that the foremost challenge faced by HRM is the 

globalisation. Globalisation means the present flow of goods, services, capital, ideas, information and 

people. It means the movement of these things without using any human resource. In this modern 

business world, markets have become battlegrounds where both the domestic and foreign 

competitors try to capture as maximum market shares as possible. Such globalisation is a challenge 

for HRM. 

 

However without human resource they have no value because a workforce is knowledgeable and 

skilled, who facilitates a company in gaining competitive advantage over others and enable a 

company to compete in the foreign market and to make investment in not only in a  domestic market 

but also in foreign markets. Therefore all the HR Managers come up several strategies to develop 

and retain such human resource, because Human Resource is the tool which makes an organisation 

successful in the field of globalisation. 

 

Talent acquisition & talent management challenges 

Organisations are continuing to struggle with hiring and managing their talent effectively.  Most 

corporate recruitment and talent functions are reactive and rarely are future focused.  These 
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functions aren’t aligned to their organisation’s business strategy, aren’t part of a formal 

organisational talent strategy and in fact seldom even communicate with each other.  Most HR 

leaders and their teams aren’t spending the necessary time upfront to analyze and properly plan 

their organisational talent assets, needs, and gaps.  When an organisation’s recruitment and talent 

management functions are performing effectively, the rewards far outweigh the investments. 

Organizations must be self-aware and understand their true functional capabilities within 

recruitment and talent management.  An organisation which isn’t effective in managing and 

developing their own talent will need to rely more on hiring new talent to fulfil the talent 

requirements of the business strategy.  The organisation must understand the limitations of their 

talent functions and make the appropriate decision to either invest quickly in resolving their 

functional deficiencies or work around the deficiencies. 

 

Factors affecting the role of HRM 

Globalization 

Greengard (1995) defined globalization as the system of interaction among the countries of the 

world in order to develop the global economy. Globalization refers to the amalgamation of 

economics and societies around the world which means that world trade and financial markets are 

becoming more integrated. Growing internationalization of business has its impact on HRM in terms 

of problems of unfamiliar laws, languages, practices, competitions, attitudes, management styles, 

work ethics etc (Srivastava & Agarwal). Globalization has an effect on employment patterns 

worldwide. It has contributed to a great deal of outsourcing which is one of the greatest 

organizational and industry structure shifts that change the way business operates (Drucker, 1998). 

Globalization is also seen as changing organizational structures where expenses can move up or 

down as the business climate dictates (Garr, 2001).  As a result HR managers have to confront with 

more heterogeneous functions and more involvement in employee's personal life. 

 

 Technological advances 

Technological advances have a significant impact on HR business practices. Due to the advancements 

in the technology there has been a drastic change in the approach to the various projects and the 

scenarios that guide to the organizational regulations. 

 

Firstly, the need of skilled personals is mentionable. In order to survive in a competitive 

environment the organization definitely in need of the skilled personals in substantial number to 

handle the situations and technical equipments. In an organization there are "hot" sectors which 

require a high of technical experts like telecommunications, hospitality, retailing, banking, insurance, 

bio-technology etc.  Next head which is worth mentioning is the downsizing. New technologies have 

decimated many lower-end jobs with frustrating regularity. The increased automation also has 

reduced the employee head counts everywhere. The pressure of remaining cost-effective in every 

aspect has also compelled many a firm to go lean, and thereby cutting down extra fat at each and 

every managerial level (Anurag, 2011).  Managing the expectations of knowledge workers is also 

going to be a major area of concern for all HR managers in the years ahead. 

 

Other aspect is telecommuting where the employees started to work remotely from a place other 

than their primary office. Telecommuting became a popular alternative to avoid the daily commute 

where the employees use phones and internet to transmit their office works. 
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This has been a powerful cost effective tool in the sense that companies have been successful in 

increasing their applicant pool through this mode and staffs also may live far away from cities and 

gain considerably due to savings in rents, transportation, etc. 

The biggest issue due to technological advancement is adaptability, with companies looking at tools 

which can integrate with the internet, while other issues of concern include data privacy, security 

and business continuity/disaster recovery. 

 

Workforce Diversity 

Diversity by definition for the business world means having a workforce that represents many 

different viewpoints, backgrounds and cultures. Diversity affects all areas of organizations from 

recruitment to compensation, to the affect it has on the corporate culture, morale and 

competitiveness. Diversity in the workplace is an increasingly topical theme in management. 

Diversity within HRM, termed as workforce diversity, is a multifaceted phenomenon that can be 

defined as any visible or invisible difference between organisational members. Diversity can be 

labelled into two distinct aspects: observable differences (e.g. nationality, age) and underlying 

differences (e.g. values, sexual orientation). Workforce diversity becomes a particular issue in HRM 

as it has legal, moral and business implications for an organization. 

 

There are a number of ways in which people respond to diversity. Behavioural and emotional 

reactions to diversity are explained largely by three theories: the similarity attraction paradigm, 

social identity theory and social categorisation theory (Pearson, 1995). Workplace diversity has its 

positive effects (e.g. innovation, flexibility) as well as negative effects (e.g. high turnover, decreased 

job satisfaction). However, diversity management can help mitigate the adverse effects of diversity 

and capitalise on the positive effects. 

 

With the fusion of talents of diverse cultural backgrounds, genders, ages and lifestyles, an 

organization can respond to business prospects more vividly and creatively, especially in the global 

arena, which must be one of the main organizational goals to be attained. The risks of losing talents 

to competitors occur when an organizational environment does not support diversity. This is 

especially factual for a multinational company (MNCs) who have ventures on a global scale and 

employ people with varies ethical and cultural backgrounds. Thus, a HR manager needs to be 

mindful and may employ a Think Global, Act Local approach in most circumstances. 

 

Changes in political and legal environment 

If there are Changes in political and legal environment, then almost all aspects of HRM will be 

affected by the legal and regulatory environment. The key drivers of a political climate include the 

extent of external regulations, nature of work contracts, various labour legislations and case laws 

etc. Such factors remain ever changing, and as such, the political atmosphere of human resource 

management remains in a constant change of flux.  It is the duty of  human resource and industrial 

relations executives to anticipate the changes and fully  examine the implication, of these changes 

and brings about  necessary adjustment within the organization so that they can face any changes 

without any  breakdown in its normal functioning. 

 

Changes in the Economic Environment 

In an economic situation companies suffer both internal and external pressures. The external 

competitive pressure stemming from the economic crisis produces a drop in demand and an 

increase in unemployment, which in turn affects the global competition in the market. On the other 
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hand the internal management of the company focuses on efficiency. This leads to pressure to 

reduce costs and fringe expenditure, as well as to the need to justify the need for each and the total 

amount of all expenditure to be incurred. High unemployment and layoffs are clearly HRM and 

managerial issues. Without a doubt, these matters influence the strategic HR function. In an 

inflationary economy, the resources tend to become scarce and the costs of machine, materials and 

labour multiply. These push up the capital and running costs. 

 

Ethics 

While considering the challenges of human resources there is a need to discuss about ethics. The 

discussion about ethics happened during mid 2000s when several companies were found to have 

engaged in gross unethical and illegal conduct, resulting in the loss of billions of dollars from 

shareholders. Companies are seeing the value of implementing ethics codes within the business. 

Many human resource departments have the responsibility of designing codes of ethics and 

developing policies for ethical decision making.  According to Steve Miranda, chief human resources 

officer for the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), "[the presence of an ethics officer] 

provides a high-level individual with positional authority who can ensure that policies, practices, 

and guidelines are effectively communicated across the organization"( McGraw, 2011).  Developing 

policies, monitoring behaviour, and informing people of ethics are necessary to ensure a fair and 

legal business. 

 

In the present era most of the organizations are competing globally for their best reputation, by 

keeping in view the above issues and challenges the HR mangers are responsible to train all the 

young workers, to provide them best rewards as a result they will show their commitment and 

loyalty.  

- Technology has changed each and everything with great extent, the methods of production, 

the process of recruitment, the training techniques, new equipment and technology should 

be introduced and purchase by the organization and training should be provided to young 

and educated workers.  

- To cope up with the issue of Globalization HR manager should adopt the concept of Globalize 

Human Resource Management (GHRM) where it prepares the skill people or manager 

worldwide. This way the trend of globalization can be minimized with some extent.  

- Human resource manager should develop such a HR system which consistent with other 

organization elements such as organization strategies, goals and organization style, and 

organization planning. 

- Regarding the debate on work force diversity, the HR manager accountable to make such a 

broad strategies which help to adjust employees in global organization, HR must increase the 

ability to compete in the international market. 

- Organization culture is also another important element which must be consider by the HR 

manager, the culture must be like to shape their behavior and beliefs to observe to what is 

imperative.  

- To provide more and more talent people into the organization the HR manager must re-

decide and re-arrange the staffing functions, for recruitment selection, training and transfer, 

promotion, dismissals, placement, demotion and layoffs of the employees separate strategies 

should be developed and implemented. 
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Conclusions 

As we have discussed the dominant issues and challenges which are facing by HR mangers and 

organization. The foremost work by the HR is to develop sound organizational structure with strong 

interpersonal skill to employees. Training employees by familiarize them with the concept of 

globalize human resource management to perform better in the global organization context. All 

these issues and challenges like, work force diversity, leadership development. organizational 

effectiveness, Globalization, E- Commerce, etc, can be best manage by HR manager where they have 

to adopt a HR practice which encourages rigid recruitment and selection policy, division of jobs, 

empowerment, encouraging diversity in the workplace, training and development of the work force, 

fostering innovation, proper assigning of duties and responsibilities, managing knowledge. By 

enthusiastically following all the above aspects the value of human resource can be improved, 

organization efficiency can be enhanced, and the organization will sustain to survive. 
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Abstract 

Human Resource Management discipline extracted its roots from organizational psychology 

discipline and proved to be an important practice for managing organizations. The role of this 

practice has emerged to be strategic with due course of time. Now a day, the role of human resource 

management departments has become indispensable for 21st century modern businesses. This 

article particularly focuses on role of human resource management practices in 21st century. This 

theoretical paper aims to highlight the emerging challenges of HRM in 21st century in India. Author 

has conducted HR literature analysis in order to present emerging issues, challenges and practices of 

human resource management discipline in context of 21st century. 
 

 

Introduction:  

HR managers are facing many challenges in present business scenario like globalization workforce 

diversity, technological advances and changes in political and legal environment change in 

information technology. All these challenges increase the pressure on HR managers to attract, retain 

and nurture talented employee. HR professional can’t ignore these challenges rather they ought to 

be line to design and execute innovative mechanisms of developing skills and competencies of 

human resources to prepare them to accept the emerging challenges.  

 

Emerging Challenges of HRM in 21st Century in India:  

Powerful changes in global economy have reshaped the whole strategies of HRM and compose those 

into new form. Due to the dynamic environment, the relationship of employee- employer is also 

being reshaped and it made the organization change the way how to manage and motivate the 

employees. For organizational effectiveness, there is need to get creativity and innovation by using 

workforce while providing them training for their skill improvement, adaptability and 

responsiveness and expanding the way of thinking. Some crucial challenges pertaining to HRM are 

highlighted as under: 

 

Demographic modify:- 

Due to the dynamic environment, there is a challenge of demographic shift. Demographic categories 

include gender, race, nationality, age, religion and physical disability. The percentage of female 

employees increases to 48% by 2008 with an increase in their turnout ratio. With the growth of 

urbanization, opportunities of jobs for females also got increased. In America, five out of every six 

new workers is female. The workforce is aging with 10,000 “baby boomers” turning 55 every days 

and many organizations employed part retirement age either for financial reasons or due to 

importance of their work. In this era, organizations hire employees from different countries so there 

is unique environment of organization because they have different languages and cultures. 
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Organizations have their own culture which makes employees feel free and communicate with each 

other and also with the top management.   

Work planning:- 

Work planning is another reason for change in workforce. Due to the latest technology including 

high speed internet and mobile communication, there is great variety that how and where 

employees do work. Now a number of employees work in outskirts. For example: software engineers 

get their projects through online linkage and complete their work at home instead of going to offices. 

Work preferences are also another amazing factor for the diversity in workforce. Above mentioned 

are some of the challenges about diversity in the work arrangements and demographic shift which 

put pressure on the organizations to create a cohesive team with vastly different skills and 

knowledge to support organizational strategies.   

 

Knowledge- based economy:-  

There is need to diversify the HRM strategies due to the knowledge-based economy and to compete 

with the today’s competitors and achieve competitive advantage. The trend is shifted from industry-

based economy to knowledge based economy for providing value to the customers as well as to the 

employees at the same time. In industry-based economy, manager focuses on the efficiency of work 

only but now in knowledge-based economy, the manager’s focus is on both the effectiveness and 

efficiency. In this Era, there is demand of expertise, innovation, entrepreneurial skills and need of 

diverse workforce.   

 

Enhancement in creativity & innovation: - 

The well-known organizations focus on the skills of workforce and their synergistic power to 

compete with the dynamic environment. For example Apple and other companies locate their 

research labs all around the world to identify the market changes and preferences. By identifying 

changes, they create new and innovative product.   

 

In advance maximum market share:- 

Due to diversity, there is need to focus on the market place and market knowledge to know the 

customers’ needs and wants and to manufacture products to gain maximum market share. Through 

drawing experiences, team work and team skills have become more valuable for quick response to 

the opportunities within new market place.   

 

Employee-employer relationship:- 

In the 21st century, there is also a change in the relationship between employee and employer. 

Organization work without centralization and operate in the flexible environment. Employees work 

under friendly environment. In the global competitive environment, employees are loyal to 

organizations and work with full interest. They easily communicate with the top management about 

new strategies and trends of global market. Through exchange of ideas, they come to end with new 

innovative thing which are really helpful for achieving organizational goal.  

 

Administration the cost :- 

Due to flexible working system, the cost of organization is decreased because technical machines 

work efficiently and effectively for production of products. Automation provides flexibility in 

environment which is helpful for maintaining the cost. Chances of error in the production process 

are also reduced. 
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Conclusion: 

The emergence of HRM in 21st century has got the priority for developing positive employment 

relations. It will successfully improve productivity and performance of HR and will also play role in 

successful interpersonal relationships. Competitive advantage is achieved by organizations when 

they truly work on HRM practices. These practices include recruitment, selection and encouraging 

suitable employees for endorsing diversity of workplace for managing knowledge and innovation 

whilst putting more focus on employee development and engagement. By focusing HR factors that 

influence on human resource in 21st century, solutions can be provided. Through the attentive and 

thoughtful approach being used in management of HR, competitive advantage can be attained and 

organizational productivity can be enhanced resultantly. 
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Abstract 

Over the last two decades there has been an unprecedented increase in the number of 

organizations that have internationalized their operations. The international movement of labour 

that has been concomitant with such expansion of international business has meant that issues 

associated with the management of human resources across International borders are increasingly 

important to international human resource managers and academics. The present paper aims (i) to 

find out the challenges for a HR manager in the 21st century; (ii) to study the HRM practices of 

different organizations in north India; and (iii) to find out the impact of HRM on the working of an 

organization. The study applies the tools including descriptive statistics, correlation, regression and 

chi-square test in order to carry out the research objectives. The paper brings out the cross-cultural 

challenges in particular, as the major challenges to the HR Manager of the 21st century. 

 

Keywords:  21st Century, HR manager, HR challenges, globalization, issues , strategies 

 

Introduction:  

Human beings are the most important resource of an organization. These are the people who plan all 

the activities and then they carry on all the activities. And managing human beings is the toughest 

duty of the manager as no two persons are alike. Every individual has separate values, aspirations, 

motivations, assumptions, goals, etc. And now after the globalization and technological 

developments, they managers have to keep up with the latest changes. The HR managers should be 

given proper authority and he should have the capability to deal with the ever changing business 

environment. The HR manager has to decide about a staffing agency or personally hire qualified 

applicants to fill in the company requirements. They have measure the employees performance 

against the set standards and they have to decide on the employee benefits and compensation 

package.  

 

Meaning Human Resource :  

Human Resources are the set of individuals who make up the workforce of an organization, business 

sector or an economy. "Human Capital" is sometimes used synonymously with human resources, 

although human capital typically refers to a more narrow view i.e., the knowledge the individuals 

embody and can contribute to an organization. Likewise, other terms sometimes used include 

"manpower", "talent", "labor" or simply "people". William R. Tracey, in The Human Resources 

Glossary defines Human Resources as "The people that staff and operate an organization as 

contrasted with the financial and material resources of an organization. The organizational function 

that deals with the people ..." 
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Meaning Human Resource Management:  

Human Resource Management (HRM) is the function within an organization that focuses on 

recruitment of, management of, and providing direction for the people who work in the organization. 

Line managers can also perform HRM. HRM is organizational function that deals with issues related 

to people such as compensation, hiring, organization development, safety, wellness, performance 

management, benefits, employee motivation, communication, administration, and training. HRM is a 

multidisciplinary organisational function that draws theories and ideas from various fields such as 

management, psychology, sociology and economics An effective HRM uses the employees in such a 

way that their productivity is maximised. The HR managers are required to find out right people for 

the right job and get the job done from them. Other than this the human resource management is 

also responsible for the motivation, development and training of the employees and retaining 

efficient employees for a longer period of time. HR management has to make sure that both the 

personnel and the company are complying with regulations The human resources can be managed 

by using either hard or soft approach. The hard approach involves developing strategies for 

managing and controlling human beings. Under the soft approach the manager focuses on 

improvement of communication between employer and employee, motivating the personnel, and 

developing their leadership skills. It is important on the part of the HR manager to ensure that their 

human capital is well-trained and developed. Human capital refers to the intellectual abilities, 

understanding, motivation, commitment, and relationship of the employee to the goals which are set 

by the company for them. The management of employees varies from organisation to organisation 

and it depends upon the ability and capability of the HR manager. The management has to be well 

versed with the latest technological changes along with environmental changes if it wants to achieve 

the competitive advantages of business in 21st century. 

 

Challenges of 21st Century:  

Some challenges being faced by the HR department.  

 Attracting & selecting the best candidate : 

 It has become very tough to find suitable talent as this a process where every candidate will differ 

from others in one or the other sense. Even the managers will take decisions as per their perceptions 

thus possibility of bias cant be ruled out. Every managers decision is influenced by his values, beliefs, 

political and social views. So 21st century poses the challenge of selecting and attracting the best 

candidates by keeping the competition in mind. The managers need to know that highquality, skilled 

talent can be worth its weight in gold and all the organizations are after them to join them but 

nobodys able to find them. While gold in the 19th century was found in abundance but today's high-

quality, skilled talent is not. 

 

 Promoting organisation culture : 

An organisation is full of diverse people; which is good in a way as different minds will lead to 

innovation and new ideas but managing the culture with so many diverse minds and putting across 

the cultural values is a tough task. Since organisational culture is an important factor in attracting 

the new talent therefore HR manager has to put in a lot of hard work and efforts to develop a 

successful organisation structure. Managing these people with diverse cultures like different 

religious, cultural, moral background is a challenging task for the HR Managers in 21st Century. Due 

to acquisition and mergers taking place it becomes important for the HR Manager to develop the 

work culture because the whole organisation is to be restructured after mergers. Organisations now 

are adopting more flat and simple structure. Globalization will impact HR managers by requiring 
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new skills such as language capabilities because the manager will have to speak to other nationals 

while recruiting them. 

 

 Career development of the employees: 

With the coming of globalisation, there have come many technological developments and changes. 

Innovation is the key to survive in the business. And workforce being an important factor in the 

organisation has to trained and developed along with the changes in the business environment. 

Training should not be restricted to improving skills and knowledge alone; rather it should 

concentrate on the overall career development of the employee, which is a major challenge for the 

HR manager. 

 

 Adopting human investment perspective:  

The HR manager will have to adopt more active than the reactive approach. He needs to focus on 

using business strategies in human resources policies and practices for satisfying consumers and 

employee‟s needs. Need of the hour is to develop a workforce that reflects the diversity of 

consumers and clients. Thus role of HR managers is expected to change radically in the next decade. 

HR manager should be equipped with specific competencies to support these roles. Thus, as 

mentioned above also, the mangers will have to spend nearly all of their time managing cross-

functional work teams. The managers will have to develop an international workforce, they will have 

to keep the written records of other cultures and keep the management informed of the cost for not 

paying attention to all these major issues.  

 

 Making new retention & motivation strategies: 

 As the organisations have opened up to hiring worldwide, it has become necessary for the managers 

to have better retention policies. A multinational company comes with its own set of rules and 

policies, but they have to adopt new rules and policies keeping in mind the work culture of the 

country they are operating it. Only then they‟ll be able to satisfy the employees of that country and 

thus it will reduce the attrition rate. If the employees are motivated and like their job, they are less 

likely to leave. The managers will have to walk that extra mile to motivate today‟s employees. 6. 

Conflict management 21st century brings with it long working hours, target pressures, high 

competition, etc. which can lead to stress and conflicts in the organisation. The HR manager‟s 

burden increases as he will have to make sure that work is done timely and accurately but at the 

same time he will have to find ways of reducing stress and conflict before it can cause any serious 

damage. Simultaneously, he has to balance his work life and personal life as the stress and long 

working hours can also have a toll on him.  

 

 Managing virtual workplace and e-commerce : 

Electronic commerce means to perform the trading activities through internet. The on-line business 

has become a challenge for the workers. The managers are finding it hard to hire & develop human 

resources who have the ability to attract, motivate, retain, and to serve as maximum customers as 

possible. The virtual business world has forced the business houses to decentralize their functions as 

flexible work arrangements take away most of the time of the manager. 8. Business ethics and values 

With changing work culture and 

 

Today’s HRM Challenges 

All departments within an organization must prove their value and contributions to the overall 

business strategy, and the same is true with HRM. As companies are becoming more concerned with 
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cutting costs, HRM departments must show the value they add to the organization through 

alignment with business objectives. Being able to add value starts with understanding some of the 

challenges of businesses and finding ways to reduce a negative impact on the business. This section 

will discuss some of the HRM challenges, and the rest of this text will dive into greater detail about 

how to manage these challenges. 

 

Containing Costs 

If you were to ask most business owners what their biggest challenges are, they will likely tell you 

that cost management is a major factor to the success or failure of their business. In most businesses 

today, the people part of the business is the most likely place for cuts when the economy isn’t doing 

well. 

 

Technology 

Technology has greatly impacted human resources and will continue to do so as new technology is 

developed. Through use of technology, many companies have virtual workforces that perform tasks 

from nearly all corners of the world. When employees are not located just down the hall, 

management of these human resources creates some unique challenges.  

 

To conclude that it can be said that Human Resource Management practice is becoming more and 

more challenging day by day. Lot of problems / challenges like attraction of employee, dealing with 

different cultural people, managing work force diversity, technological and informational changes to 

overcome with these challenges training are coming in the way of Human Resource Management. To 

reduce mobility of professional personnel HR people have to motivate them from monetary and non-

monetary techniques.Thus, the 21st century HR will result in the competitive advantage and can add 

value to the human resources by improving the organizational efficiency which will lead the 

organisation to survive for a long period in the competitive environment. 
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Abstract 

In this era of information and technology internet is playing an important role for making 

transactions cashless and promoting e-commerce through E- marketing. E-commerce is the process 

of marketing, selling and purchasing goods and services by electronic means. India is experiencing a 

rapid growth in e-commerce now a days,  as our Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi has recently 

demonetized currency of Rs. 500 and Rs.1000 and to fill gap of money he is also promoting cashless 

transactions and e-commerce in India. This is a right time to think about whether this e-commerce 

and cashless transactions are really contributing for consumer protection or not, as new risks are 

accelerating very faster to consumers related to cyber crime like  theft of personal information, black 

marketing and getting cheated while shopping online. Ultimately consumers are suffering losses so, 

this paper is a brief discussion about consumer protection in e-commerce with concern to Indian 

consumer and Indian laws.   

 

Keywords: E-Commerce, Consumer Protection, Security Issues. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

With the change in time, the life style and mentality of people have also changed. Also with 

the technological development the modes of communication for business have changed. We can say 

that this is the technological era, where with the help of e-media and e-business the whole world has 

become a global village. As a result, an individual can do transactions of buying and/or selling by 

sitting at one place and within no time can complete his/her work. This had helped an individual to 

save time a lot. Thus, we can say that E- commerce has played a role of boon in our life. 

  Each and every business activities carried on with the help of electronic media or computer 

networking system is known as e-commerce or electronic commerce. It includes mobile commerce, 

online transactions and electronic data interchange (EDI). In simple terms e-commerce means 

buying and selling of goods and services over the world. But e-commerce is not only limited to 

buying and selling it also includes preparation of estimations online, consulting users, online 

payment and after sales services. 

 

DEFINITION 

A. According to Zorayda Ruth B. Andam : 

 "Any form of business transaction in which the parties interact electronically rather than by    

physical exchange or direct physical contract." 

B. According to Rogar Clarke : 

"The conduct of business with the assistance of telecommunications and telecommunication 

based tools." 

TYPES OF E-COMMERCE 

Mainly there are three types of e-commerce which are discussed below: 
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(1) Business to Consumer (B2C) E-commerce: 

 In business to consumer e-commerce, business is between companies and consumer directly. 

Companies use to sell their products directly to the consumer through internet. In this, consumer is 

considered to be an end user of the particular product who will consume product. Consumers can 

access web shop of any company and purchase product online. 

For example, a person accessing the website of Adidas and purchasing a pair of shoes from it. 

(2) Business to Business (B2B) E-commerce: 

In business to business e-commerce, business is between two companies or organizations or 

enterprises. Companies will use to sell their products directly to another company through internet. 

It may involve selling by manufacturing company to wholesaler or dealer of particular product. For 

entering this type of web shop of another company, one requires log in to enter. 

(3) Consumer to Consumer (C2C) E-commerce: 

In consumer to consumer e-commerce, business is between two consumers. Here, buying and selling 

takes place between two consumers online through internet. One consumer posts his product on 

commercial website and another consumer will purchase it directly from it.  

 The biggest example in recent period is eBay; an American based company conducting online 

auctions and promoting consumer to consumer e-commerce. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To understand the basics of e-commerce. 

2. To examine how far e-commerce is contributing towards consumer protection. 

3. To study various security issues in e-commerce to consumers. 

4. To analyze the legal issues related to consumer protection in e-commerce in India.  

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

This research is based on secondary data. The secondary data is collected from various sources, 

which includes books, journals, websites and reports published on internet etc. 

 

FINDINGS 

LEGAL & JURISDICTIONAL ISSLUES IN INDIA  

 E-commerce transactions are growing rapidly now- a- days. But at the same time the cases of 

frauds are also increasing. So it is a high time to think about consumer protection and the various 

laws made for the same. 

 For the protection of the rights and interest of consumers and to redress their disputes  

Consumer Protection Act,  1986 is formulated. As per the provisions of this, a consumer can take 

legal actions on the place where the transaction took place, to analyze how one can determine place 

in e-commerce. There is also another point to discuss that, Consumer protection is applicable to the 

transaction where charges are applied, but in e-commerce it may happen that transaction is free of 

cost, in such case also there is no protection. In short there is no remedy for protecting interest of 

consumer; where no physical transactions and physical agreement in e-commerce is included. 

 Concern to Information Technology Act, 2000 there are some provisions regarding cyber 

crimes, section 1(5) along with section 75 of IT act provides that this act will apply to any person in 

India or person from outside India for offence committed in online means. But still it is not providing 

a special law towards protecting consumers in e-commerce, because all legal rights are generally 

reserved with online seller and consumer is remain with very low protection from his home country. 

 If we talk about jurisdictional issue as per law for solving any type of dispute, a court should 

have jurisdiction on either the parties or individual involved in dispute. In this era of  the fastest 
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growing  e-commerce , where may be e-contract or e-transaction between one party from India and 

another from any corner of the world, how this concept of jurisdiction can applied if one consumer 

want to take legal actions on seller. 

 

CONSUMER SECURITY ISSUES IN E-COMMERCE   

1. Unsafe Products: 

Unsafe product means those products which are hazardous in nature. It many times happens 

that these products are not allowed to sale in the physical market but all those products are available 

for sale in online virtual market with some special offers. People are not aware about all these things 

and by getting attracted they use to buy it and ultimately they suffer from financial as well as other 

losses. so, one special law is required to manage all these malpractices of company. 

2. Identity Theft: 

Identity theft means hackers use to steal personal information like bank details, name and 

address etc., by which they can pose himself as a another person and they can misuse it for making 

frauds. Identity theft is a major issue in e-commerce transactions now a day. 

3. Privacy: 

In e-commerce there is no limits of borders, In most of the cases it is between unknown 

persons, who are meeting first time and bounding for contract. And that thing  is also true that, 

While performing e-commerce transactions there is need of disclosing some private information, 

without releasing information online transaction is not possible. but while dealing with consumer 

dealers are use to track him by putting cookies or any kind of tracker in his PC by which they are 

going to be well aware about his tastes and preferences. 

4. Terms and Conditions: 

As tradition of every contract , it starts with agreement inclusive of terms and condition, e-

commerce also follows this condition. Before dealing with the consumer they use to bound the 

consumer with terms and conditions. sometimes the manner of bounding is unfair, many people who 

used to perform online purchases has experienced that, there was a unrecognizable star on border of 

advertisement, which was a mark of terms and conditions. After purchasing a product question mark 

arises (What is this? This is not a product which I had ordered for ).You  can't do anything because 

you had accepted terms and conditions. 

 

SUGGESTIONS 

1) The government should encourage or think of both domestic as well as international uniform 

legal framework for securing consumers in e-commerce by mutually understanding with 

other countries. 

2) Improved telecommunication networks with nondiscriminatory terms and condition 

regarding authenticity and identity of users can make e-commerce transactions protected. 

3) The Indian government can establish one separate e-commerce dispute settlement authority.  

 

CONCLUSION 

          As “Every coin has two sides”, e-commerce is also containing good and bad both the sides. E-

commerce has played significant role in the developmental growth of the Indian economy as per the 

different reports of some national magazines and Journals .As we have discussed in many ways its 

not contributing towards the protecting rights of consumers also. In concern with constitution, India 

is facing many limitations towards legal protection of consumer, In depth study of e-commerce with 

concern to technological and legal limitations of India  with ultimate  views of domestic as well as 
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international legal advisors and technological experts  there is a  possibility of positive outcomes 

with the ultimate interest of consumers in India. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Education has been considered as an agent for change in the society. Educational institutions have to 

play pivotal roles in this regard. These intuitions are transforming accumulated knowledge, values 

and skills through the systematic training and instruction. “All round development of the child”, is 

the fundamental aim of education process. Along with the academic focus, colleges need to focus on 

“Physical Development of Children also”. “A sound mind in a sound body” is an accepted principle 

and therefore physical education in colleges forms an important component for developing 

psychomotor skill in students. The effectiveness of physical education programme and the efficiency 

of the teacher depend on the quality of training imparted through the college of physical education. 

India has witnessed a rapid and tremendous expansion of education at all levels. Training colleges of 

physical education are coming up like mass-rooms in rainy season. Now, the time is ripe to resolve 

the issues and problems regarding quality and relevance of training colleges. 

 

Due to globalization and global competitiveness acceptable quality of training colleges becomes 

utmost requirement / demand. Quality is an important issues and concern in training colleges of 

physical education. 

 

The quality is not only depended upon the academics and training imparted but also dependent 

upon the effective management in the colleges of physical education. In this paper the author has 

highlighted the scenario of physical education with respect its curriculum, instruction, facilities, and 

management of physical education colleges. 

 

QUALITY OF INFRASTRUCTURE  

The college building, library, laboratory, grounds (indoor and outdoor) and equipments facilities are 

very important for successful implementation of any quality physical education programme at the 

training college level. Most of the training colleges in our country contains poor physical 

infrastructure. They do not have well equipped libraries, laboratories and grounds. It is in this 

regard that institutional development is needed in training colleges. 

 

QUALITY OF CURRICULUM  

Curriculum transaction is the heart of any educational institution. It is the set of learning experiences 

that that an institution can provide to the students in order to promote learning. Physical education 

demands more of practical learning experiences than the theoretical concepts. Therefore, activity 

oriented curriculum and transaction are needed for quality Physical Education Programme. In India, 

there is no uniform curriculum policy and framework for physical education programme. National 

Council of Teacher Education (NCTE) Board & UGC should workout for this issue. However, there is 
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no specific curriculum framework for colleges of physical education in India. In the era of 

globalization, the curriculum framework must also contain the international scenario and standards. 

 

QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION  

The quality of instruction plays a significant role in bringing effective learning among the students. It 

is for too long that the teachers have employed the conventional lecture method. Today, we have 

modern methods and techniques including computer technology and electronic media for the 

dissemination of knowledge. The teachers may be introduced as to how to select, organize and apply 

appropriate media in making teaching learning process more effective and meaningful. The shift of 

instructional strategies and process seems to be the most daunting task. With the help of ICT, 

simulated learning experiences can be provided to learners on various games and sports. 

 

QUALITY OF TEACHERS 

A teacher needs to be highly committed and should be a life long student, devoted and dedicated to 

studies, besides a good communicator for dissemination of knowledge to students. Teacher should 

stimulate, inspire and develop interest among the student. A teacher should be a friend, philosopher 

and guide to the student. A teacher should attend the in service programmes such as orientation 

programme, refresher courses, workshops, seminars, symposia, organized, by various agencies. 

Teachers are to be encouraged to undertake innovation and researches in physical education. 

Services conditions in privately managed institutions are not same as government education 

department. Physical Education Teachers are always seen as unwanted in colleges, because the 

whole focus of the college now a days is on academics. In some situation, physical education teachers 

are even taking some academic subjects along with physical education courses. 

There is a need to develop the morality & professionalism in physical education teachers in colleges 

by providing various facilities to organize different physical education programme.  

 

QUALITY OF ADMINISTRATORS 

As an administrator, one should able to plan, co-ordinate and direct college activities and be able to 

maintain discipline in college. He should be able to set institutional goals and should be able to take 

correct decision to realize them. He should be able to provide financial management to the college. 

Now days, the college principals are facing a pressure to deliver quality education, so pre-service and 

in-service programme of principals are properly planned, they can play a crucial role in the 

functioning of training college. Principal is the gatekeeper of a change. Quality leadership by 

principal is essential to improve the college performance. 

Administration and Management play important role for making institution vibrant. Administrators 

of the college of physical education need to have certain skills and competencies through which they 

can bring other institution together for academic enrichment. There is a need to have specialized 

professional development programme for administrators. 

 

QUALITY OF ADMISSION AND EVALUATION PROCESS 

There must be a comprehensive and concurrent evaluation in the training college in order to achieve 

quality in the programme.  

Accreditation and Assessment of institution of Physical Education are needed to maintain the quality 

standards. NCTE has initiated in the direction. However, a rigorous evaluation process is needed in 

this direction. All the quality indicators necessary for quality physical education must be checked 

thoroughly in college and can rank as per their quality standards. 
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QUALITY ATMOSPHERE 

Quality of atmosphere refers to the quality of inter and intra personal relationship among staff 

members. There is a need to promote healthy working conditions, academic culture and team 

building for institutional atmosphere. Quality physical education colleges must work on 

collaborative management principles in which each member of the organization takes active part in 

initiating and organizing various academic programmes through collaboration and co-operation. 

 

FINANCING 

There is an enormous gap between the available and required resources. However, for improvement 

and management of quality additional investments will be necessary in development of grounds, 

library, laboratory, equipment etc. 

Institution of physical education, no longer need to depend solely on the government funding. There 

is a need to develop internal efficiency by mobilizing resources through various sources. Organizing 

self-financial courses, offering need based short-term course for in-service physical education 

teachers may help in getting financial sustainability. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Quality in education is the greatest concern in all the educational institutions. This can only be 

achieved through the managements of various components of the institutions. Physical education 

colleges, there fore need to focus on the quality parameters to become effective in preparing efficient 

physical educationist. 

The values and contribution of physical education are well known to all. For making the physical 

education programme a success at the college level, facilities, programmes and personnel’s related 

issues must be solved; without these good results can never be achieved. 
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Abstract 

The basic concept of cell phones began in 1947, when researchers looked at mobile car 

phones and realized that by using small cells (range of service area) with frequency reuse, they could 

increase the traffic capacity of mobile phones substantially. Although the press coverage of the I-

Phone's impact has focused on its immediate effects on sales of competing products, the most 

important effect of the I-Phone is its fundamental challenge to mobile phone industry power 

structures and product strategies. The I-Phone calls into question how the mobile industry segments 

users and designs products, and as such its impact on industry practices may be far greater than its 

effect on phone sales. Customer satisfaction is a term frequently used in marketing. It is a measure of 

how products and services supplied by a company meet or surpass customer expectation. Customer 

satisfaction is defined as "the number of customers, or percentage of total customers, whose 

reported experience with a firm, its products, or its services (ratings) exceeds specified satisfaction 

goals." 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic concept of cell phones began in 1947, when researchers looked at mobile car phones and 

realized that by using small cells (range of service area) with frequency reuse, they could increase 

the traffic capacity of mobile phones substantially. A cell phone is a type of two-way radio. In 1947, 

AT&T (American Telephone & Telegraph) proposed that the FCC allocates a large number of radio-

spectrum frequencies so that widespread mobile telephone service would become feasible and 

AT&T would have an incentive to research the new technology. AT&T and Bell Laboratories 

proposed a cell phone system to the FCC of many small, low-powered, broadcast towers, each 

covering a 'cell' a few miles in radius and collectively covering a larger area. 

 

The technology that gives a person the power to communicate anytime, anywhere - has spawned an 

entire industry in mobile telecommunication. Mobile telephones have become an integral part of the 

growth, success and efficiency of any business / economy. The most prevalent wireless standard in 

the world today, is GSM. The GSM Association 

 

GlobalSystem for Mobile Communications was instituted in 1987 to promote and expedite theadopti

on, development and deployment and evolution of the GSM standard for digital wireless 

communications. Starting off primarily as a European standard, the Group Special Mobile as it was 

then called, soon came to represent the Global System for Mobile Communications as it achieved the 

status of a world-wide standard. GSM is today, the world's leading digital standard accounting for 

68.5% of the global digital wireless market. 

 

The Indian Government when considering the introduction of cellular services into the country, 

made a landmark decision to introduce the GSM standard, leapfrogging obsolescent technologies/ 

standards. Although cellular licenses were made technology neutral in September 2005, all the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contentment
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private operators are presently offering only GSM based mobile services. The new licensees for the 

4thcellular licenses that were awarded in July 2001 too, have opted for GSM technology to offer their 

mobile services. 

 

HISTORY OF CELL PHONE  

Martin Cooper, a former general manager for the systems division at Motorola, is considered the 

inventor of the first modern portable handset. Bell Laboratories introduced the idea of cell phone 

communications in 1947 with the police car technology. However, Motorola was the first to 

incorporate the technology into a portable device that was designed for use outside an automobile. 

By 1977, AT&T and Bell Laboratories had constructed a prototype cellular system. A year later, 

public trials of the new system were started in Chicago with over 2000 trial customers. In 1979, in a 

separate venture, the first commercial cell phone system began its operation in Tokyo. In 1981, 

Motorola and American Radio Telephone started a second U.S. cell phone radio-telephone system 

test in the Washington/Baltimore area. By 1982, the slow-moving FCC finally authorized commercial 

cellular service for USA. A year later, the first American commercial analog cell phone service or 

AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone Service) was made available in Chicago by Ameritech. Despite the 

incredible demand, it took 37 years for cell phone services to become commercially available in the 

United States. Consumer demand quickly outstripped the 1982 system standards. By 1987, cell 

phone subscribers exceeded one million and the airways were crowded. (COAI 2005) 

 

CELL PHONES IN INDIA 

The Government of India recognizes that the provision of a world-class telecommunications 

infrastructure and information is the key to rapid economic and social development of the country. It 

is critical not only for the development of the Information Technology industry, but also has 

widespread ramifications on the entire economy of the country. It is also anticipated that going 

forward, a major part of the GDP of the country would be contributed by this sector. Accordingly, it 

is of vital importance to the country that there be. a comprehensive and forward-looking 

telecommunications policy which creates an enabling framework for development of this industry. A 

report of Cellular Operators Authority of India regarding the entry of cell phones into India is listed 

in below table. This shows the improvement in cell phone introduction over the years. 

Year Improvement in Cell phone 
1992 Telecommunication sector in India was liberalized to bridge the gap through 

government spending and to provide additional resources for the nation‘s 
telecom target. Private sector was allowed participation. 

1993 The telecom industry got an annual foreign investment Rs. 20.6 millions. 
1994 License for providing cell phone services was granted by the government of 

India for the metropolitan cities of Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai. Cell 
phone service became duopoly (i.e. Not more than two cell phone operators 
could be licensed in each telecom circle) under a fixed license fee regime for 
10 years. 

1995 19 more telecom circles got mobile licences, Kolkata became the first metro 
with a cell phone network. 

1997 TRAI was set up. 
1998 Annual foreign investment in telecom stood at Rs. 17,756.4 millions. 
1999 FDI inflow into telecom sector fell by almost 90 per cent to Rs. 2126.7 

millions, Tariff rebalancing exercise got initiated, National Telecom Policy was 
announced. 

2000 Amendment of TRAI Act, FDI inflow dropped further down to Rs. 918 millions. 
       Source : Cellular Operators Authority of India (COAI) 
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ABOUT I-PHONE 

The I-Phone is a "candybar" style device. The front of the device is dominated by a touch-sensitive 

320x480 screen, and it does not have a physical keypad. The I-Phone's hardware features and 

configuration are comparable to those of other "Smartphone’s" already on the market. Apple made a 

distinctive departure from the industry norm in this area. The interface can sense multiple 

simultaneous finger presses, enabling the user to manipulate the interface via gestures (something 

that Apple says it is patenting). This sort of "multi-touch" interface has been discussed in the past, 

but Apple is one of the first companies to implement it in a commercial product. It won't be possible 

to judge the success of Apple's approach until the I-Phone ships. As is typical of many Apple 

products, the I-Phone's interface also includes some minor features uncommon in most competing 

products and designed to spotlight the company's attention to detail. The wide screen and relatively 

large flash storage of the I-Phone will make it better than either Blackberry or Treo for viewing 

videos and playing music, while the presence of the Safari browser may make the I-Phone better for 

recreational browsing. Those features are most attractive to younger users who want to use a mobile 

device to enhance their lifestyles.  

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

In 1999 Apple retained Eight Inc. as a strategic retail design partner and began creating the Apple 

retail stores. Tim Kobe of Eight Inc. prepared an "Apple Retail" white paper for Jobs, outlining the 

ability of separate Apple retail stores to directly drive the Apple brand experience-Kobe used their 

recently completed work with The North Face and Nike as a basis for the white paper. The first two 

Apple Stores opened on May 19, 2001 in Tyson’s Corner, Virginia, and Glendale, California. More 

than 7,700 people visited Apple’s first two stores in the opening weekend, spending a total of US $ 

5,99,000. As of June 2014, Apple maintains 425 retail stores in fourteen countries. In addition to 

Apple products, the stores sell third-party products like software titles, digital cameras, camcorders 

and handheld organizers. 

 

A media article published in July 2013 provided details about Apple's "At-Home Apple Advisors" 

customer support program that serves as the corporation's call center. The advisors are employed 

within the US and work remotely after undergoing a four-week training program and testing period. 

The advisors earn between US $ 9 and $ 12 per hour and receive intensive management to ensure a 

high quality of customer support. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 Factors those influence decision-making in purchasing mobile phones. 

 Major features, which a customer looks for in a mobile before making a purchase. 

 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA 

The Study was done by applying descriptive research. For descriptive research I have used the 

survey and observation method. I also have done the exploratory research as it provides helps in 

understanding the problem Reason for cross sectional design where subject are assessed at a single 

time in their live. A cross sectional study is fast and can study a large number of respondents at a 

little cost or effort. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glendale,_California
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Store
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HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

 H0 = There is no significance difference among functions of I-phone and various mobile user age 

groups  

 H1 = There is significance difference among functions of I-phone and various mobile user age 

groups 

 H0 = There is no significant difference of among model of I-phone and various occupation.  

 H1 = There is significant difference of among model of I-phone and various occupation. 

 

SAMPLING TECHNIQUE  

I have used non probability sampling technique, in that convenience sampling was used in project 

study, because it was convenient with regards to time, cost and place of the research and also for 

analysis of the data. I have used Quota Sampling (Non-probability Sampling) method in research. 

 

SAMPLE SIZE 

I have taken sample size of 118 respondents. The sample size of respondents is decided by 

considering 92% significance level and 8% probable error. 

 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

   

A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the significance difference among functions of I-phone 

and various mobile user age groups.Here F Calculated value is higher than F-table Value. 

So H1 is accepted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is significance difference among functions of I-phone and various mobile user age groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the significance difference among model of I-phone 

and various occupation.Here F Calculated value is higher than F-table Value. 

So H1 is accepted. 

 There is significant difference of among model of I-phone and various occupation. 

 

CONCLUSION : 

I also took up the field work in the form of the research to know about the satisfaction level of the 

customers with respect to various features of the apple I phone and also to know something more 

about the performance of different model of mobile in market. So after appropriate analysis, we 

hereby conclude our project. 

Source of 

Variation 

Sum of  

Squares 

Degree of 

freedom 

Mean 

Square 
F Value 

F-table 

Value 

Between Groups 8.226 3 2.742 2.052 1.827 

Within Groups 156.33 117 1.336   

Total 164.556 120    

Source of 

Variation 

Sum of 

Squares 

Degree of 

freedom 

Mean 

Square 
F Value 

F-table 

Value 

Between Groups 7.825 3 2.608 1.964 1.827 

Within Groups 155.33 117 1.328   

Total 163.155 120    
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Abstract 

Multilevel marketing or network marketing is escalating familiarity for its enhanced 

flourishing of business with the elimination of intermediaries. The purging of intermediaries reduces 

the costs of the product and services while the ‘customer to customer’ sales builds the rapport of the 

company. The companies like Amway, Tupperware, Herballife, Oriflame are doing well in network 

marketing worldwide. The study emphasize on the people involved in network marketing, their 

perceptions towards multilevel marketing, growth and job satisfaction. The data collected from 

existing members of Amway India in Pune city. It has been found there is elevated participation of 

females in network marketing. The youngsters in the age of 26 to 35 are plentiful and employed or 

engaged in other jobs. Despite Network marketing is a secondary earnings, members are earning 

handsome rewards. 

 

Keywords: Network Marketing, Multi level marketing, Amway 

 

Introduction 

Network marketing is a business form that originated in the United States during 1950’s. From there 

onwards, network marketing companies have gained exceeding ground and have become widely 

spread and recognized, especially during the past ten years. Companies such as Tahitian Noni 

International, Herbal life, Oriflame, RCM, Mary Kay, Tupperware and Forever Living Products are all 

examples of well-known network marketing companies. Today 58 million people are involved in 

network marketing throughout the world and in 2006 the worldwide sales accounted for an 

estimated USD 109 billion1.  

 

Network marketing companies in many aspects are similar to any other type of company, they have 

customers, employees and sell goods or services and market their products. What makes network 

marketing companies unique is that their main asset is their distributors ‘Independent Business 

Owners’ (IBOs). The IBOs use the product, share it to their network of friends , relatives etc. and 

continuously recruit new persons as IBO to join the company and without this recruitment there can 

be no network, without network it turns in undercut of the entire business form. 

 

Traditional Large-scale sales prototype is the most familiar sales pattern for companies. Based on 

this Pattern, companies usually sell their products and services and give all the customers same sales 

promotion. However, this kind of sales promotions   neglects   the   differences   among   customers.   

In   most   cases,   these promotions cost a lot while reap only few real profits from customers. That 

                                                                    
1 Direct Selling Association: Worldwide Sales, 2008 
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means many promotions are waste or of no use. Network marketing is a new and vibrant business 

culture developing today. Nowadays the economics of customer relationships are changing in 

fundamental ways, and companies are facing the need to implement new solutions and strategies 

that address these changes.  The concepts of mass production and mass marketing, first created 

during  the  Industrial  Revolution,  are  being  supplanted  by  new  ideas  in  which customer 

relationships are the central business issue.  

 

In the traditional process, the marketing goal is to reach more customers and expand the customer 

base. But the high cost of acquiring new customers, it makes better sense to conduct business with 

current customers. Because of this the marketing focus shifts away from the breadth of customer 

base to the depth of each customer’s needs. Businesses do not just deal with customers in order to 

make transactions; they turn the opportunity to sell products into a service experience and endeavor 

to establish a long-term relationship with each customer2. Actually direct marketing companies or 

organizations try to establish and maintain a direct relationship with their customers in order to 

target them individually for specific product offers. 

 

Literature Review 

Robin Croft and Helen Woodruff13, 1996, with the help of Cateoria six strategic goals Concludes, 

Amway network marketing is by no means uniquely suited to the Japanese retail market. In some 

cases like cost, capital, control, and coverage network marketing has some advantages over 

conventional channels. In respect of continuity there is a severe problem of network marketing 

organization. In respect of character Amway seem to be successful because of unique nature of the 

Japanese retail environment, fundamental changes affecting Japanese society. Robin croft also 

suggested that Network marketing has potential in certain product areas in certain cultures and 

economic environments like where there are strong social and family bonds, where retailing is 

characterized by large numbers of small, independent outlets lacking specialized skills and where 

imported consumer goods have high perceived value. After all network marketing: The Ultimate in 

International Distribution is debatable. 

 

Anne T. Coughlan and Kent Grayson4, 1998, developed, analyzed, and calibrated a dynamic decision 

model of the growth of retail NMO. It shows how compensation and other model parameters affect 

distributor motivation, sales, and network growth and profitability. In short it is important for the 

distributor’s point of view to have a good compensation and incentives plans to remain in the 

business and earn reasonable profit. 

 

Pratralekha Bhattacharya and Krishna Kumar Mehta 5 , 2000, revealed network marketing 

organization has been doing very well in recent times. However, their success is unpredictable. The 

average distributors get very less money and they have formed close knit and exclusive social 

groups. Different individuals give different weight to social satisfaction. Social output is generated by 

social efforts and the same time economic effort also has some social productivity. 

                                                                    
2 Rygielski et al., 2002 
3 Network Marketing: The Ultimate in International Distribution?’ in Journal of Marketing Management, 
1996.12.201-214 
4 Network marketing organizations: Compensation plans, retail network growth, and profitability’ in the 
International Journal of Research in Marketing (1998) 15:401-426 
5 Socialization in Network marketing organizations: is it cult behavior?’ in the journal of Socio-Economics 
29(2000)361-374 
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Michael G Pratt6, 2000,After analyzing the data, the researcher found that Amway as an organization 

that attempts to manage member’s identification by managing how they make sense of themselves 

as well as their relationship with people within and outside of distributors. 

 

Peter J. Vander and William W. Keep7, 2002, enlightened A pyramid scheme is a non-sustainable 

business that involves the exchange of money, usually in the form of a sign-up fee, and usually has no 

product or service. The only people that are able to make money on a pyramid scheme are the 

people at the top of the pyramid. 

 

Lawrence B. Chonko, Thomas R. Wotruba and Terry W. Loe,2002, explained, the executive feels that 

opportunities for unethical behavior in direct selling may have lessened. There is some feeling that 

opportunities for unethical behavior in direct selling is less frequent than in other industries. 

Researcher claims 55% executives agree that DSA member executives in direct selling do face 

opportunities to engage in unethical behavior.75% of executives say that DSA member companies as 

having high ethical standards.  

 

Michael G Pratt and Jose Antonia Rosa8, 2003, exposed how network marketing organizations 

provide strong commitment to their members in this age of network marketing trends. Network 

marketing organizations don’t have the central business location and they spread all over the 

country. Members have to work independently taking support and guidance of their up lines. The 

researchers suggest that organization can help their members to manage the work family interface 

in ways that affirms the importance of family members and also increase their commitment to their 

work. 

 

Ming Ouyang and E Stephen Grant9, 2004, focused on a theoretical model of NMOs (Network 

Marketing Organizations) behavior rational and illustrated how NMOs convert social network into 

sales opportunity by incorporating the size of sales force with individual contacting rate and sales 

people’s persuasive rate. The author tried to find out how NMOs capitalize social network into sales 

opportunities. Finally author developed the model which is capable of proving various real 

situations in NMOs practices.  

 

The model suggests that, the  successful NMOs are those with the contact rate and the persuasive 

rate dominating the quitting rate i.e. how many people you have contacted and you persuade them is 

higher than how many people quite the organization. Unsuccessful NMOs are those with the quitting 

rate is dominated the contact rate and the persuasive rate i.e. how many people leave the 

organization is higher than how many people contacted and perused.  

 

  

                                                                    
6 The Good, the Bad and the Ambivalent: Managing Identification among Amway distributors’ in Cornell 
University Johnson Graduate School,. 
7‘Marketing Fraud: An approach for differentiating Multilevel Marketing from Pyramid schemes’ in Journal of 
Public Policy & Marketing, vol.2(1),spring2002,139-151  
8 ‘Transforming work-family conflict into commitment in Network marketing organizations’ in Academic of 
Management Journal 2003, vol.46, No.4.395-418 
9 ‘Mechanism of Network Marketing Organizations Expansion as Pyramid Structures’  in Journal of 
Management Research, volume 4, December 2004 
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Research Methodology 

Objectives 

1. To study the IBO’s perceptions towards MLM Business 

2. To assess the growth of IBOs 

3. To evaluate the IBO satisfaction towards their Business 

 

The Primary data collected from 542 independent business owners who are actively or inactively 

doing there business and are registered with Amway India. There are total 6000 IBOs registered 

with Amway India under Pune chapter. The sample size calculated using formula of small size 

sample for finite population at 4 percent standard error to increase the accuracy. 

 

Primary data as well as secondary data collected is segregated and disseminated appropriately and 

analyzed through various statistical tools for testing and verification. This enabled to put forth the 

proper inferences and clear cut interpretations. The conclusions are drawn on the basis of overall 

inferences and linkages.The graphical representations, statistical tools are executed by using MS 

Excel and SPSS. 

 

 
 

Employed females and exclusively housewives are more inclined towards MLM network, the IBO’s in 

the age of 26 to 35 are densely found doing MLM business. Almost of these people have minimum 

graduate qualified and are earning between 1 lakh to 6 lakhs. This indicates that MLM is a lucrative 

and sound business, however IBOs duration of involvement in this business has been found between 

1 to 3years. This purports that the involvement of IBO declines timely, since the business is all about 

exploiting one’s social network, similar to the kind of insurance business, once the insurance agent’s  

network gets exhausted his business  starts declining. However there are levels in MLM and the 

Target Group Index of MLM Business
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business can rely on other connected people’s social network whilst it depends on the working of 

their networks. 

 

Gender No of Respondents Percent 

 MALE 154 28.4 

FEMALE 388 71.6 

Marital Status No of Respondents Percent 

Married 511 94.3 

Unmarried 31 5.7 

Age No of Respondents Percent 

26-35 348 64.2 

36-45 194 35.8 

 

Income (Rs Lakh) No of Respondents Percent 

03-Jan 109 20.1 

3.1-5 123 22.7 

5.1-8 83 15.3 

8.1-10 16 3 

ABOVE 10 14 2.6 

Missing 197 36.3 

 

Education No of Respondents Percent 

UP TO 10TH 57 10.5 

10TH – 12TH 57 10.5 

GRADUATE 301 55.5 

POST GRADUATE 78 14.4 

DIPLOMA 49 9 

 

Occupation No of Respondents Percent 

EMPLOYEE 258 47.6 

SELF EMPLOYED 40 7.4 

ENGINEER 33 6.1 

DOCTOR 16 3 

HOUSE WIFE 195 36 

 

Years In Business  No of Respondents Percent 

1-3 272 50.2 

3.1-5 129 23.8 

5.1-8 82 15.1 

8.1-10 35 6.5 

ABOVE 10 24 4.4 
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To analyze the growth of IBO’s business in terms of their income, earnings from MLM business and 

their preferences and satisfaction levels towards income from the business the following statements 

were asked and recorded in five point likert scale. 

 

 

The factors extracted applying principal component matrix to understand the intensities of 

responses towards four statements concerned to the Income. 

 

Component 

Initial Eigen values 

Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Total Variance Cumulative Total Variance Cumulative Total Variance Cumulative 

1 1.606 40.144 40.144 1.606 40.144 40.144 1.532 38.303 38.303 

2 1.058 26.458 66.602 1.058 26.458 66.602 1.132 28.299 66.602 

3 .874 21.853 88.455       

4 .462 11.545 100.000       

Extraction Method: Principal Component 

Analysis. 

      

Component Matrix 

Rotated Component Matrix 

 Component 

 1 2 

IL1 .851 -.020 

IL2 .240 .673 

IL3 -.107 .810 

IL4 .860 .150 

 

Component Score Coefficient Matrix: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IL1 My income level has been increased because of Amway business. 

IL2 I am able to meet the basic needs and necessities of my family with the income from 

Amway. 

IL3 I am satisfied with the current income which I am getting from Amway. 

IL4 I feel that incentive plan, bonus and other non monetary benefits are appropriate. 

IL5 I am more concerned about Promotion and Benefits in this business. 

 Component 

 1 2 

IL1 .784 -.331 

IL2 .470 .538 

IL3 .198 .793 

IL4 .855 -.176 

 Component 

 1 2 

IL1 .784 -.331 

IL2 .470 .538 

IL3 .198 .793 

IL4 .855 -.176 

 Component 

 1 2 

IL1 .569 -.111 

IL2 .086 .580 

IL3 -.160 .742 

IL4 .556 .041 
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The eigen values highlighted in the component matrix indicates that the responses are high on 

appropriate incentive plans, bonus and promotional benefits in MLM business while in comparison 

of statements regarding income there are varied responses on income generation and meeting 

necessities from MLM business. However the eigen values in IL1 and IL2 are also on higher side, this 

explains the satisfactory income can be generated through MLM business. 

 

To evaluate the growth of IBO’s business in terms of the number of IBOs existing and recruitment 

under the active participant, three years data (2008, 2009 and 2010) has been considered for 

analysis with ANNOVA test.  

 

ANOVA RESULT: LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE: 5% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The one tailed p – value is 0.000 which is less than that of 0.025. This indicates that there is 

significant differences between numbers of IBOs joined the business year wise. If we compare the 

results independently using multiple comparison tests (sidak test). The results are below in the 

subsequent section. Thus one can conclude that Number of IBO’S are more in 2009 than that of 2008 

while the number of IBOs are greater in 2010 than that of 2009 and 2008. The sidak test results also 

showed that the number of IBOS when compared independently year wise.  

             

Sidak Multiple Comparison Test: 

 

The multiple comparison test (sidak test results) in the above table shows that, when the years are 

compared independently with each other it shows significant difference (P-Value < 0.05). This 

means the no of IBOS present at any point of the time of the year differ significantly to all the others 

independently. It can very well understand from the following graph. 

 

 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P-Value 

Between Groups 51374.617 2 25687.309 2.634E3 .000 

Within Groups 15829.528 1623 9.753   

Total 67204.145 1625    

 (I) YEAR (J) YEAR Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error P-Value 

2008 
2009 -6.240* .190 .000 

2010 -13.749* .190 .000 

2009 
2008 6.240* .190 .000 

2010 -7.509* .190 .000 

2010 
2008 13.749* .190 .000 

2009 7.509* .190 .000 
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Conclusion 

The MLM business is commission and incentive earning oriented which can be expanded in 

the group by exploiting the social networks of the people. It benefits to the MLM companies by 

elimination of intermediaries and low at promotional cost while the IBOs can opt as an additional 

income through the profit margins on sales of the product as well as through the commission 

/incentives on points making (recruiting IBOs)and ultimately consume the products for themselves. 

In Indian context social networking is considered as a prominent factor and people find happiness 

through networking as well as developing their business through it. MLM business expounds on 

social network building, the business proved beneficial to females, working as well as housewives in 

the age of 25 to 40. the IBOS in the first three years found increasing their business substantially 

through sale of product as well as recruiting/expanding the members. It is also found that most of 

the IBOs have down turn within three years that is on exhausting their social network. The IBOs 

shall use Turbo marketing strategies and keep upgrading the social network expansions.  
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Abstract 

The purpose of writing this paper was to establish the significance of Paradigm shift from 

traditional and old management concept towards the very innovative concept of leadership. 

Researches of very eminent scholars and contemporary leader were analyzed to understand the 

very need of this unavoidable shift. Now some organization or individual if is found slag to 

understand and implement this Paradigm shift of a ‘Manager to a Leader’, shall certainly bear the 

consequences of backwardness thus being lacking in core business. Because latest literature has 

termed a manager just a maintainer performing a routine job but a leader is a charismatic person 

who has the solution of each of the organizational, administrative or technical issue. Every manager 

now has to learn some requisite competencies to transform him into a leader. A manager after going 

through this article will not only well understand the significance to adopt this Paradigm shift but 

shall also learn the basic concept and ingredients of becoming a contemporary leader. This is not 

need of every individual but the organization as well as of the country. 

"You are most welcome to the era of "Marketing Invention & Integrities". With 

reference to our great Indian culture, most important ideas relating to work Integrities are found in 

the Bhagavad-Gita. The express highway suggested by the Bhagvad Gita is that of 'ACTION'. Keep 

men at work and get dual benefits - besides the society, the individual who works also grows within.  

Accept different marketing invention system in organization like introduction of new product, new 

technology, new market, and new sources of raw material, new from of unit, accept change etc.  

G.D. Birla's business Integrities were enunciated in his letter to his son, "Never utilize wealth 

only for fun and frolic, always keep in mind that the public has lien on your wealth. You must not 

expend if for your self-interest only." This highlights G.D. Birla's preferences for social Integrities 

over hedonistic ones. The word 'Integrities' has origin in the Greck word 'ethos' meaning character, 

standard, norms, morals and ideas prevailing in a group, community or society. It is science of 

morals. They give an idea of what is right or wrong, true or false, fair or unfair, just or unjust, proper 

or improper. It is a code of conduct or Integrities which generally consists of norms and standards of 

discipline, honesty, integrity and professional Integrities to be followed and enforceable by an 

organization. Integrities is important to organization for several reasons.  

Integrities may be defined as "Basic convections that a specific mode of conduct or end state 

of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse code of conduct or end-

state of existence." Integrities system is a ranking of individual values according to their relative 

importance. Integrities represent the standards which are considered to be good for all and 

therefore ought to be followed by all. The measures of human Integrities include - "Work is worship 

as work is God." Human Integrities should be applied practically with sympathy and with the heart; 

corporation should develop self-discipline and self-commitment. Dharma is the base of human 

Integrities in management." "It establishes the Supremacy of Dharma." Ethical sense should be the 

basis for organizational operations.  

It can be suggested that one should set a good personal example for employees. As the 

Bhagavad-Gita Says, -  

  “Whatever a great man does is followed by others; 

   People go by the example he sets up."  
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(A) INTRODUCTION:  

 "You are most welcome to the era of "Marketing Invention & Integrities". With 

reference to our great Indian culture, most important ideas relating to work Integrities are found in 

the Bhagavad-Gita. The express highway suggested by the Bhagvad Gita is that of 'ACTION'. Keep 

men at work and get dual benefits - besides the society, the individual who works also grows within.  

 But the human experiences in every part of this earth have been one of arson, violence, lying, 

cheating, corruption etc. There is no news paper/magazine without a news item about these 

unethical behaviors. While the corporate world faces unfair practices, injustice, immorality, jealousy, 

untrust worthiness, dishonesty, selfishness and so on. As a result and to combat this unwanted evil, 

the focus is now on developing ethical values in the corporate world. Individuals in organizations 

face ethical dilemmas on the questions of right or wrong and problems of conflicting values.  

 

(B) OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:- 

 The objectives of the study are as follows:  

(1) To understand the concept of "Marketing invention and Integrities." 

(2) To understand the significance of invention and Integrities.  

(3) Various aspects of Human values.  

(4) Management of Integrities.  

(5) Practical suggestion regarding Integrities.  

 

(C) DETAIL STUDY:- 

 Definitions are as follows:  

(1) MARKETING:  

 "Marketing is an organizational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating 

and delivering value to customers and for managing customer relationship in ways that benefit the 

organization and its stake holders." 

       - The American Marketing Association. 

(2) SCHUMPETER'S THEORY OF INVENTION:  

 Schumpeter visualized entrepreneur as an innovator. He considers a person an 

entrepreneur, if the person acts as a catalyst by his innovative ideas and actions and introduces 

dynamism in the economy, thereby interrupting and altering the stagnant circular flow of the 

economy and bringing about development. He considers that invention can take the following forms.  

 Introduction of a new product.  

 Introduction of a new, improved technology for the production of an existing product.  

 Opening of a new market into which a specific product has not entered so far.  

 Discovery of new sources of supply of raw materials.  

 Carrying out a new form of organization.  

 

(3)  INTEGRITIES:- 

 The word 'Integrities' has origin in the Greck word 'enthos' meaning character, standard, 

norms, morals and ideas prevailing in a group, community or society. It is science of morals. i.e. 

study of how standard of moral conduct are established and expressed. They give an idea of what is 

right or wrong, true or false, fair or unfair, just or unjust, proper or improper.  

 Integrities is a set of moral principles or moral philosophy. -Oxford Dictionary.  

 Webster defines the work Integrities as "the discipline dealing with that which is good and 

bad and with moral duty of obligations." 
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 The Twentieth Century Dictionary defines- "Integrities are the science of morals. It is a 

branch of philosophy which is concerned with human character and conduct. The world 

Integrities refers to morals and rules of behavior.  

Brahmhart- Defines the term Integrities as "concerning principles of human conduct, according to 

common usage, the feeling terms are more little synonymous with ethical; moral, good, right, just, 

honest. Ethical standards are referred to as principles of ideas of human conduct.  

 

Ethical code -   

> It is a code of conduct or Integrities which generally consists of norms and standards of 

discipline, honesty, integrity and professional Integrities to be followed and enforceable by the 

professional association. The code gives a clue to what type of response is expected of members of 

professional association in a given situation. Ethical code enlists ethical practices to be observed by 

members of an association such as respecting dignity of the individual, promoting a spirit of co-

operative effort between individuals and groups, advancing ethical relationship between member to 

contribute to the objective of enterprise, keeping organizational interests above personal interests 

etc.  

 

Business Integrities  

 Ethical standards are the rules of business conduct by which the propriety of Business 

activities may be judge.  

 Thus Integrities refers to good character and morality. It refers to generally accepted human 

character and behavior as desirable any be the contemporary society. Unethical acts refer to 

the immoral and bad character and behavior of human beings as perceived by the 

contemporary society. The same action / practice is viewed as ethical or unethical depending 

upon the school of moral thought to which one subscribes., Further, the perceptions of 

ethical or unethical change over the time as some values are  dropped and some values are 

added.  

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF INTEGRITIES:  

 Integrities are significant to business for several reasons as stated below:  

(1) Integrities and profit Integrities and profit together.  

(2) Establish business culture.  

(3) Integrities corresponds to basic human needs.  

(4) Values create credibility with the public.  

(5) Values give management credibility with employees.  

(6) Values help better decision making.  

(7) Law cannot protect society, Integrities can.  

(8) Integrities is important because the Government, law and lawyers cannot do everything to 

protect society. Technology developed faster than the Government can regulate. People in an 

industry often know the dangers in a  particular technology better than the regulatory agencies. 

Farther, Government cannot always regulate all activities, which are harmful to society. Where law 

fails, Integrities can succeed. An ethical oriented management takes measures to prevent pollution 

and profit workers health even before being mandated by law.  
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BHAGVAD GITA AND HUMAN INTEGRITIES :  

 Most important ideas relating to work Integrities are found in Bhagavad-Gita. Bhagavad-Gita 

is the most prominent book of Hindu religion. It main theme is work, man at work, and the 

dual benefits to the man from the work i.e. social welfare outside and spiritual growth within 

one self.  

 Bhagvat Gita unlike other India or foreign religious books, deals with the increasing work 

efficiency, leading to social welfare, increasing the  Individual capability and collective 

human welfare. Shri Krishna represents the energy of Yoga and the energy of Vision. These 

two energies are needed to  achieve total human welfare. Writing philanthropic energy 

with philosophic  calm is true education. Management of all companies will achieve the 

highest level of efficiency when the people of these companies achieve the true education.  

 

G. D. Birla's Integrities were enunciated in his letter to his son : (B.K. Birla) :- 

 "Never utilize wealth only for fun and frolic, always keep in mind that the public has lien on 

your wealth. You must not expend it for your self-interest  only.” This highlights G.D. 

Birla's preferences for societal ethical values over hedonistic once.  

 Integrities are ideals are at the root of the vision. Purpose and actions of leaders  are in 

fact help to ignite them. Great leaders strive for consistency between  professed values and 

their actions, and this is what makes them different  from other. As creators of 

transformation and a new order therefore they are  often alone.  

 

SOURCES OF OUR ETHICAL VALUE SYSTEMS : 

 When we were children, why did many of our mothers tell us "You should always clean your 

lunch / dinner plate?” 

 Considered desirable values for example - Achievement, co-operation, peace, democracy, 

equity and societal values.  

 Managers in every society are influenced by three responsibilities of ethical values religion, 

cultural experience, the legal system.  

 

THE MEAUSRES OF HUMAN VALUES INCLUDE: 

(Various aspects of human values) 

 "Work is worship as work is God." 

 God lives in the suffering humanity. Serve the God through serving the  suffering 

humanity.  

 Education to the masses.  

 Every being is only your own self multiplied.  

 Human ethical values should be applied practically with sympathy and with the heart.  

 Preach the gospel of help, the gospel of salvation, and the gospel of social rising up, the 

gospel of equality.  

 The eyes should see everything beyond the little horizons of the people - the  routine work, 

eating, drinking, earning and begetting.  

 Develop the attitude of contentment.  

 Serve the poor in the spirit of worship. That is true religion.  

 Renunciation and service. Sacrifice your comforts and serve the people.  

 Human Ethical values are not mechanical.  

 Manage through humanistic approach. Humanistic approach to management is  possible 

through heart to heart interaction.  
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 Ethical values are specially the product of evolution of the human race and are spiritual in 

nature.  

 As expressed in vedant, Indian wisdom holds that a philosophy of Integrities is a part of, and 

derives from a philosophy of man in all his heights and depts, it  holds that man creates 

Integrities from within himself in the context of his interactions with nature and society.  

 Dharma is the base of human ethical values in Management (Supremacy of Dharma). Dharma 

ethical sense should be basis for  organizational operations.  

 Corporation should developed self-discipline and self commitment.  

 Organization should discharge social responsibilities as an ethical value.  

 Every employee should function like an enlightened citizen rather than mere employee.  

 Unit should pay fair wages to their employees within their ability to pay such level of wages / 

salaries.  

 Team work for organizational effectiveness and efficiency.  

 The seven spiritual values include - National Services through education and industry - 

fairness - Gratitude - struggle for betterment - courtesy and humanity - Harmony and co-

operation - Adjustment and assimilation.  

 

ETHICAL VALUES : 

Character, courage, Transparency - openness - honesty.  

 Friendship, Warmth.  

 Compassion, Empathy, selflessness, care for others.  

 Loyalty, Integrity.  

 Patience, Thoughtfulness.  

 Peaceful, contentment,  

 Respect, Humility, honesty.  

 Giving, sharing, Generosity.  

 Joyfulness, Pleasantness, happiness.  

 

MANAGEMENT OF INTEGRITIES: 

 Managing Integrities through  

 (1) Top Management  

 (2) Code of conduct (code of Integrities) 

 (3) Integrities committees.  

 (4) Integrities Hot Lines  

 (5) Integrities training programmes.  

 (6) Integrities and law.  

(D) PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR MARKETING INVENTION AND ETHICAL DECISIONS:  

(1) Entrepreneurs accept marketing invention and Integrities in your business,  

(2) Accept different type invention in your unit.  

(3) Allocate specific funds for invention.  

(4) Establish ethical system in your unit.  

(5) There well known principles to resolve ethical issues are moral idealism, intuitionism 

and utilitarianism.  

(6) Write down pros and cons in the form of a balance sheet.  

(7) Short out valuable ethical priorities before problem arises.  

(8) Ethical perfection is illusory.  

 (9) One should commit oneself publicity on ethical- valuable issues. 
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(E) CONCLUSION:  

 With reference to above study entrepreneurs accept marketing invention and Integrities in 

your business. Continues research, study is the base of invention. Establish " Research and 

Development" (R&D) department in organization. All activities are based on ethical code, moral 

philosophy. Ethical standards are referred to as principles or ideas of human conduct. Establish 

excellent business culture. Managing Director should set a good personal example for employees. As 

the  

 

Bhagvad Gita Says: 

  "Whatever a great man does followed by others;  

  People go by the example he sets up".  
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Abstract 

Organizations in present scenario faces novel array of changes like globalization, 

technological advances, changes in political and legal environment and information technology. With 

the 21st century in motion human resource management will face some of the old struggles and will 

be forced to face many new challenges. Recruiting, retaining, training, retraining and satisfying 

workers are the key objectives of human resource management. Indeed, these responsibilities can be 

challenging in the 21st century, especially with changing roles, a multi-generational workforce, and 

globalization. Considering the same this paper puts forward an analytical review on the upcoming 

challenges and strategies for better and efficient management of human resources in organization.   

 

Keywords: 21st Century, Competitive advantages, Human Resource Challenges, Human Resource 

Managers, Globalization, Issues, Strategies. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Human beings are the most important resource of an organization. These are the people who 

plan all the activities and then they carry on all the activities. And managing human beings is the 

toughest duty of the manager as no two persons are alike. Every individual has separate values, 

aspirations, motivations, assumptions, goals, etc. And now after the globalization and technological 

developments, the managers have to keep up with the latest changes. The HR managers should be 

given proper authority and he should have the capability to deal with the ever changing business 

environment. The HR manager has to decide about a staffing agency or personally hire qualified 

applicants to fill in the company requirements. They have measure the employee’s performance 

against the set standards and they have to decide on the employee benefits and compensation 

package.  

The paper is divided into following sections: Section II Literature Review followed by Section 

III Challenges for human resource management. In section IV, strategies to be adopted for changes 

are specified and lastly followed by conclusion in section V. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Human Resource can be defined as the set of individuals who make up the workforce of an 

organization, business sector or an economy. "Human Capital" is sometimes used synonymously 

with human resources, though human capital typically refers to a more narrow view i.e., the 

knowledge the individuals embody and can contribute to an organization. Likewise, other terms 

sometimes used include "manpower", "talent", "labour" or simply "people". William R. Tracey, in The 

Human Resources Glossary defines Human Resources as "The people that staff and operate an 

organization as contrasted with the financial and material resources of an organization”. Similarly 

Human Resource Management (HRM) is the function within an organization that focuses on 

recruitment of, management of, and providing direction for the people who work in the organization.  

According to Dressler, “Human Resource management is defined as process of acquiring, training, 
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appraising, and compensating employees, and attending to their labour relations, health, and safety 

and fairness concerns”. According to Dale Yoder, “Human Resource management is that phase of 

management, which deals with effective control and use of manpower as distinguish from the other 

course of power.  Line managers can also perform HRM. HRM is organizational function that deals 

with issues related to people such as compensation, hiring, organization development, safety, 

wellness, performance management, benefits, employee motivation, communication, administration, 

and training. HRM is a multidisciplinary organisational function that draws theories and ideas from 

various fields such as management, psychology, sociology and economics. It uses the employees in 

such a way that their productivity is maximised. The HR managers are required to find out right 

people for the right job and get the job done from them. The management has to be well versed with 

the latest technological changes along with environmental changes if it wants to achieve the 

competitive advantages of business in21st century. Also in this context, it is most important to state 

10 reasons given by Ruth Mayhew stating importance of HR in any organization. They are listed as: 

Strategy, compensation, benefits, safety, training and development, employee satisfaction, 

recruitment and selection. 

 

III. CHALLENGES OF 21ST CENTURY 

From literature review and in-depth study and analysis following are some of the challenges 

being faced by the HR department. Also I would like to claim that list of these challenges are not 

exhaustive listing.  

1. Attracting & selecting the best candidate:-  

It has become very tough to find suitable talent as this a process where every candidate will 

differ from others in one or the other sense. Even the managers will take decisions as per their 

perceptions thus possibility of bias can’t be ruled out. Every manager’s decision is influenced by his 

values, beliefs, political and social views. So 21st century poses the challenge of selecting and 

attracting the best candidates by keeping the competition in mind. The managers need to know that 

high-quality, skilled talent can be worth its weight in gold and all the organizations are after them to 

join them but nobody’s able to find them. While gold in the 19th century was found in abundance but 

today's high-quality, skilled talent is not.  

2. Promoting organisation culture &Ethics 

  An organisation is full of diverse people; which is good in a way as different minds will lead 

to  innovation and new ideas but managing the culture with so many diverse minds and putting 

across the cultural values is a tough task. Since organisational culture is an important factor in 

attracting the new talent therefore HR manager has to put in a lot of hard work and efforts to 

develop a successful organisation structure. Managing these people with diverse cultures like 

different religious, cultural, moral background is a challenging task for the HR Managers in 21st 

Century. Due to acquisition and mergers taking place it becomes important for the HR Manager to 

develop the work culture because the whole organisation is to be restructured after mergers. 

Organisations now are adopting more flat and simple structure. Globalization will impact HR 

managers by requiring new skills such as language capabilities because the manager will have to 

speak to other nationals while recruiting them. With changing work culture and structure, it has 

become more important to have ethics and values in place which will also in the long run decides the 

sustainability of the organisation in the global market place. 

3. Career development of the employees  

With the coming of globalisation, there have come many technological developments and changes. 

Innovation is the key to survive in the business. And workforce being an important factor in the 

organisation has to trained and developed along with the changes in the business environment. 
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Training should not be restricted to improving skills and knowledge alone; rather it should 

concentrate on the overall career development of the employee, which is a major challenge for a HR 

manager 

4. Adopting human investment perspective  

The HR manager will have to adopt more active than the reactive approach. He needs to focus on 

using business strategies in human resources policies and practices for satisfying consumers and 

employee’s needs. Thus role of HR managers is expected to change completely in the next decade. HR 

manager should be equipped with specific competencies to support these roles. Thus, as mentioned 

above also, the mangers will have to spend nearly all of their time managing cross-functional work 

teams.  

5. Making new retention & motivation strategies  

As the organisations have opened up to hiring worldwide, it has become necessary for the managers 

to have better retention policies. A company have to adopt new rules and policies keeping in mind 

the work culture of the country they are operating it. Only then they’ll be able to satisfy the 

employees of that country and thus it will reduce the erosion rate. If the employees are motivated 

and like their job, they are less likely to leave. The managers will have to walk that extra mile to 

motivate today’s employees.  

6. Conflict management 

21st century brings with it long working hours, target pressures, high competition, etc. which can 

lead to stress and conflicts in the organisation. The HR manager’s burden increases as he will have to 

make sure that work is done timely and accurately but at the same time he will have to find ways of 

reducing stress and conflict before it can cause any serious damage. Simultaneously, he has to 

balance his work life and personal life as the stress and long working hours can also have a toll on 

him.  

7. Managing virtual workplace and e-commerce  

Electronic commerce means to perform the trading activities through internet. The on-line business 

has become a challenge for the workers. The managers are finding it hard to hire & develop human 

resources who have the ability to attract, motivate, retain, and to serve as maximum customers as 

possible. The virtual business world has forced the business houses to decentralize their functions as 

flexible work arrangements take away most of the time of the manager. 

8. Managing Multi-Generational Workforce  

Companies have employees of various age groups who can be classified as Baby Boomers, Baby 

Busters, Generation X, and Generation Y staff members. Generation X employees are more aware of 

the technology and they prefer to work with latest techniques while the older employees may still 

feel comfortable with the traditional record keeping and working methods. To retain these 

employees, human resources departments must be ready to respond to these needs.  

9. End of weekend  

This is also one of the challenges for the manager. Time is going to be more flexible in the coming 

years. With the advancement in technologies, the generation next prefers to work on palmtops and 

they want flexibility as to work from home or at odd hours. The internet has given birth to a virtual 

world and a nonstop market place. Though these work arrangements have many advantages but 

they are going to cause more stress to the workforce and management of which is a challenge.  

10. Employee engagement & grievance management  

Employee engagement means that HR has its eyes and ears close to the ground realities that an 

employee faces in the job. This deals with issues like work and life balance, fun at work, etc. The HR 

has to ensure the fulfilment of just needs of employees and addressing their grievances.  
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11. Role of change agent & business partner  

The HR manager’s role in the 21st century has become that of a change agent. The demand of HR 

staff has gone down and expectations from HR manager have gone up, thus HR professionals will 

have try hard to meet this challenge of how to meet organisational needs with fewer staff while 

continuing day-to-day operational and political management of HR 

12. Managing 5 R’s  

The 5 R‟s are very crucial in the changing role of HR managers. The HR team has to take care of all 

stages starting from the stage of defining the business strategy to Resourcing, Recruiting the right 

talent, retaining the talent, Retraining and Restructuring.  

13. Continuous innovation  

The 21st century HR manager has to be innovative on a continuous basis. Only that company will 

succeed who have made innovation their unique selling point (USP). The challenge for HRM is to 

continue to develop innovative systems by focusing on the integrated functions and systems of 

organization.  

14. Health & safety  

With coming up of new automated machines, the need for training the workers about how to use the 

equipment has also raised. Thus the manager has to make sure that while performing any task all the 

safety measures are adhered to and everybody is covered under an insurance cover in order to 

ensure safety of the workers.  

15. Industrial relations  

The management is faced with the challenge of having cordial industrial relations with the other 

industrial partners. One may need any kind of technological or other help from other industrial unit 

plus they have to follow the same law for their functioning.  

 

IV. STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE  

The challenges which are mentioned above are meant to change the role of the HR manager as a 

strategic partner. He can meet the challenges if he keeps in mind the following: 

A. Become the pioneers the change agent  

The HR managers should become the pioneers of change in the organisation. They should not merely 

follow the policies rather they should become the change agents of the business by helping 

employees to enhance their capabilities to ensure organizational objectives are met. The HR should 

initiate the change and should form new training techniques which will help the employees to adapt 

to the change easily and quickly. They should know how to honour the past and change the future of 

the organisation that it should be comfortably adopted by the employees. The managers should be 

able to align HR with the changes that are happening in the workplace and the economy.  

B. Adequate training & knowledge  

According to Dressler, “Human Resource management is defined as process of acquiring, training, 

appraising, and compensating employees, and attending to their labour relations, health, and safety 

and fairness concerns”.  

C. Innovation is the key  

The HR partners should be able to bring in innovative ideas. They should be able to focus on cultural 

changes and align the diversity within national and international level. The HR employees 

committed to achieve the organisational goal.  

D.Individual & organisational integration  

The goals, vision, mission of the individuals should be aligned with those of organisations. If an 

individual will work towards achieving the organisational goal only then he’ll be able to achieve his 

individual goal. The benefits and profits of the organisation should also be shared with the 
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employees. And management should trust its employees including the lower level ones. HR practices 

must be aligned with company strategies.  

E. Investing in technology   

The organisations should invest in the right technology to maximise their returns. In today’s 

competitive world the need for the hour is to invest in the right technology and be armed with the 

right expertise to use that technology. Technology has changed everything from the methods of 

production to the process of recruitment to training techniques. Thus it has become necessary to 

invest in new technology.  

F. Effective talent acquisition  

The skilled talent is becoming scare. The companies are fighting to retain their skilled employees. 

The companies need to invest in innovative programs to attract and retain high-quality; skilled 

workers will have the opportunity to discover a gold mine of talent for tomorrow. It is very 

important to retain such employees in order to have a competitive edge over others.  

G. Re-arranging staffing functions  

The management should re-decide and re-arrange the staffing functions, for recruitment selection, 

training and transfer, promotion, dismissals, placement, demotion and layoffs of the employees as 

per the changing needs. This way more talented people can be brought into the organization.  

H. Managing workforce diversity  

Globalization has lead to acquisition of employees from diverse cultures. The manger should have 

knowledge of the language of the country in which the business is operating or else he’ll have to 

keep a translator to communicate with his employees. Thus HR manager should make such 

strategies which help to adjust employees in global organisation; HR must develop the ability to 

compete in the international market. The HR system should be consistent with other organizational 

elements.  

I. Develop new competency models  

The HR should develop new competency models to revitalize HR workforce. The newly developed 

competencies can offer HR practitioners an opportunity to define excellence and demonstrate what 

they can bring to their organization.  

J. Face the challenges  

The HR managers should be able to face the challenges of the business environment. If the mangers 

are responsible then they can motivate others also to face the challenges and increase their 

efficiency and performance. HR professional of the 21st century must emerge their roles along with 

the identification of new competencies needed to get their job done.  

L. Developing in-house marketing campaign  

The HR manager should develop an in-house marketing campaign that should highlight the services 

HR can provide to the organization. This should be marketed within the organisation and then it 

should be marketed outside the organisation. Even the company should have a website for the same. 

This has a strong potential for generating revenue for the company and can surely add some value of 

HR functions to the managers. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Finally, to conclude that it can be said that Human Resource Management practice is becoming more 

and more challenging day by day. Lot of problems / challenges like retention, attraction of employee, 

dealing with different cultural people, managing work force diversity, technological and 

informational changes to overcome with these challenges training (Cross cultural training and 

technological and informational training) are coming in the way of Human Resource Management. 

To reduce mobility of professional personnel HR people have to motivate them from monetary and 
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non-monetary techniques. Proper performance evaluation system and proper career development 

plans should be used in the organization to reduce professional mobility. Thus, the 21st century HR 

will result in the competitive advantage and can add value to the human resources by improving the 

organizational efficiency which will lead the organisation to survive for a long period in the 

competitive environment.  
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Abstract 

The topic of article is marketing strategy that are  linked in certain areas with sports 

marketing in the form of sports sponsorship, licensing, endorsement etc. has been gaining its 

importance since the begning  of 1970’s specially due to the creation of first Soccer League in 

Germany. Marketing strategies have its main focus on the customers. The main goal of every 

business is to satisfy customer needs. As the customer loyalty is the prime thing to sustain in this 

competitive era. Sports strategies are used by companies to reach a wide audience on a global basis 

so as to be placed higher than their competitors and to create awareness as well as make a higher 

profit margin. Specific target audiences along with potential customers are reached through effective 

promotional mix. The aim of this paper is that how companies use different type of strategies in their 

marketing programme and the model which suggest how marketing strategies can be accomplished 

efficiently.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

In many segments of sports industry sports marketers are pressured to increase their product sale 

to generate increased revenues for their organization. Sports marketers are involved in persuading 

consumers to buy their products. The marketers should monitor their strategies to ensure that the 

products are consistent with the core values of their organization. Despite its acknowledged 

contribution to global economies exact meaning of sports marketing is not known. 

 

First of all the meaning of sports and game should be clear. According to Encyclopedia Britannica, 

“GAME is a universal form of recreation generally including any activity engaged in for diversion or 

amusement and often establishing a situation that involves a contest or rivalry. Card games are the 

games most commonly played by adults. Children’s games include a wide variety of amusement and 

pastimes”. And “SPORTS are recreational or competitive activities that involve some amount of 

physical strength or skills. At one time sports were commonly considered to include only the 

outdoor recreational pastimes such as fishing, shooting and hunting as opposed to games which 

were regarded as organized athletic contest played by team or individual according to prescribed 

rules”. 

 

Sport marketing was first used by advertising age in 1978 in United States. Sport marketing is the 

promotion of sports events and teams as well as the promotion of other products and services 

through sports team and sports events. It is a service in which the element promoted can be a 

physical product or it can be a brand name. General marketing has 4P’s as Product, Price, Promotion 

and Place but in sports marketing another 4P’s are included as Planning, Positioning, Packaging, and 

Perception. These 4P’s of sports marketing are called Sports Marketing Mix. 

 

Pitts and Stotlar(2007) defined sports marketing as the process of designing and implementing 

activities for the production, pricing, promotion and distribution of sports products to satisfy the 

needs and desire of consumers and to achieve company objective. Sport marketing has two key 
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features, first one is the application of general marketing practice to sports related products and 

services and second one is marketing of other consumer products and services through sports. In 

sports marketing the main thing is that the athletes tend to be brand loyal and fans tend to loyal to 

their favorite team. 

  

Sports Marketing Is Divided Into Three Sectors 

(1) Marketing of sports team and events : In this designing or developing a live themed activity, 

occasion or exhibits a sporting event to promote a product, a team cause or organization. For eg. 

Super Bowl organized by sports association the NFL, promote event itself, sport itself. It also 

signed contract with Mexican Movie Theater in Mexico, so some of the most important games 

transmitted into different theaters. 

(2) Marketing of products through sports: In this marketing of products is done by different sports 

association or through different sports clubs. For eg. Advertisement on television during 

broadcast sports events like Gilletee Match by Roger Fedrer and golf Tiger woods. 

(3) Grassroot sports marketing: when the promotion is about increased participation among the 

public it is called grassroot marketing. The benefit of this goes to the public and it is normally 

done by the government. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Danill S. Mason(1999) reported in his article that the relationship that exist between sports, 

television and sponsorship is problematic and may become increasingly so with increased corporate 

involvement. League and companies must be worry of the corporate partnership that they enter into 

the future  

 

Francois A. Carrillat et.al(2009) results show that when brand advertising is used during a sports 

event, it is more beneficial for the brand to either to be the official sponsor of the event or to be the 

official provider of the products that are integrated in the event than to apply these two sponsorship 

strategies at the same time. 

 

John Amis et.al.(1999) found that sponsorship can be extremely valuable resources with great utility  

in a firms quest for a sustainable competitive advantage. For this to be achieved, the firm must 

approach any sponsorship agreement as a potentially valuable resource worth time spending and 

efforts on developing. A sponsorship which is used in a variety of different ways across the 

organization will prove much more value than one that is used simply to forward an advertising 

message. 

 

Roger Bennett (1999) reported in his article that sponsorship is a powerful device for communicating 

with spectators at sporting event and by implication therefore with the supporters who watch 

matches at home on television. Sponsorship appears to be effective not only for enhancing brand 

awareness and recall but also creating among supporters perception of widespread use of 

sponsoring firms products. 

 

Rodoula Tsiotsou et.al.(2009) the finding supported the premise that highly attached fans are more 

likely to develop positive image for their team sponsor, exhibit higher intention for purchasing and 

recommending the sponsor’s products. 
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Donald P.Roy et.al.(2003) the study suggest that a sponsor’s brand equity is influential in consumer 

perception of sponsor –event congruence. Sponsorship that is viewed as highly congruent can lead 

to more favourable attitude towards the sponsors. 

 

Sam Fullerton et.al.(2008) found that there are two distinct dimensions within the sports marketing 

industry the marketing of sports products and marketing through sports. By taking into account the 

type of product sold and the level of sports integration into account four strategic domains has been 

identified. Marketers engaged in global activities needs guidelines about how best to use sports 

marketing strategies in the international arena. Two broad area of integration has been designated 

as traditional and sponsorship based. 

 

Rami Olkkonen(2001) in his article states that when planning Internationally sponsorship, 

companies need to asses not only the sponsored events but also its correspondingly networks. The 

report demonstrates the appropriateness of the network approach to sponsorship and other service 

oriented situation different from the “Traditional Production” situation. 

 

Alexandru Lucian Mihai (2013) reported in his article that a sport marketing plan will most likely 

succeed when marketing is viewed as a comprehensive process of packaging, promotion and 

delivering sports to consumer wants and need and meets the sports organization marketing goal and 

objective. Such strategies be adopted which enables the sports organization to establish a favourable 

position among its targeted consumers. 

 

MODEL OF SPORTS MARKETING STRATEGY 

Having information about market situation and competitors is the base of successful marketing. The 

marketing strategy of sports organization must be directed toward the achievements of the goal of 

the organization. The following defined model suggests how marketing strategies can be 

accomplished efficiently.  

 

1) Step one: Market analysis 

Customer is the king of the business and to sustain in this competitive market it is essential to 

understand the needs, wants, demand and behaviour of the customers. The customers of the sports 

market are those people who are the participants or they can be the audience also. It is necessary to 

access all the factors which affect the needs of customers – it means to answer the following 

questions 

a) How the sports offers of the organization communicated to the potential customers? 

b) What are the needs of the customers and their demand from organization? 

c) How the needs of the clients can be changed? 

d) Why did the customers shift to other products? 

e) How the prices of the competitor product affect the demand of the product of 

organization? 

f) How the distribution patterns affect the demand of the product? 

 

2) Step two: Market segmentation 

Market segmentation means dividing the market in many groups of homogenous nature so that the 

people of each group should have same type of demand and behaviour. Dividing the market into 

many small group helps in target marketing as each group can target according to their demands. 

The attitude and marketing strategy toward each group should be different. Sports affect a wide 
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group of customers spread at a wide range of geographical area and which should be considered 

while forming the marketing strategies. For eg. We can take an example of a public swimming pool 

which is visited by people of different age group for recreation and relaxation. Every individual of 

different age group are having their own interest, needs and demand. The service to be provided 

should be in accordance of their needs and wants. 

 

3) Step three: Competitive analysis 

To sustain in this competitive era the organization has to collect the information about current 

market situation and new information about activities of the competitors and to compare it with our 

activities. It is very much necessary to have quality information about competitors and consumer 

needs so that we can improve our outcome. The potential in sports is so large that the same service 

provider can generate partnership so that it can be beneficial for both sides. Information obtain from 

analysis can lead to improve quality of service, capture new trend and get known to our strength and 

weakness.  

 

4) Step four: Plan formulation 

Marketing plan should be periodically formulated, accessed and adjusted. Sports organization 

established the three goals as- SPORTS GOAL, ECONOMICAL GOAL, and SOCIAL GOAL. When the 

sports organization formulates the goal, it should have in mind the following things:- 

a) Which marketing strategy should be applied to individual goal  

b) Time period and skill needed to reach the goal 

c) Dividing task, competence and demands of people 

d) Sources needed to reach the goal 

         Reaching the goal should be in harmony with a SMART form:- Specific, Measurable,              

         Attainable, Realistic and Timely. 

 

5) Step five: Controlling 

One of the basic conditions of marketing strategy is proper controlling. These points should be 

focused while evaluating the goals:- 

a) time schedule control 

b) control of fund and ensuring additional financial resources 

c) human factor control 

d) fulfillment of plans and to which extent they have been comleted 

 

STRATEGIES THROUGH SPORTS 

(1) TRADITIONAL STRATEGIES:  

          It involves basic components of marketing strategies, a target market and a corresponding 

marketing mix. These strategies involve no official relationship with a sports entity such as league, 

team or players. Using this strategy the marketers identifies target market and develops 

corresponding product, distribution, price and promotion strategies that are designed to appeal to 

those target markets. A traditional strategy may simply involve an advertisement that features 

actors or models playing a sport. 

 

(2) SPONSORSHIP STRATEGIES: 

          Sponsorship involve an array of activities whereby the marketers attempts to capitalize on an 

official relationship with an event, a team, a player or some other sports organization such as NCAA, 

IOC, or FIFA. Sponsorship involves two entities, the sponsor and the sponsee. The sponsorship 
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generally involves the acknowledgement of the sponsor by the sports property and ability of 

sponsor to use property trademark and logos in its efforts to leverage the sponsorship and reinforce 

the relationship in the minds of sponsors target market. The two noteworthy examples are “the rose 

bowl presented by citi” and “ Chicago Bears Football Presented by a US Bank”. In sponsorship three 

special cases of sponsorship are used by today marketers. These include:- 

(a) Venue Naming Right:-often characterized as building sponsorship. The Edmonton Oilers 

plays their home games in the Skyreach Centre. The relationship between the team and 

marketer(Skyreach Equipment ltd.) was specifically characterized as building 

sponsorship(Zoltak, 1998,p.1). in its review of stadium naming rights, its noted that there are 

“more than 50 corporations involved in major sponsorship of US sports 

facilities”(Lippe,2002). 

(b) Endorsement:- it has been referred as “personal sponsorship”(Ananymous, 2003a,                                         

p.70). When referring to endorsement opportunities for the NHL’s first selection in              

2005 draft, Sidney Crosby one Canadian Publication stated that these personal              

“sponsorship could prove huge for Crosby pocketbook”(Ananymous 2005,p.14)David 

Beckham is perhaps the most famous soccer player in the world and his Endorsement power 

is staggering. The economist magazine specially referred to his Deals with pepsi and adidas 

as personal sponsorship(Anonymous 2003a). 

(c) (c) Licensing :- many traditional sponsorship deals provide the marketer with the right to 

Use the sports property’s logos and trademarks in its own marketing endeavour. One 

Common sponsorship category is that of official supplier’s. These sponsors are often Granted 

the right to produce and sell logo apparels and a variety of other licensed products. The NHL 

recently announced the signing of Reebok as its official apparel suppliers at the begning of 

the 2005-06 season. A recent reports out of the UK discussed “sports licensing” within the 

context of “kit sponsorship” (Barrand,2005). The report went on to state that licensing 

provide sponsors with the opportunities to Maximize the value of their sponsorship right.  

 

(4) THEME- BASED STRATEGIES: 

             It incorporate a sports theme into marketing program for nonsports products. In theme based 

strategies marketer’s efforts are not predicted upon an official relationship with any specific sports 

property in its efforts to create the sports overlay for its marketing efforts. This domain represents 

the lowest level of integration of sports within the sports marketing environment. Implementation of 

a theme –based strategy may achieve by placing advertisement in vehicles that appeal to one or 

more of their sports oriented target markets. The use of theme based strategies is also evidenced by 

the incorporation of sports into the other elements of marketing mix. To accomplish this, the 

marketers must consider the specific initiative  that are used in the task of defining its product, 

promotion, pricing, and distribution strategies. 

 

(5) PRODUCTS –BASED STRATEGIES: 

              Efforts to market sports products using traditional marketing strategies when the marketer 

has no official relationship with the sports entity being used in its marketing efforts are classified as 

product-based strategies. These strategies may or may not involve a sports theme beyond the 

product offering. Consider the marketer of athletic shoes who drop prices and provide incentives for 

the retailers. It is apparent that these specific strategic decision are independent for the sports 

environment however, since the product is sports- related, the strategy still fall with the realm of 

sports marketing. In this it is logical for the marketers to implement strategies that incorporate 

sports theme. An example is the sporting goods retailer who chooses to give away free caps at a 
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baseball game in efforts to create awareness of its brand. If the strategy is the result of the retailer 

providing compensation for the right to distribute the caps and not on the basis of an official 

sponsorship, then it can be classified as a product-based strategy. 

 

(6) ALIGNMENT BASED STRATEGIES: 

               Many marketers of nonsports products officially align themselves with sports properties via 

one or more of the forms of sponsorship previously described. The nature of this sponsorship based 

relationship reflect a higher level of integration of sports within the sports marketing environment. 

A common strategy involve a sponsor who uses an association with sports to market nonsports 

products, this combination emphasis initiatives that are classified as alignment-based strategies. In 

an effort to sell more fast food, MacDonald’s advertising and packaging features its official 

partnership with the Olympic games. Volvo uses its sponsorship of a high profile sailing events to 

strengthen the public’s perception of the car makers as one that exudes prestige  while concurrently 

emphasizing safety and technology. 

 

(7) SPORTS –BASED STRATEGIES : 

               Sports –based strategies is characterized by official sponsor  of a sports property who are 

selling other sports products. This domain may reflect the greatest reliance on sports oriented 

initiatives. Strategies in this domain can be very effective when appealing to customers who are 

excited by the sports that are used in implementation of the specific strategic 

initiatives(Fullerton,2007). For example Adidas sell sporting goods and it uses advertisement that 

complements its traditional sponsorship of FIFA  and the World Cup of Soccer. An example that 

feature a traditional sponsorship is Adams Golf and the PGA. The marketer of “Tight Lies” brand of 

clubs sponsors a lower level regional series of golf tournaments that comprise the Tight Lies tour. 

The three special form of sponsorship can also be employed by marketers operating in the sports 

based quadrant. For example Reebok has VENUE NAMING RIGHT for a Soccer Stadium in Bolton, 

England the Reebok Stadium is the result. ENDORSEMENT for  sports products that use athlete as 

spokesperson represent the best example of the sports based domain. Nike’s personal sponsorship 

of Michelle Wie is one of the noteworthy efforts of this type. Nike has LICENSING deals with a 

number of top tier university athletic programs.  

 

CONCLUSION 

       Sports marketing strategy has its main focus on the customers as the customers are the king 

of the business. The main goal of every business is to satisfy the customer needs. As customer loyalty 

is the prime thing to sustain in this competitive environment. Sports marketing is divided into three 

sectors – marketing of products through sports, marketing of sports team and events and grass- root 

sports marketing. The model of sports marketing strategy suggests how strategies can be 

accomplished efficiently. The strategies used by the business through sports and game help in 

attracting and retaining the customers towards their products. Theme based strategies uses the 

traditional component of marketing strategy- target market and marketing mix decision to sell non 

sports products. Products based strategies represent the use of traditional marketing mix and target 

marketing decision to sell sports products. The sponsorship based strategies are represented by the 

alignment based and sports based strategies. Alignment based strategies use sponsorship in effort to 

sell non sports products. Sports based strategies involve some form of official sponsorship of a 

sports property in task of marketing one of the many sports products that crowd the market place.  
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Abstract 

In this competitive world, it becomes very crucial to increase as well as to maintain the 

customers. Every firm wants to get loyal customers. The main purpose of this study is to find out the 

relationship of customers’ loyalty with switching cost, corporate image and customers’ satisfaction. 

Primary data has been collected by framing a questionnaire. 165 samples have been collected by 

applying convenience method. Data has been analyzed by applying t-test and regression. From the 

analysis, it has been concluded that the customers of Navsari District are loyal with their current 

cell-phone service providers.  

 

Keywords: Cell-Phone Service Providers, Customers’ Loyalty, Switching cost, Corporate image, 

Customers’ Satisfaction 

 

1. Introduction 

Mobile subscribers have been increasing considerably. The competitive environment further makes 

stronger due to the entry of new cell-phone service providers into the market. On the other side, the 

mobile phones become cheaper and affordable for the people. People also show interest in adopting 

new services like internet service (2G, 3G and 4G, video calling etc.) on mobile phone. As a result, 

more and more customers are buying mobile phones. To a greater extent customers start to use the 

services of cell-phone service providers. Thus, it becomes very important for cell-phone service 

providers to be active. They have to win the market share by making the customer more loyal to 

them. As competition increases, customers bargaining power gets stronger and building trust and 

image becomes more important for the firm. Companies should put more focus on factors affecting 

loyalty among consumers. For this reason, the objective of the study is set to establish a research 

model which will identify the impact of customer’s loyalty of mobile phone operators through 

switching cost, corporate image, and customers’ satisfaction.  

 

2. Review of Literature 

Kim Moon-Koo et al (2002) have found the results as follows: First, among the factors of switching 

barriers, switching costs, such as continuity cost and contractual cost, interpersonal relationship, 

and attractiveness of alternatives are key factors in determining customer retention. Second, 

continuity cost and interpersonal relationship have an adjustment effect between customer 

satisfaction and customer retention. The findings can help the mobile operators to establish a 

customer-oriented strategy by identifying a few key factors strengthening the linkage with 

customers. 
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Pirc, M. (2006) has found that the mobile service usage has a curvilinear/rounded effect on 

propensity to switch, which would indicate that with the usage the risk increases, however after a 

certain usage point, it began to decrease. They have also confirmed that customer’s characteristics 

indeed matter. However, they do not influence the propensity to switch directly; but through other 

construct. 

To focus on two determinants of customer recommendation behavior, namely, overall satisfaction 

and flow experience, Chen et al (2006) have taken 480 subscribers from China who had used 3G 

mobile phone services. They have found that customer satisfaction and customer’s flow experience 

induces behavior that can lead to the phenomenon of customer recommendations. This in turn, 

becomes free advertising for a firm and attracts new customers.  

Muthaly Siva K. et al (2008) has found that customers’ satisfaction affects customers’ loyalty in 

Hongkong mobile industry. The findings of their study suggest that mobile transmission quality may 

play a significant role in managing consumer’s judgment which in turn leads to subscribers’ 

satisfaction.  

Mohammad Muzahid Akbar et al. (2009) has found customer’s satisfaction as an important mediator 

between perceived service quality and customer loyalty. A clear understanding of the postulated 

relationships among the studied variables might encourage the mobile service provider(s) to figure 

out appropriate course of action to win customers’ trust by providing better services in order to 

create a loyal customer base. 

 

3. Research Problem 

Today, it becomes very important to get loyal customers and to get loyal customers, it is very 

necessary to satisfy them. Moreover, it is also important to know and to find out the factors which 

affect their switching intention also. And keeping this in mind, this research study has been 

conducted. 

 

4. Significance of the Study 

This study is useful to the cell phone service providers as they can understand the relationship 

between loyalty, switching cost, corporate image and customers’ satisfaction. On the bases of result, 

they can try to improve their service in favour of customers. And by doing so, customers can get the 

best services. 

 

5. Objectives of the Study 

1. To evaluate customers’ loyalty towards Cell-Phone Service Providers in Navsari District. 

2. To find out affecting factors to customers’ loyalty. 

 

6. Hypothesis 

H01: Customers of Navsari District are not loyal towards their Cell-Phone Service providers. 

H02:  Switching cost, Corporate Image and Customers’ satisfaction do not affect customers’ loyalty 

 

7.  Methodology 

This study is exploratory and descriptive type in nature. The data has been collected by framing a 

questionnaire. Total 165 samples have been collected. The data has been analyzed by adopting 

convenience applying t-test and regressions.   
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8. Limitations 

1. The study is limited to Navsari District only. 

2. Results are based on the respondents’ view. So it has been assumed that they provide their 

feed back without biasness. 

3. Limitation of secondary data should be taken into consideration.  

 

9. Analysis and Interpretation 

9.1 Customer Loyalty  

To find out Customer Loyalty, one sample t-test has been run with a cut-off point of three (3). And 

the null hypothesis has been assumed that customers are not loyal towards their cell phone service 

providers 

H0:  Customers of Navsari District are not loyal towards their Cell-Phone Service providers. 

One-Sample Test, Test Value = 3 

 
t N df 

Sig.                
(2-tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Mean 
Null 

Hypothesis 

Customer Loyalty 12.626 165 164 .000 .685 3.685 Rejected 

Table No. 1.1 One Sample t-test 

Interpretation 

Here, P≤0.05, which provides a strong evidence for rejection of a null hypothesis and acceptation of 

an alternative hypothesis. Therefore, it can be concluded with 95% confidence that customers are 

Loyal towards their cell-phone service providers in Navsari District. The mean of customers’ loyalty 

is greater than three. This indicates that the customers are loyal or equal to Loyalty. More over it is 

near to 4 (3.685) which imply that customers are really Loyal. 

 

9.2 Regression Model 

Customer Loyalty (CL) as a dependent variable and Switching cost, Corporate Image and Customers’ 

satisfaction as an independent variables  

Y= α + β1 × X1 + β2 × X2 + β3 × X 3 + e 

Where, Y= the dependent variable (CL), A is the Y intercept which means the value of Y when all the X 

values are zero, X1= Switching cost, X2= Corporate Image,                    X3= Customers’ satisfaction (CS), 

β= the coefficient of the independent variable,    

e= error 

H0: Switching cost, Corporate Image and Customers’ satisfaction do not affect customers’ loyalty 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients T Sig. 

Null 
Hypothesi

s 
Rank 

B Std. Error Beta 

(Constant) 0.054 0.111  0.488 0.626   

Switching cost 0.169 0.075 .152 2.262 0.025 Rejected 2 

Corporate image 0.126 0.069 .119 1.822 0.044 Accepted 3 

Customers’ satisfaction 0.945 0.052 .911 18.265 0.000 Rejected 1 

a. Dependent Variable: Customer Loyalty 

Std. Error of the Estimate R R Square F 

0.245 0.942a 0.887 423.088 

Table No. 1.3 Regression 
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Interpretation 

The value of the multi co-relation coefficients between independent variables and dependent 

variable is 0.942. The value of R2 (0.887) shows that 89% variance in customers’ loyalty comes due 

to these factors. In another words, it can be said that 11% variance in customers’ loyalty comes due 

to other factors. The value of adjusted R2 (0.887) almost remains same which indicates that if the 

model will be derived from the population instead of the sample, it may be possible that no variation 

will be accord.   

Anova F- value 423.088 is significant (p≤0.05) means this model is good fit for regression. More over 

null hypothesis is rejected which implies that independent variables (Switching cost, Corporate 

image and Customers’ satisfaction) collectively affects customers’ loyalty. To know the level of effect 

of these independent variables, results of t-test has been taken into consideration. 

From table no.1.3, it has been found that Switching cost and Customers’ satisfaction are significant 

means of the null hypothesis for both independent variables (β1=0, β2=0, β3=0) is rejected as p-value 

is less than 0.05. And so, alternative hypothesis (β1≠0, β3≠0) is accepted 

The standardized coefficients for the independent variable customer satisfaction has been the 

highest β3 (0.911) and so it has been concluded that it has the strongest influence on the Customer 

Loyalty followed by Switching cost (β1=0.152) and Corporate image (β3=0.119) respectively. 

 

10. Conclusion 

From the analysis (t-test), it has been found that customers of Navsari District are Loyal with their 

cell-phone service providers. Normally they are willing to keep their current cell phone service 

provider. On the bases of correlation, it can be said that there is a positive correlation between 

customers’ loyalty and switching cost, corporate image as well as customers’ satisfaction. In 

addition, very strong relation between customers’ loyalty with customers’ satisfaction and switching 

cost has been found respectively. From the regression, it has been derived that customers’ 

satisfaction and switching cost are most affective factors on customers’ loyalty. 
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Abstract 

This paper report on the human resource management in 21st century: issues and challenges 

and its solutions to attain competitiveness. Technology has changed everything with great extent, 

the methods of production, the process of recruitment, the training techniques, and new equipment 

etc. Now it’s up to HRM personnel to work with their functions as shown below to best manage the 

workforce. In these pieces of paper, we have discussed those foremost issues and challenges which 

are confronting today Organization. To overcome these issues and challenges the HRM will have to 

build a standard structure that allows managing all different workforce alternatives. This paper 

explains the emergence of virtual HRM in organizations as a response to the increased presence of 

external structural options to perform HRM services and the growing sophistication of information 

technologies. I examine the motives that are encouraging HRM to implement these virtual 

arrangements and drawing from transaction cost economics and the resource-based view of the 

firm,  I present an architectural framework that can be used to understand and map the underlying 

structure of virtual HRM. The main aim of this paper is to address HRM issues and challenges in the 

light of variety of literature work by different authors. 

 

Keywords: Globalization, Issues, Challenges, Technology, E-commerce, Organizational      Environment, 

Workforce Diversification. 

 

 INTRODUCTION: 

 The modern business cannot effectively operate in the business world if the human force not 

well equipped with the latest technology and techniques. This is the responsibility of the human 

force manager to properly train the work force and to see what is the basic need for the human force 

to achieve the competitive advantages of business in 21st century. Great debates on this topic going 

on for several years and no doubts human is an important part of any organization but due to rapid 

changes in the business world, globalization, change in customer taste and habits, new techniques of 

production, human in the organization now facing different kind of problems, to cope this situation 

the today’s HRM also facing a variety of issues and challenges that how they can best mange and 

solve all these issues and challenges with splendid ways. HRM facing a variety of challenges to meet 

these challenges for the future, HRM must be much sophisticated. Because multinational 

organization cannot perform their activities well when their HRM knows the diversity of technique 

to hack it with these issues and to how they can have prepared a unacceptable force for the 

organization to face the rapid competitive business word and to operate in the situation. All the 

organizations should prepare their human resources people keeping in view the global environment 

or market place to ensure competitive advantage. Human resource manager will have to build such a 

frame work that allows flexibility to develop such a workforce that will be the work force for 

tomorrow.  
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The main objectives of this paper is given below:  
[1] To teach the important functions and concepts of Human Resource Management (HRM). 
[2] To develop the ability to apply the HRM functions and concepts through critical thinking. 
[3] To develop the HRM skills in your personal and professional lives. 
 
 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (HRM): ISSUES AND CHALLENGES: 

 There are many factors contributing to HRM functions and these activities are constantly changing. 

The organization HRM department is continuously being change also. The most of the challenges 

which facing by the HRM in 21ST century is also, retention of the employees, multicultural work 

force, women work force, retrenchment of the employees, change in the demand of the government, 

technology, globalization, and initiating the process of change. The world federation of personnel 

management association (WFPMA 2009), Survey pointed out the most important top ten (10) HRM 

challenges are leadership development, organizational effectiveness, change management, 

compensation, Health and safety, staff retention. Learning and development, succession planning. 

Staff Recruitment and Skilled Labor. The most important challenges of the HRM in business are 

layoffs. The most of the owners and managers facing this hard issue. This laid off may be due to 

several reasons which include the economic uncertainty, the employee’s job instability and HRM less 

Effectiveness. In the view point of Decenzo and Robins (2001) and Gary Dessler (2000) the most 

important challenges of HRM, are technology, E- commerce and work force diversity and 

globalization, ethical consideration of the organization which may directly or indirectly affect the 

organization competitive advantages, especially with technological advancement the effect on 

recruitment, training and development and job performance with great extent can be study in 

organization. Globalization means the present flow of goods, services, capital, ideas, information and 

people. It means the movement of these things without using any human resource.  Such 

globalization is a challenge for HRM. However, without human resource they have no value. A 

workforce is knowledgeable and skilled, who facilitates a company in going competitive advantage 

over other and enable a company to compete the foreign market and to make investment in not only 

in domestic market but also in foreign markets. Therefore, all the HRM make several strategies to 

develop and retain such human resource, because Human Resource is the resource which makes an 

organization successful in the field of globalization. 

The foremost Issues and Challenges of Human Resource Management (HRM) shown as under: 

 

[1] Modern Technology : 

Modern Technology means the ways and methods of living and work. These methods and ways have 

been changed by the modern technology. The information technology has changed everything. It 

touches such information and ideas which are essential for the economy. Economy has large amount 

of capital that resides in people. There are some other assets which are physically owned by the 

people but Human Resource Management as an essential asset has no true ownership. The only way 

to develop and retain such human resources is create such an environment which compete them to 

stay in the organization and it is a main challenge for Human Resource Management (HRM). Most 

people want to work for companies that have good technology. For example, college graduates 

accustomed to using the internet for their work, research, thesis, and case studies expect the latest 

technology on the job. Given the widespread availability of technology, a company lacking in this 

component will not qualify as an employer of choice for the emerging workforce. Technological 

development is in every company’s best interest. According to Cedar Group, “Organizations continue 

to report high degrees of success in using technology to meet objectives of business improvement, 

employee satisfaction and elevation of HRM’s contribution as a strategic business partner.”  
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[2] Technology as a Facilitator: 

Great companies know how to use technology. Instead of accumulating an excess of technology for 

technology’s sake, they invest in technology specifically as it facilitates accomplishment of their 

objectives. For example, an employer of choice will leverage the company website to add momentum 

to branding efforts. The best companies also wield an educated vision, establishing cutting-edge 

solutions such as pure-internet systems that provide longevity and interoperability with future 

advancements.  

 

[3] Portal Technology: 

Critical to the employer of choice, portals provide organized, efficient access to the customized 

content, knowledge, reporting structures, analytics capabilities, and transactions each employee 

needs. An enterprise portal is the gateway to all company functions and offers personalized, role-

based access with respect to who employees are, where they are located, what they do, and why they 

do it. Third-party sources of content such as salary surveys or job boards can also be accessed 

through a portal. One of the most compelling aspects of portal technology is that it serves as a 

primary HRM tool for establishing image, culture, and branding. Role-based portal designations 

allow HRM to push out messaging to specific groups and all recipients see the same information 

simultaneously. Distributed information can include balanced scorecard data, total reward and 

incentive status updates, company news and promotions, quotes-of-the-day and other culture-based 

messaging. More than any other form of technology, this communication tool 

helps replace the concept of HRM as a department with a true sense of the pervasive, enterprise- 

wide nature of human capital.  

 

[4] Talent: 

An employer of choice has already come a long way toward winning the war for talent, which is 

another significant HRM challenge. Great companies know not to stop seeking the best talent in a 

downturn. When the stock market is down, many people are afraid to invest, but that is the best time 

to do so. Top companies always see value in pursuing the best and brightest. Future talent shortages 

and the expense of recruiting over retention give these employers a consistently keen eye for 

keeping their top performers. Customer relationship management (CRM) is a good model for human 

capital management (HCM). The steps involved in attracting and retaining customers parallel the 

activities involved in the war for talent.   

 

[5] E- commerce : 

Electronic commerce means to perform the trading activities through internet. Internet is the 

foundation for a new business order. It has changed customer’s expectations about convenience, 

speed, price and services. The people who make on - line business possible are the knowledgeable 

workers. Now such on-line business has become a challenge for HRM and the HRM makes several 

strategies to take procedure over control on -line business. Such HRM try hire & develop human 

resources who have the ability to attract, motivate, retain, and to serve as maximum customers as 

possible. 

 

[6] E-Learning and Development: 

Today’s college graduates are less concerned with starting near the top as they are with being 

empowered to learn and make company decisions. Most people instinctively want to learn, which is 

very different from being “trained.” Learning is an environment that promotes the ability to gain 
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knowledge, whether via a course, access to expertise in the form of mentors, or participation in 

innovative projects. Loyalty to a single company is rapidly becoming a thing of the past. While 

culture attracts a new hire, the reason an employee stays on is because the working environment is 

challenging and meaningful, engendering growth and development. The number one reason an 

employee leaves a company is lack of respect of the immediate supervisor. While technology is 

better today than ever, today’s e-learning is only in its infancy. In this new world, people learn what 

they need to learn on their own time, at their own pace. Usually e-learning is accessed via 

collaborative self-service that leverages third-party expertise or content, which is what many are 

calling knowledge management today. In the future, e-learning will simply be a way the workforce is 

developed on an ongoing, just as needed basis. 

  

[7] The Workforce Diversification: 

The workforce diversification means to effectively manage the workforce that come from different 

backgrounds with respect to regions, cultures, race and gender. In this modern business world, 

every business organization conducts the business activities in different countries. Now such 

multinational organizations adopt several strategies to compete in the foreign markets through 

people. In this regard to manage such diverse human resources effectively, business organization 

adopt and make the policies and practices according to the culture and environment. The labor 

mobility, political pressure, stream of investment capital, information transfer using electronic 

means and currency exchange are all new challenges. The workforce is diminishing, when the 

economy comes back, there will be fewer candidates from which to choose. Although there is an 

economic slowdown now, in the next 10 years demand will outstrip the supply. During a downturn, 

if companies that are not hiring eliminate their focus on recruitment, they can miss golden 

opportunities to secure the high performers who might be instrumental in the future.   

 

[8] Globalization: 

Zanko (2003) with advancement of technology, the world become globalizes in nature, the 

globalization involves the integration of markets, and it enables the corporation, individual and 

countries to move freely around the world. Everything can be access without any stress. 

Globalization has compelled the organization to be more competitive and advance as they were 

before, the technology has free the modern organization form the chronological HRM. To be more 

competitive the organization needs to expend their efforts to maintain place in the global market.  

 

[9] Thinking Globally, Complying Locally: 

Even small organizations deal increasingly with customers and employees on a global 

basis. Great companies know how to think globally and comply locally. They act like a global 

organization, yet an understanding of the local environment permeates every relationship. 

Making global differences a part of corporate culture is a valuable endeavor. Indeed, diversity 

itself is a source of greatness. Organizational headquarters that have the attitude that “corporate 

knows best” will have a difficult time instilling a viable culture.  

 

[10] HRM’s Relationship with Employees:  

Wiesner and Millet (2003) the employee’s relation with in organization with employer may also a 

big challenge for today HRM. The out of order psychological agreements can cause organizational 

problems, such as failure of trust, anger and legal action. The Modern HRM responsible to ensure 

employees that they are valuable and important for the company. Giving less importance to 
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employees may also cause organizational issues. HRM again responsible to overcome any negative 

feelings which comes from the side of employees.  

 

[11] Organizational Environment and Ethics: 

Baruch, Harel (2004) stability and good environment and core values are very crucial for both 

organization and employees. They need to understand each other well, and fulfill the emotional 

agreements with each other’s. Some internal issues may bring instability between the employer and 

employees’ relation but HRM responsible to see and hold on these circumstances.  Focusing on 

ethics, organization can become more adaptable, ethics enhances the performance and support and 

facilitate the organization for achievement goals, through enhancing social and psychological 

environments. Wong and Snell (2003), HRM practices such as recruitment, training, development, 

and organization communication may also great impact of organization success, and still these are 

the main trends for HRM by developing sound organizational culture. The HRM can overcome these 

issues, because culture is the brand of organization, which represent company to outside people, 

good culture can only be maintain when act upon the culture norms.  

Thus, Human Resource Management (HRM) needs to grip this change by ensuring that the 

organization has the right people with sufficient knowledge and desire skill and abilities to build 

such culture in the organization which positively contribute and enable the organization towards 

change.  

 

 THE MAIN FUNCTIONS OF 21ST CENTURY HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (HRM): 

The main Functions of the Human Resource Management (HRM) as follows: 

1. There has been an unprecedented increase in the number of organizations that have 

internationalized their operations. The international movement of labour that has been 

concomitant with such expansion of international business has meant that issues associated 

with the management of human resources across International borders are increasingly 

important to international human resource managers and academics.  This poses a lot of 

challenges to HR managers. 

2. There are currently many human resource management challenges which will continue to 

evolve for years to come.   

3. The restrictions of the recession aren’t over yet, companies are recognizing that in 2010, 

they will need to take steps to retain their workforce. This could be through an increased 

emphasis on training and engagement programs or by investing in areas that will optimize 

expenditure, such as integrated technology systems or improved candidate attraction 

schemes. The signs are that HRM departments are preparing to maximize their resources 

and staff as organizations look to grow. 

4. The main challenges of HRM include adding value to an organization both the labour force 

and the business itself, manage talent within your organization – try to attract and keep 

talented and hard-working people in the organization; managing globalization, Information 

Technology, business control, Information-workers and info-management. 

5. The research have pointed out that the most of the challenges faced by the HRM in 21st 

century are also, retention of the employees, multicultural workforce, women workforce, 

retrenchment of employees, change in the demand of the government, technology , 

globalization, and initiating the process of change. 

6. The HRM as a non-strategic cost Centre instead of a core, profit-contributing function. This 

is especially true during the tough economic times like in the past few years which have put 

more organizational demand on the revenue generating business functions – and more of a 
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focus on cost saving for the other functions. Unfortunately, most organizations still view 

HRM as a transactional cost Centre which makes them to under play the function. 

7. The HRM is that many professionals lack the forward thinking, strategic advisory focus 

needed to be an effective business partner.  They don’t spend the time to understand the 

business they support and focus more on transactional HRM activities that don’t have the 

impact the business desires.  HRM Business Partners need to be trusted advisers to the 

businesses and leaders they work with.  They need to be effective coaches and remain aware 

of their critical role as to effectively assess workforce capabilities and enable planning for 

future needs.  HRM must be focused on becoming a trusted advisor to their business to 

empower managers to drive improved organizational performance. 

8. Organizations are continuing to struggle with hiring and managing their talent 

effectively. Most corporate recruitment and talent functions are reactive and rarely are 

future focused.  These functions aren’t aligned to their organization’s business strategy, 

aren’t part of a formal organizational talent strategy and in fact seldom even communicate 

with each other.  Most HRM leaders and their teams aren’t spending the necessary time 

upfront to analyze and properly plan their organizational talent assets, needs, and 

gaps.  When an organization’s recruitment and talent management functions are performing 

effectively, the rewards far outweigh the investments. 

9. Organizations must be self-aware and understand their true functional capabilities within 

recruitment and talent management.  An organization which isn’t effective in managing and 

developing their own talent will need to rely more on hiring new talent to fulfil the talent 

requirements of the business strategy. The organization must understand the limitations of 

their talent functions and make the appropriate decision to either invest quickly in resolving 

their functional deficiencies or work around the deficiencies. 

10. Employer of choice involves creating an environment where people want to come and work, 

contribute while they are there and stay long enough to make a difference. Becoming and 

remaining an employer of choice is the top-ranking HRM related challenge organizations 

face today. Establishing employer-of-choice status is HRM’s responsibility, and if HR does 

this well, all other practices become subordinate to this goal. Corporate culture is a dramatic 

force behind every employer of choice. Unique to each organization, culture has many 

drivers, such as the organization’s leadership or the product or service produced. In cases 

when there are mergers or acquisitions involved, cultural redefinition might be required. 

11. Organizations will lean on human resources professionals as strong leaders who help 

employers and employees navigate through the workplace challenges of the 21st century. 

They will see human resources professionals as business partners and strategic thinkers 

who make decisions to move the company forward. In the shifting environment, the human 

resources department adds value to the organization's success by hiring the right people 

and providing training to staff to adapt to the changing times.  

12. Human Resources Management (HRM) will take the lead role in helping organizations 

transition from local servers to using unlimited storage on the Internet with cloud services. 

To make the transition, human resources will hire experts in cloud computing to integrate 

cloud applications, mobile devices and social media. In addition to the integration, the 

experts will train staff on cloud operations as part of a company's daily operations. Human 

resources will also play a role in developing policies on employees' personal devices and 

data plans. 

13. Globalization will increase in the 21st century as organizations grow in the competitive 

international market. A company's human resources department is responsible for 
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recruiting and training local staff in foreign countries where a company has offices, as well 

as newly recruited foreign staff in local offices. In addition to operational training, human 

resources train all staff on understanding cultural differences and work ethics. 

14. Human resources will also have the responsibility of updating their technology approaches. 

For example, they will change their recruiting approach to use social media to find the right 

candidates for job opportunities. They will update technology policies to include conduct 

and safeguards for IT property, and expand the use of shared applications between 

employers and staff. In addition, they will be able to link an employee's performance with a 

company's business goals to assess an employee's value in the company. 

15. The growth of ethnic groups will continue to add diversity to the workforce in the 21st 

century. The public recognizes an organization with diversity as harmonious, stable and 

progressive. Therefore, human resources professionals will be trained in understanding, 

supporting and achieving diversity initiatives to provide employees with skills to work in 

diverse teams. Human resources professionals will work with company leaders to ensure 

that the organization includes all cultures to maintain a competitive advantage. 

 

 CONCLUSIONS: 

The main work by the HRM is to developed sound organizational structure with strong 

interpersonal skill to employees, and also to train employees by introducing them the concept of 

globalize human resource management to perform better in the globalization. All these issues and 

challenges like, work force diversity, leadership development. Change management, organizational 

effectiveness, Globalization, E-Commerce, succession planning and compensation etc., Can be best 

management by HRM manager when they will work with HR practices, such as rigid recruitment and 

selection policy, division of jobs, empowerment, encouraging diversity in the workplace, training and 

development of the work force, fostering innovation, proper assigning of duties and responsibilities, 

managing knowledge and other functions as are shown. When HRM works enthusiastically by 

keeping all the practices in mind, competitive advantages can thus be accomplished, the value of 

human resource can be improved, organization efficiency can be enhanced, and the organization will 

sustain to survive. 

Challenge is always offset by opportunity. Today’s widespread market volatility, coupled 

with layoffs, talent shortages and rapid shifts in technology, points to heightened challenges for 

Human Resource Management (HRM). While appropriately leveraging HRM has been a key topic of 

discussion for the past decade, organizations still struggle with how to make this strategic shift as a 

department. Over the next decade, the HRM profession will face a wide range of issues, which can be 

consolidated into a list of major hurdles. While the hurdles discussed here might not be all-

encompassing, addressing these predominant issues provides impetus for turning challenges into 

opportunities. 
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Abstract 

Due to high competition in the market every marketer strives for getting customers and tries 

to make them loyal to the organization. Because of competition, the importance of branding is 

increasing at a rapid growth rate. Now majority of the customers want branded products to get their 

financial value of money spends on purchasing. Branding gives surety of safety and standard so that 

now smart customer prefers to buy branded products in all categories of products. Consumers of 

electronics products also want branded electronic products with benefits of warranty, satisfaction, 

standard, money value and quality. This research project has been carried out to know the 

Significance of Brand Image for purchasing electronic products. For this 150 customers were 

approached face-to-face with using non-probability- convenience sampling method and research has 

proved that majority of the customer prefers branded products just because the benefits of 

guarantee and warranty, easy availability, getting best after sales services and easy identity. 

 

Keywords: Electronic products, Branding, Significance of Brand Image 

 

Introduction 

The electronics industry in India dates back to the early 1960s. Electronics was initially restricted to 

the development and maintenance of fundamental communication systems including radio-

broadcasting, telephonic and telegraphic communication, and augmentation of defense capabilities. 

Until 1984, the electronics sector was primarily government owned. The late 1980s witnessed a 

rapid growth of the electronics industry due to sweeping economic changes, resulting in the 

liberalization and globalization of the economy. The economic transformation was motivated by two 

compelling factors - the determination to boost economic growth, and to accelerate the development 

of export-oriented industries, like the electronics industry. 

The electronics industry has recorded very high growth in subsequent years. By 1991, private 

investments - both foreign and domestic - were encouraged. The easing of foreign investment norms, 

allowance of 100 percent foreign equity, reduction in custom tariffs, and de-licensing of several 

consumer electronic products attracted remarkable amount of foreign collaboration and investment. 

The domestic industry also responded favorably to the politic policies of the government. The 

opening of the electronics field to private sector enabled entrepreneurs to establish industries to 

meet hitherto suppressed demand. 

Electronics is a technology that involves manipulation of electric currents and voltages with the use 

of a range of devices with the intention of performing some beneficial action. The field of electronics 

is in general divided into two main areas, analog electronics and digital electronics. The electronics 

era began as a result of the experiments with electricity. Thomas Alva Edison in the 1880s, along 

with others experimented with the flow of current connecting elements in an evacuated glass tube. 
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Theoretical framework 

According to American marketing association, “A brand is a name, term, symbol, logo, design, or 

combination of them which is intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of 

sellers, and to differentiate them from those of the competitors.” 

 

Importance of branding: 

1. Fixed price:- Mostly Branded products are sold at a fixed price. It avoids bargaining and 

cheating. 

2. Easy Identity:- Customer can easily identify the branded product among the similar types of 

products. 

3. Easy Buying:- Customer can buy the branded product directly. Even customers can buy the 

product through telephone, online transaction, letter or representative on the basis of (name 

or symbol of) brand, without a detailed description of the products. 

4. Quality Assurance:- Manufacturers try to maintain quality of the branded produces over a 

time as it enhances their image and reputation. Therefore, customer can buy the product 

with confidence and guarantee of quality ad features.  

5. Avoiding Cheating:- When customer buy the product on basis of name or symbols there is 

less possibility of offering similar type of the seller, Also, price for the branded product is 

fixed. So, customer cheating can be minimized. 

6. Source of Status:- It ensures exclusiveness. Reputed brands offer a sense of status and image. 

It gives more satisfaction to its buyers. The frame of company is the source of price and 

status for buyers. 

7. Wide Availability:- Branded product is widely available in national market. So customers can 

avail the product anywhere. 

8. Better Packing:- Mostly branded products are offered in attractive and safe packing. It 

preserves products qualities and contents. And suitable packing also increases customers’ 

convenience. 

 

Literature review 

Consequently, for a long time, an uncertainty existed as to how much companies should emphasize 

their brands and how much the average customer cared about those brands. Hence, it became vital 

for marketers to establish through research how important brands were in the purchasing process. 

This challenge was accepted by Marquardt et al. (1965) when they decided to investigate this issue 

by focusing on an everyday product. The results revealed that consumers wanted products with a 

well-known brand and that only 25% of the respondents did not pay attention to the brand at all, 

instead considering the price as the most important factor in buying the product. 

A brand is a “name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the 

goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of 

competition”, as has been cited by the American Marketing Association(1960). However this 

definition of a brand is not totally approved of for its inadequacy of describing the other intangible 

components of brand, such as brand image, its ability to create certain amount of awareness, 

reputation, prominence, and so on in marketplace (Keller, 2nd ed.). 

McFarland (2002) states that the concept of brands has become complex with time, but as the brand 

thinking develops and changes one thing becomes clear that a brand should serve as a trustworthy 

guide that helps consumers make purchase choices. Before the customer is led to an information 

sodden marketplace to make choices, the brand should have already set itself apart from the rest 

making it simple for the customer to carry on with his/her purchase decision. 
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Kingdom (2002) states “the average consumer has around 10,000 brands bubbling around in his or 

her memory and there are many numbers of fragments of information which are linked to them, 

from specific experiences to snatches of Advertisements or elements of packaging”. The brands in 

the memory of the consumers, thus the bottom-line is that if the marketers need to make the most of 

their marketing practices and budget, they should accurately understand the inner workings of the 

customer’s minds. 

De Chernatony and McDonald (1998), state that in the consumer electronics industry it is important 

to be the first to launch a new products there are many benefits that can be derived from it. As the 

brands which are already established move up the learning curve faster than their competitors and 

have the advantage of gaining greater understanding of the technology. Thus before the competitors 

come out with imitated products they should be thinking about launching a technological product 

better than before Another advantage of being the first to launch a product is that consumers 

become loyal and support them. However, “in areas like consumer electronics, a competitive lead of 

a few months is not unusual” 

Hart & Murphy (1998), in the consumer electronics industry, marketing is “abrader function which 

includes branding and concerns the development and implementation of strategies for moving 

products or services from the producer to the consumer in a profitable fashion”. Taking into 

consideration, the rising concern for product differentiation and innovation as a tool of competitive 

advantage and added value of the consumer electronics company to diffuse into the marketplace, 

branding, as a function of marketing, is of absolute importance. 

Due to the large volume of publications in the field, a number of different definitions of brand equity 

have been offered. Brand equity has been considered in many contexts, but according to Kim, Kim & 

An (2003), there has been mainly three different viewpoints for considering brand equity: (1) the 

financial perspective, (2) the consumer-based perspective, and (3) the combined perspective. 

De Chernatony et al, (1999) has designed an identity model that conceptualizes the brand’s identity 

in terms of its vision and culture. These affect the desired positioning, personality, and the 

relationships, all of which are then presented to reflect stakeholders’ actual and desired selfimages. 

In this sense, the vision and culture of the employees affect the brand-building process; hence, these 

are very important to acknowledge and should not be neglected. De Chernatony (1999) argues that a 

company has to put more emphasis on a company’s internal role as a brand builder and focus on 

developing attitudes and behavior of the staff and employees. It is also important to measure and 

control where the employees consider the company to be positioned; otherwise it is impossible to 

educate and inform the staff what they should strive for and how to achieve the brand’s desired 

positioning. It is important, especially in case of an emotional brand, that the company’s and the 

staff’s attitudes correspond to each other and that the desired image and personality is 

communicated. Hence, the company has to prevent a possible discrepancy between the desired 

values and the values of the employees. Finally, it is also important to monitor external elements to 

ensure that the desired brand identity corresponds to the perceived brand image among customers. 

Keller and Aaker (1992, 1998) define corporate credibility as the extent to which consumers believe 

that a company is willing and able to deliver products and services that satisfy customer needs and 

wants (see also Erdem and Swait (2004)). They showed that successfully 

introduced brand extensions can lead to enhanced perceptions of corporate credibility and 

improved evaluations of even quite dissimilar brand extensions. They also showed that corporate 

marketing activity related to product innovation produced more favorable evaluations for a 

corporate brand extension than corporate marketing activity related to either the environment or, 

especially, the community (see also Gurhan-Canli and Batra (2004)). In 
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addition, Bhattacharya and Sen (2003) extended the thinking on consumer-brand relationships to 

consider consumer-company relationships, adopting a social identity theory perspective to argue 

that perceived similarity between consumer and company identities play an important role in 

relationship formation. 

 

Problem statement 

With increasing importance of branding in purchasing, its crates opportunities as well as hurdles for 

marketers. Because of consumers demands for branded products marketers have to make more 

promotional efforts to establishing their brands in consumers’ minds. This creates problems for 

marketer to make their business strategies. With viewing that the research study was conducted to 

study the importance of branding for buying electronic products. 

 

Research objectives: 

Primary Objective:-  

To know the importance of branding for buying electronic products 

Secondary Objectives:- 

 To know the most used electronic brands for different electronic products 

 To study the various distribution channels which customers prefer to buy electronic 

products  

 

Research methodology: 

 Sample design: Here non-probability convenience sampling method has been used. 

 Sample size: The Sample size is of 150 respondents. 

 Sampling unit: The Sampling unit comprises the user of electronic products. 

 Sampling area: Varachha, Surat city  

 Data collection time: 1st January to 15th February 2016.  

 Data collection methods:- Primary data was collected by direct from respondents with help 

of questionnaire. Secondary data was collected from books, websites, and news Paper. 

 

Data analysis and interpretation: 

 

1. From where you purchase following electronic products? (Multiple response) 

  Online 

Purchase 

Company 

Store 

Dealer Retailer Retail 

Mall 

Total 

Digital camera 10 28 12 18 3 71 

A.C 0 14 32 17 1 64 

TV 1 17 61 60 4 143 

Laptop 8 26 34 16 3 87 

Mobile 9 26 55 87 6 183 

Refrigerator 1 19 43 51 3 117 

Total 34 130 237 249 20 665 

 

Interpretation:- As per above table, it is interpreted that most of the customers purchased digital 

camera from company store while, Air Conditioner, Tele Vision and Laptop from dealer and Mobile 

and Refrigerator from retailer. 
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2. Give the rate on following benefits of branding in buying. 

1= unimportant          2=Neutral         3=Importance 

Benefits  1 2 3 Average 

Benefit of fixed price 16 47 87 2.47 

Benefit of easy identity 3 30 117 2.76 

Benefit of easy buying 4 53 93 2.59 

Benefits of good packaging 31 68 51 2.13 

Assurance of good qualitative product 3 42 105 2.68 

Benefits of protection against cheating 14 77 59 2.30 

Assurance to getting best after sales services 1 32 117 2.77 

Surety to getting more satisfaction 8 45 97 2.59 

Benefits of social recognition 22 55 73 2.34 

Benefits of guarantee and warranty 3 13 134 2.87 

Benefits of easy availability  5 17 128 2.82 

 

Interpretation:- from the above table it is interpreted that majority of the respondents considered 

benefits of branding like guarantee and warranty, easy availability, easy identity and after sales 

services while purchased electronic products.  

 

3. How much do you spend approximately on purchased electronic products?    

Price TV AC Refrigerators Digital Cameras Laptop Mobiles 

Below 10,000 29 0 7 41 1 121 

10,001 to 20000 62 15 72 19 10 21 

20,001 to 30,000 27 32 9 3 20 1 

30,001 to 40,000 9 13 11 2 30 7 

40,001 to 50,000 4 2 2 1 6 0 

More than 50,001 1 2 0 0 1 0 

 

Interpretation:- Based on above table the approximate amount of money spent on purchased were 

found out for different electronics products.  

 

4. Which payment option do you like?  

Options Responses 

Cash in advance 3 

Cash on delivery 139 

Installment method 8 

Interpretation:- Based on above table it is interpreted that majority of the customers like the option 

of cash on delivery while purchasing electronics products. 
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5. Which company’s electronic products have you purchased? 

Digital camera Air conditioner Television 

Brand Responses Brand Responses Brand Responses 

Samsung  8 Godrej 9 Sony 22 

Sony  20 Samsung 5 Samsung 54 

Canon  28 L.G. 19 L.G. 25 

Kodak  9 Whirlpool 8 Videocon 18 

Panasonic  3 Panasonic 5 Panasonic 11 

Nikon  2 Videocon 11 BPL 5 

Philips  1 Bluestar 6 Toshiba 6 

 

Laptop Mobile Refrigerator 

Brand Responses Brand Responses Brand Responses 

Lenovo  11 Nokia 58 Sony 5 

Dell  21 Samsung 82 Samsung 16 

Toshiba  2 L.G. 17 L.G. 18 

Apple  3 Apple 9 Videocon 10 

Compaq  36 HTC 3 Godrej 24 

Sony  5 Micro-max 12 Whirlpool 41 

Acer  9 Blackberry 2 Kenstar 3 

 

Interpretation: it shows the popularity of different electronics brands among the customers. Based 

on above table it is interpreted that majority of the customers having Digital camera of Canon, Air 

Conditioner of L.G., Television of Samsung, Laptop of Compaq, Mobile of Samsung and Refrigerator of 

Whirlpool brand.    

 

Demographic information 

1. Gender:- 

Categories Responses 

Male 133 

Female 17 

  

Interpretation:- From above table it is interpreted that majority of the respondents are male. 

 

2. Income (Monthly):- 

Categories Responses 

Less than 10,000 24 

10,001-30,000 104 

30,001-50,000 19 

More than 50,001 3 

 

Interpretation:- From the above table it is interpreted that majority of the customers having 

monthly income level of 10,001 to 30,000.  
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3. Age:- 

Categories Responses 

Less than 20 13 

21-30 75 

31-40 37 

41-50 19 

More than 51 06 

 

Interpretation:- From the above table it is interpreted that majority of the respondents are between 

the age group of 21 to 30 years.  

 

4. Occupation:- 

Categories Responses 

Businessman 82 

Professional 36 

Employee 25 

Housewife 07 

 

Interpretation:- From the above table it is interpreted that majority of the respondents are 

businessmen.   

 

Findings 

Primary Objective:- To know the importance of branding for buying electronic products. 

Based on this research study, it is found that benefits of branding are there in which customers give 

rates near to highly important. These benefits are like guarantee and warranty, easy availability, 

easy identity and after sales services while purchased electronic products.  

 

Secondary Objective:-  

1. To know the most used electronic brands for different electronic products. 

From data analysis it is found out that majority of respondents having Digital camera of Canon, Air 

Conditioner of L.G., Television of Samsung, Laptop of Compaq, Mobile of Samsung and Refrigerator of 

Whirlpool brand.    

 

2. To study the various distribution channels which customers prefer to buy electronic products.  

From data analysis is found out that most of the customers purchased digital camera from company 

store while, Air Conditioner, Television and Laptop from dealer, and Mobile and Refrigerator from 

retailer. 

 

Conclusion and scope for future study 

The main aim of this research study was to obtain that which of the most important factors 

influences the buying behavior while purchasing branded electronic products. It is concluded that 

brand image and quality are the important factors but brand image has high impact on consumer in 

making purchase. Because of their keenly observation they think that products with top branded 

image has a comparatively good quality, price, packaging, after sales services, more satisfaction 

social recognition, easy availability so they are compelled to buy high brand image products instead 

of low brand image products.  
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Keeping all this in view it is very obvious that the companies have to put more efforts on branding in 

order to achieve the successful advantage. This research work was carried out only in surat (Gujarat) 

region, the future study can be conducted in wild geographical area with taking more respondents 

and electronic products.   
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Abstract 

There is great potential for e-health to deliver cost-effective, quality healthcare and spending 

on e-health systems by governments and healthcare systems is increasing worldwide. However, the 

literature often describes problematic and unsuccessful attempts to implement these new 

technologies into routine clinical practice. Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) 

have made significant impact on healthcare industry in the globe. Its adoption and use, which result 

into e-healthcare, has transformed the way healthcare services are delivered. Influenced by this 

transformation; medical errors and cost of delivering care have been reduced, while physician’s 

efficiency and physician-patient relationship have been improved. The identified benefits and many 

others have influenced several governments in developed countries to reserve huge amount of 

money for stimulating its adoption. Unfortunately, there are many challenges affecting e-healthcare 

adoption in developing countries. In this paper we investigate and analyse challenges that hinder 

electronic healthcare adoption in India, and propose cost-effective solutions to them. The proposed 

solutions will help the Indian government in its design and implementation of electronic healthcare 

projects. 

 

Keywords: E-health, E-healthcare, Developing countries, India, Challenges, Adoption, ICT 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Healthcare, either in paper-based or digital format, is an information-intensive industry as for the 

industry to operate; it depends on the existence of patient health information (PHI) that is collected 

whenever a patient visits a healthcare centre. The collection of PHI for paper-based or traditional 

healthcare setup is different from the collection when records are in digital form. The latter is also 

referred to as e-healthcare. Contrary to paper-based healthcare setup where PHI is collected every 

time a patient visits a healthcare centre, in e-healthcare physicians collect Personal Identifiable 

Information (PII) only once and frequently update its related medical records. In general term, e-

healthcare is related to computerisation of electronic healthcare services. Many developed countries 

such as Singapore, Canada, United States of America and United Kingdom have invested huge 

amount of money for stimulating e-healthcare adoption while developing countries are still 

dependent over the traditional healthcare setup. This huge investment by developed countries is 

motivated by the problems associated with the traditional healthcare setup such as duplication in 

patient’s records, time wastage while preparing new records and increase in cost of delivering care 

due to duplication of tests and procedures. Such problems associated with the traditional healthcare 

setup can result in a PHI which is inaccurate, incomplete, outdated and irrelevant to physicians 

priority tasks and thus not helpful in healthcare management decision making (Igira et al., 2007). 

Although many countries, both developed and developing, understand the potential benefits of 

embracing e-healthcare, there are many challenges to be addressed prior to its adoption. These 

challenges which differ between countries include lack of patient unique identifier, lack of funds, low 

rate of Internet penetration and low bandwidth, lack of healthcare policies, lack of acceptable global 

standards and privacy, confidentiality and security concerns. In this paper we investigate and 

analyse challenges affecting e-healthcare adoption in developing countries and India in particular, 
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and propose cost-effective solutions to them. The proposed solutions will help the Indian 

government in its design and implementation of e-healthcare projects. The costs of healthcare 

delivery around the world continue to grow at an alarming rate, without corresponding 

improvement in the quality of care rendered. Consumers can receive better and safer healthcare, 

since relevant health information is available to care providers when required. Consumers also 

become active participants in ensuring their well-being through access to reliable, accredited health 

information. For the provider, e-health supports informed decision making through the availability 

of accurate health information, access to medical knowledge databases and best practises. 

Multidisciplinary teams of care providers can share health information and coordinate health 

interventions in an effective manner, thereby eliminating unnecessary duplication of efforts. 

Medication errors and adverse drug reactions can be averted through the use of e-prescription 

systems that flag alerts when an order is made for medications to which a patient is known to be 

allergic. Furthermore, time spent clarifying and re-writing illegible prescriptions is freed up and can 

be better utilized. Policy makers benefit from e-health through access to accurate and reliable 

information upon which healthcare investment decisions are based. Thus, health service 

interventions are directed to where they are most urgently needed. Managers can better monitor 

and evaluate health intervention programmes through access to national health data summaries. E-

health has the potential to positively influence the quality of care, and improve healthcare service 

efficiencies. However, its widespread adoption is being hindered by a number of factors, including 

the high cost of acquisition, especially at the initial stage; resistance to change on the part of 

healthcare professionals; security, privacy and confidentiality concerns; and lack of technical skills. 

 

CURRENT HEALTH CARE SYSTEM IN INDIA 

The Indian health care services are highly skewed in favor of urban population which is 28% of 

Indian population. Nearly one million Indians die every year due to inadequate healthcare facilities 

and 700 million people have no access to specialist care and 80% of specialists live in urban areas. 

There has been undue delay in implementing e-governance and e-healthcare in India due to 

following reasons (1) Absence of competition in health sector for long time healthcare is handled by 

Public Health System (PHS) with no competition. (2) Weak customer with low bargaining power. (3) 

Non-existence of funding system like insurance or social security agency. (4) Strong professional 

culture among doctors hostile to new ICT applications. (5) Doctors and nurses believe on their skill 

than on computer. (6) Lack of computer-aid in medical and nursing education. The National Health 

Policy endorsed by the Parliament of India in 1983 and updated in 2002[4] encourage the 

introduction of electronic communication media in health sector. The government of India has 

launched "National Rural Health Mission” aiming at equity in best health care to this target group. 

The Ministry of Health & Family Welfare and the Ministry of Communication and Information 

Technology (ICT) are jointly creating a national health information infrastructure, for easy capture 

and dissemination of health information. There are more than 165 telemedicine platforms 

supported by the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) and 76 by Communication and IT 

Ministry. The Ministry of Health had formed "Telemedicine Task Force" to address many issues 

relating to e-health technology based healthcare which will facilitate in forming a framework for e-

health application for the country. The union government also recognizes ICT as the most efficient 

enabling tool for achieving the said goals. This is having the desired trickle-down effect and several 

state governments have earnestly taken up e-Health monitoring and reporting systems for their 

public health programmes . Disease surveillance systems under IDSP in Andhra Pradesh and Tamil 

Nadu, and ICDS surveillance system in Orissa are some examples of such initiatives. Public-private 

partnership has been successfully used to achieve a convergence of technical resources and 
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personnel in the e-Health sector, for such projects. Funding and technical assistance has also been 

received from several external agencies such as the World Bank and WHO. 

 

E-HEALTH AND TELEMEDICINE SYSTEM IN INDIA 

1. HOSPITAL INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Information systems (ISs) are usually designed to serve specific purpose in a specific industry or 

organisation where they are designated (Reichertz, 2006). From ISs definition and depiction in 

figure 1, HIS can be defined as an information system designed to manage tasks in a hospital. 

According to Weber-Jahnke (2008), HIS is a comprehensive and integrated information system 

designed to manage administrative, financial and clinical aspects of a hospital. HISs can be composed 

of one or more software components with specialty-specific extensions as well as various 

subsystems in medical fields such as laboratory information systems. 

 

 

 

 

  

2. TELEMEDICINE 

Telemedicine means the use of ICT for medical diagnosis and patient care when the healthcare 

provider and patient are geographically separated (Perednia & Allen, 1995). In e-healthcare settings, 

telemedicine can be as simple as two healthcare professionals discussing a case over the telephone 

or as complex as using satellite technology and video conferencing equipment to conduct a real-time 

consultation. Telemedicine has the potential to revolutionalise the way healthcare is delivered as it 

can reach into areas such as rural areas and in wars where traditional healthcare is difficult (Ouma & 

Herselman, 2008). Orlando (2007) argues that the adoption of telemedicine in developing countries 

is appropriate for addressing the problems that exist. These problems include high mortality and 

mordibility rates, high population and poor communication infrastructures. Despite its 

appropriateness, telemedicine is still not used in most developing countries due to insufficient 

requirements such as technologies that are required before its adoption. 

 

3. ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD 

Many researchers define and refer to EHR using different terms, such as computer-based patient 

records (CPR), computerised medical records (CMR), patient carried medical records (PMR) 

electronic patient records (EPR), electronic medical records (EMR), personal health records (PHR) 

and digital medical record (DMR). However, this paper adopts the definition provided by the 

Institute of Medicine, IOM, (2003) and Grimson (2001) which identifies EHR as the longitudinal 

collection of electronic patient records for and about patients where health information is pertaining 

to the health of an individual. Included in EHR is the information relating to a patient demographics, 
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past medical history, progress reports, problems that the patient was or is facing, medication, 

laboratory data and radiology reports. These records have the ability to generate a complete record 

of a patient from cradle-to-grave (Grimson, 2001; IOM, 2003; Ouma & Herselman, 2008). 

 

HOW MUCH DOES OUR GOVERNMENT SPEND ON HEALTHCARE? HOW MUCH DO WE SPEND 

ON HEALTHCARE FROM OUR PERSONAL RESOURCES? 

The total value of the health sector in India today is annually over Rs.150, 000 crores or US$ 34 

billion. This works out to about Rs.1500 per capita which is 6 per cent of GDP (see Table below). 

However, of this only 15 per cent is publicly financed, 4 per cent is from social insurance, 1 per cent 

private insurance and the remaining 80 per cent is spent out of personal resources. (85 per cent of 

which goes to the private sector). National data reveals that half of the people in the poorest 20% of 

population sold assets or took loans to access hospital care. Hence loans and sale of assets are 

estimated to contribute substantially to financing healthcare. This makes the need for social security 

even more imminent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BENEFITS TO E HEALTH CARE SYSTEM ADOPTION 

India faces a number of challenges in the development of effective e-Health solutions like the inertia 

of traditional agendas, and ways of doing things. Divisions between health-professions, the public-

private sectors, facilities, levels of government and cultural communities generally mitigate against 

large national inter-jurisdictional projects in the public sector, and new large-scale investments in 

the health sector. The technologies themselves, as well as their deployment, are challenging matters. 

There are questions about how to properly automate the health-system, which technical standards 

are to be adopted, Is the current level of technology and technological sophistication of the providers 

and public sufficient to the task. Socioeconomic, cultural and geographic influences limit 

connectivity, performance and possibilities of Internet. Public and professional acceptance of the 

new technologies in the place of old ways -such as, keying up a live on-line Internet consultation 

instead of sitting in a waiting room- is essential. Clearly, large financial and human resources must 

be invested in e-health to realize the full potential of the technology. Evidence suggests that e-Health 

is at least 10 years behind other information management intense sectors, such as banking.  

The adoption and use of ICT has transformed several industries in the world (Wickramasinghe et al., 

2005). One among industries that has been transformed is healthcare, result into e-healthcare. There 

are various perceived benefits, to individuals and governments, associated with e-healthcare 

adoption. These benefits include reduction in medical errors, an improvement on physician 

efficiency, and improvement in physician-patient relationship and cost involved in delivering care. 

This section provides a discussion of these benefits followed by challenges to e-healthcare adoption 

in India in the next section. 
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1.  Improvement in physician efficiency 

In 2001, Eysenbach (2001 June 18) in his article “What is e-health?” highlights 10 promissory e’s in 

e-health. Efficiency is one among those promises; other e’s stand for enhancing quality of care, 

evidence-based, empowerment, encouragement, education, enabling, extending, ethics and equity. 

Theoretically, with the adoption of e-healthcare where patient’s EHRs are readily available anytime 

in e-healthcare information systems, physicians will be able to attend more patients compared to the 

physician working in a traditional healthcare setup. However, physicians do not generally agree on 

this benefit, they consider the whole process of obtaining patients records from a range of computer 

applications as not a clinical skill and wastage of time hence resisting their adoption. 

2. Improvement in the quality of care 

There are two ways that the adoption of e-healthcare can improve the quality of care to patients. The 

first way is through patients’ and physicians’ use of health web portals. With the presence of health 

web portals, patients can search for medical and related information hence improving their 

knowledge regarding healthy lifestyles, health and self-treatment. Additionally, physicians can 

search for health information on the web for education and research. 

3.  Improvement in Patient- Physician relationship 

With its capacity to allow inexpensively retrieval of information anywhere, anytime, Internet is 

already creating strong physician-patient relationship. In fact even the word patient as used in 

traditional healthcare is now being replaced with consumer in e-healthcare. In developed countries 

for example, this strong relationship is influenced by the amount of sensitive patient information 

that is shared between these two groups; as physicians know all about health information of their 

patients from patient’s body to the state of the health (Sharma et al., 20 March 2005). 

4. Cost saving 

With e-healthcare, there is an existence of digital imaging services that can virtually eliminate the 

need for films and x-rays. Nowadays, radiology department for example, in healthcare centres which 

have adopted e-healthcare can send digital xray films to healthcare providers’ notebooks and 

handheld devices as well as mounting devices hence reducing costs. Cost can also be reduced 

through cutting back unnecessary tests and treatments 

5. Lack of Patient’s Unique Identifier 

Johns (2002) defines Patient Unique Identifier (PUI) as a single unique number assigned to each 

patient within a hospital that distinguishes one patient and his or her records from all others. 

Therefore, since EHR contains sensitive patient records from cradle to grave, it is necessary to have 

PUI to differentiate patient’s records. However, due to cost involved in its generation, only few 

countries are using PUIs. The majority opt for alternative solutions such as citizen unique identifiers. 

6. Lack of acceptable standards 

For future processing of EHRs, chosen computer systems should be able to identify data in one 

system and associate them with data located in other systems (Wickramasinghe et al., 2005). This is 

accomplished by the existence of standards for different uses. In developed countries such as United 

Kingdom and United States of America, there is a huge amount of research institutions trying to 

establish standards for different uses. 

7. ICT challenges 

The majority of developing countries population live in rural areas. According to the Indian 

Government website, 70 percent of its total population live in rural areas (Government, 2015). The 

ICT, which is the backbone to e-healthcare adoption and implementation, is still out of reach for this 

large group due to a number of reasons: 
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8. Privacy, confidentiality and security concerns 

Despite the presence of other challenges that countries may face in its adoption to e-healthcare; 

privacy, confidentiality and security are the three important challenges involved in protecting 

patient healthcare information from accidental or intentional misuse (Maheu et al., 2001). According 

to Rindfleish (August 1997), in e-healthcare context, privacy is defined as the right and desire of an 

individual to control the collection, use and disclosure of his or her health information while 

confidentiality 

9. Fear of losing control of their data 

The shift from traditional healthcare to e-healthcare involves the transformation of records from 

paper-based to digital format. These records are referred to as Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR). 

Grimson (2001) defines and characterises the next generation EHR as the longitudinal cradle-to-

grave records readily accessible and available over the Internet. These records will be linked to 

clinical protocols and guidelines to drive the delivery of healthcare to the individual. The presence of 

these records over the Internet facilitates record sharing between physicians. However, patients 

usually feel that they are losing control of their data hence resisting e-healthcare adoption. 

 

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

In this section we propose solutions to the challenges identified in section 4 as follows: Using birth 

certificates as an alternative PUI, the improvement of computer infrastructures, and in-service 

training and incorporation of new syllabus as training procedures. 

 

1. Alternative Patient Unique Identifiers 

We are proposing the use of birth certificate numbers as an alternative solution to uniquely identify 

individuals when adopting e-healthcare and EHR in particular in India. Although national IDs, blood 

donor IDs and mother’s maiden names have been proposed as alternative solutions in other 

developing countries (WHO, 2006b), these solutions are inappropriate. For instance, the use of 

national IDs as an alternative may result into several problems such as service overload as the same 

ID is used in more than one system. As previously described EHR have to exist from cradle to grave, 

however national IDs are given to those aged 18 years and above, this will result into e-healthcare 

delivery bias as only adults would benefit from the service. 

Moreover, with blood donor IDs, only few citizens participate in blood donation. As a result only few 

possess these IDs. Therefore, both national and blood donor IDs are inappropriate alternatives as 

they are only limited to a small group of citizens. Additionally, mother’s maiden name is also 

becomes an inappropriate alternative solution to PUI when a single mother has two or more 

children. This may result in easy compromises and hence threaten the privacy of individuals.  

 

2. Proper cost evaluation 

To resolve the issue of perception of cost and ROI, cost evaluators in India should learn from ongoing 

e-healthcare projects in other developing countries and take proper initiatives to evaluate e-

healthcare projects on a long-term basis. They need to make proper comparisons between the cost 

of current systems and the perceived cost of the intended new e-healthcare systems against the 

proposed benefits that the country might receive (WHO, 2004). This evaluation will help the 

government and individuals to understand the benefits of these projects and hence resolve the 

misleading notion of e-healthcare projects involving high costs. 
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3. Computing infrastructure Improvement 

Computer infrastructure is the backbone to e-healthcare services implementation. However, India 

for the proper adoption of e-healthcare, must first deploy computers and computer systems for use 

in the healthcare industry before adopting e-healthcare fully. E-healthcare can then provide more 

services which requires more technology integration such as telemedicine (Perednia & Allen, 1995). 

Additionally, the government has to control computer and computer systems prices, so that the 

majority of people can possess them, as well as controlling Internet access costs. 

 

4. Training 

Unfortunately, workers lack computer skills as well as general skills for the use of E-healthcare 

information systems. For the proper implementation of e-healthcare in India, this group should be 

offered in-service training as they can eliminate manpower issues in short term basis. As a short-

term solution, in service training is the appropriate way to ensure availability of the required skills 

at the required time. To support this, WHO (2006b) highlighted the need for a basic form of training 

if e-healthcare has to be implemented in a country. In the long-term, healthcare institutions, where 

Nurses and Midwives and other healthcare workers are trained, should incorporate e-healthcare 

syllabus to its respective courses. 

 

5.  Regulations 

In relation to the privacy, confidentiality and security concerns in e-healthcare adoption, strong 

security and regulation measures need to be taken into consideration by the Indian government. For 

the case of security concerns such as unauthorised access to e-healthcare information systems which 

might cause social embarrassment, prejudice or affect insurability, technological security tools such 

as encryption and access control are in place to help protect sensitive patient healthcare 

information. Although we propose security tools to address security concerns, regulations are 

appropriate for protecting the privacy of individuals. The Indian government have to establish 

regulations for protecting privacy of its citizens before e-healthcare adoption. One among the 

regulations established for protecting privacy of individuals is HIPAA, Health Insurance  

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

From research literature, developed and developing countries face different challenges while 

adopting e-healthcare. Despite offering several benefits, lack of patient unique identifier, lack of 

funds, low rate of Internet penetration and low bandwidth, lack of healthcare policies and lack of 

acceptable global standards are among the common challenges hindering e-healthcare adoption in 

developing countries. In this paper we have identified challenges that developing countries 

particularly India will face while adopting e-healthcare. Based on these challenges we have also 

proposed cost-effective solutions that will help the government of India in its design and 

implementation of electronic healthcare projects. Additionally, apart from the identified challenges; 

privacy, security and confidentiality are among the common challenges to both developed and 

developing countries. As a future work we propose research to be carried out to identify appropriate 

security to be implemented in FOSS e-healthcare information systems. As the users of e-healthcare 

information systems such as physicians, patients and insurance companies resist their use due to 

security concerns, assuring their security will boost their trust and hence boost their adoption. 
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Abstract 

In the modern era of globalization, it has become a challenge to keep the customers as well as 

consumers in fold and even keep our natural environment safe and that is the biggest need of the 

time. Consumers are also aware of the environmental issues like; global warming and the impact of 

environmental pollution. Green marketing is a phenomenon which has developed particular 

important in the modern market and has emerged as an important concept in India as in other parts 

of the developing and developed world, and is seen as an important strategy of facilitating 

sustainable development.  

With the emergence of a large number of environmental problems all over the world, there 

arises a need to preserve and protect the earth’s natural environment and finite resources. Both the 

marketers and the consumers are nowadays focusing on green products and services. Companies are 

adopting green marketing and are producing green products that have less harmful effects on the 

environment, than the conventional products. Consumers are becoming more and more aware of the 

environmental problems and are actively trying to reduce their impact on the environment by 

purchasing green products and moving towards a greener lifestyle. 

 

Keywords: Environmental pollution, Green Marketing, Globalization, Global Warming, Sustainable 

Development. 

 

Introduction: 

The key challenge for companies and customers today is to preserve and protect the earth‟s 

natural environment and finite resources. Production and consumption of goods all over the world 

has led to the emergence of a large number of environmental problems. As a result, companies are 

focusing on green marketing and are producing eco-friendly or green products that have less 

harmful effects on the environment, than the conventional products. Moreover, consumers are 

becoming more and more aware of the environmental problems and are actively trying to reduce 

their impact on the environment by purchasing green products and moving towards a greener 

lifestyle.  

 The term green‟ has become the major element driving millions of consumers throughout 

the world, to find out how they live a more environmentally friendly life. The needs of the consumers 

are evolving and brand loyalty is being continuously redefined. Companies nowadays have to 

integrate appropriate green strategies into their operational activities, product development 

processes, and marketing activities to achieve a competitive advantage in the saturated markets. 

Thus, we see that both the marketers and the consumers are nowadays focusing on green products 

and services. Although in the short run, a company may find it expensive to shift towards the "green" 

approach, in the long run, it will definitely prove to be advantageous for the company, in terms of 

cost also.  

Green marketing undertaken by companies nowadays refers to the process of selling 

products and/or services on the basis of their environmental and ecological benefits. Such a product 
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or service may itself be an environmentally friendly product or service, or it may be produced 

and/or packaged in a manner which is considered to be environmentally friendly. We can assume 

that consumers will view the "greenness" of a product or service's as a benefit and so their buying 

decisions will be based on this aspect. However, the consumers may not be willing to pay more for 

green products as compared to the less „green‟ alternative products. The consumers are generally 

sceptical of the „green claims of the companies. If the green‟ claims are proved to be false or if the 

companies make over exaggerated claims, the image and brand name of the companies are at stake. 

Thus, a case of green washing‟ arises when a company claims its product or service to be green, and 

then the claim is proved to be false. 

 

Objectives of the Study: 

As companies today are integrating appropriate green strategies into their marketing activities in 

order to achieve a competitive advantage in the saturated markets, there arises a need to understand 

whether the consumer purchasing decision are influenced by the green marketing practices 

undertaken by the companies. Moreover, there arises a need to understand the challenges faced by 

companies nowadays while pursuing green marketing activities and there also arises a need to 

develop a green marketing mix for the consumers as a whole. The research studies; 

 Whether the consumer purchasing decisions in Kolkata are influenced by the green 

marketing practices undertaken by the companies.  

 A proper green marketing mix for the consumers as a whole.  

 The challenges faced by companies nowadays while pursuing green marketing activities.  

 

Literature Survey: 

Pride and Ferrell (1993) Green marketing, also alternatively known as environmental marketing 

and sustainable marketing, refers to an organization's efforts at designing, promoting, pricing and 

distributing products that will not harm the environment 

Polonsky (1994) defines green marketing as all activities designed to generate and facilitate any 

exchanges intended to satisfy human needs or wants, such that the satisfaction of these needs and 

wants occurs, with minimal detrimental impact on the natural environment. 

Elkington (1994: 93) defines green consumer as one who avoids products that are likely to 

endanger the health of the consumer or others; cause significant damage to the environment during 

manufacture, use or disposal; consume a disproportionate amount of energy; cause unnecessary 

waste; use materials derived from threatened species or environments; involve unnecessary use of, 

or cruelty to animals; adversely affect other countries. 

Prothero, A. (1998) introduces several papers discussed in the July 1998 issue of 'Journal of 

Marketing Management' focusing on green marketing.  

Oyewole, P. (2001). In his paper presents a conceptual link among green marketing, environmental 

justice, and industrial ecology. It argues for greater awareness of environmental justice in the 

practice for green marketing. A research agenda is finally suggested to determine consumers' 

awareness of environmental justice, and their willingness to bear the costs associated with it. 

Prothero, A. & Fitchett, J.A. (2000) argue that greater ecological enlightenment can be secured 

through capitalism by using the characteristics of commodity culture to further progress 

environmental goals. Marketing not only has the potential to contribute to the establishment of more 

sustainable forms of society but, as a principle agent in the operation and proliferation of commodity 

discourse, also has a considerable responsibility to do so. 

Kilbourne, W.E. (1998) discusses the failure of green marketing to move beyond the limitations of 

the prevailing paradigm. The author identifies areas that must be examined for their effect in the 
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marketing/environment relationship, namely economic, political and technological dimensions of 

the cultural frame of reference. 

Karna, J., Hansen, E. & Juslin, H. (2003) interpret that proactive marketers are the most genuine 

group in implementing environmental marketing voluntarily and seeking competitive advantage 

through environmental friendliness. The results also give evidence that green values, environmental 

marketing strategies, structures and functions are logically connected to each other as hypothesized 

according to the model of environmental marketing used to guide this study. 

Alsmadi (2007) investigating the environmental behaviour of Jordanian consumers reveals a high 

level of environmental conscience. Unfortunately however this positive tendency and preference in 

the "green" products does not appear to have any effect on the final decision, obviously because 

these consumers have a stronger faith in the traditional products and a small confidence in the green 

statements. The above obstacles are further strengthened by the lack of environmental conscience 

by a lot of enterprises and the existence of a large scale of prices for the same product, many of 

which included an impetuous estimate of environmental responsibility. The same phenomenon has 

been presented in other researches too (Ottman, 2004; Donaldson, 2005; Cleveland et al, 2005). 

Sanjay K. Jain & Gurmeet Kaur (2004) in their study environmentalism have fast emerged as 

a worldwide phenomenon. Business firms too have risen to the occasion and have started 

responding to environmental challenges by practicing green marketing strategies. Green 

consumerism has played a catalytic role in ushering corporate environmentalism and making 

business firms green marketing oriented. Based on the data collected through a field survey, the 

paper makes an assessment of the extent of environmental awareness, attitudes and behaviour 

prevalent among consumers in India. 

 

Research Methodology: 

In this paper, an attempt is made to understand the importance of Green Marketing & its implication 

on Consumer Buying Behaviour in retail stores. The world is changing from tradinional products to a 

green products & what affects the consumer towards buying it  

This is a descriptive research as it will clarify the relationship between Green Products with regards 

to green marketing towards consumer purchase decisions. The research is restricted to only 

secondary data such as references from journals, magazines, articles etc. & doesn’t considers any 

primary source . 

 

Limitations: 

The limitations of this study results into the following; 

a. Many literatures and surveys which examine the consumer behavior cover on different 

subjects and disciplines and determine the factors influencing the green marketing attitudes 

towards purchase of the products. 

b. This research could have significant and vital impact on the readers as far as the role of 

consumer plays in the green marketing on the FMCG research and the safeguarding of the 

earth from depletion resources. 

c. Some consumers still prefer the old buying pattern & doesn’t have enough knowledge about 

green marketing what the companies promote  

 

Findings & Discussions: 

Importance of Green Marketing 

Green marketing offers business bottom line incentives and top line growth possibilities. While 

modification of business or production processes may involve start-up costs, it will save money in 
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the long term. For example the cost of installing solar energy is an investment in future energy cost 

savings. Companies that develop new and improved products and services with environmental 

impacts in mind give themselves access to new markets, substantially increase profits and enjoy 

competitive advantages over those marketing non environmentally responsible alternatives. When 

looking through the literature there are several suggested reasons for firms increased use of Green 

Marketing. Five possible reasons are as follows: 

1. Organizations perceives environmental marketing to be an opportunity that can be used to 

achieve its objectives. 

2. Organizations believe they have a moral obligation to be more socially responsible. 

3. Governmental bodies are forcing firms to become more responsible. 

4. Competitors' environmental activities pressure firms to change their environmental 

marketing activities. 

5. Cost factors associated with waste disposal, or reductions in material usage forces firms to 

modify their behavior. 

 

The Four Ps of Green Marketing 

Like conventional marketers, green marketers must address the ‗four Ps‘ in innovative ways. 

1. Product 

Entrepreneurs wanting to exploit emerging green market either: 

 identify customers‘ environmental needs and develop products to address these needs; or 

 develop environmentally responsible products to have less impact than competitors.  

 The increasingly wide varieties of products on the market that support sustainable 

development and are good for the triple bottom line include: 

 Products made from recycled goods, such as Quik‘N Tuff housing materials made from 

recycled broccoli boxes. 

 Products that can be recycled or reused. 

 Efficient products, which save water, energy or gasoline, save money and reduce 

environmental impact. Queensland‘s only waterless printer, Printpoint, reduces operating 

costs by using less water than conventional printers and is able to pass the savings on to 

customers. 

 Products with environmentally responsible packaging. McDonalds, for example, changed 

their packaging from polystyrene clamshells to paper.  

 Products with green labels, as long as they offer substantiation. 

 Organic products — many consumers are prepared to pay a premium for organic products, 

which offer promise of quality. Organic butchers, for example, promote the added qualities 

such as taste and tenderness. 

 A service that rents or loans products – such as toy libraries. 

 Certified products, which meet or exceed environmentally responsible criteria. 

Whatever the product or service, it is vital to ensure that products meet or exceed the quality 

expectations of customers and is thoroughly tested. 

 

2. Price 

Pricing is a critical element of the marketing mix. Most customers are prepared to pay a premium if 

there is a perception of additional product value. This value may be improved performance, function, 

design, visual appeal or taste. Environmental benefits are usually an added bonus but will often be 

the deciding factor between products of equal value and quality. 
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Environmentally responsible products, however, are often less expensive when product life cycle 

costs are taken into consideration. For example fuel-efficient vehicles, water-efficient printing and 

non-hazardous products. 

 

3. Place 

The choice of where and when to make a product available has a significant impact on the customers 

being attracted. Very few customers go out of their way to buy green products merely for the sake of 

it. Marketers looking to successfully introduce new green products should, in most cases, position 

them broadly in the market place so they are not just appealing to a small green niche market. The 

location must also be consistent with the image which a company wants to project. The location 

must differentiate a company from its competitors. This can be achieved by in-store promotions and 

visually appealing displays or using recycled materials to emphasize the environmental and other 

benefits.  

 

4. Promotion 

Promoting products and services to target markets includes paid advertising, public relations, sales 

promotions, direct marketing and on-site promotions. Smart green marketers will be able to 

reinforce environmental credibility by using sustainable marketing and communications tools and 

practices. For example, many companies in the financial industry are providing electronic 

statements by email, e-marketing is rapidly replacing more traditional marketing methods, and 

printed materials can be produced using recycled materials and efficient processes, such as 

waterless printing. Retailers, for example, are recognizing the value of alliances with other 

companies, environmental groups and research organizations when promoting their environmental 

commitment. To reduce the use of plastic bags and promote their green commitment, some retailers 

sell shopping bags, under the banner of the Go Green Environment Fund. The key to successful green 

marketing is credibility. Never overstate environmental claims or establish unrealistic expectations, 

and communicate simply and through sources that people trust. Promote your green credentials and 

achievements. Publicize stories of the company‘s and employees‘green initiatives. Enter 

environmental awards programs to profile environmental credentials to customers and 

stakeholders. 

 

Suggestions & Conclusion: 

Golden Rules of Green Marketing 

1. Know You're Customer: Make sure that the consumer is aware of and concerned about the issues 

that your product attempts to address, (Whirlpool learned the hard way that consumers wouldn't 

pay a premium for a CFC-free refrigerator because consumers didn‘t know what CFCs were.). 

2. Educating Your Customers: isn't just a matter of letting people know you're doing whatever 

you're doing to protect the environment, but also a matter of letting them know why it matters. 

Otherwise, for a significant portion of your target market, it's a case of "So what?" and your green 

marketing campaign goes nowhere. 

3. Being Genuine & Transparent: means that a) you are actually doing what you claim to be doing 

in your green marketing campaign and b) the rest of your business policies are consistent with 

whatever you are doing that's environmentally friendly. Both these conditions have to be met for 

your business to establish the kind of environmental credentials that will allow a green marketing 

campaign to succeed. 

4. Reassure The Buyer: Consumers must be made to believe that the product performs the job it's 

supposed to do-they won't forego product quality in the name of the environment. 
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5. Consider Your Pricing: If you're charging a premium for your product-and many 

environmentally preferable products cost more due to economies of scale and use of higher quality 

ingredients-make sure those consumers can afford the premium and feel it's worth it. 

6. Giving Your Customers An Opportunity To Participate: means personalizing the benefits of 

your environmentally friendly actions, normally through letting the customer take part in positive 

environmental action. 

7. Thus Leading Brands Should Recognize That Consumer Expectations Have Changed: It is not 

enough for a company to green its products; consumers expect the products that they purchase 

pocket friendly and also to help reduce the environmental impact in their own lives too. 

 

Green marketing is the new concept being adopted all over the world. In order to preserve 

and protect the earth‟s natural environment and finite resources, both the marketers and the 

consumers are nowadays focusing on green products and services. Consumers agree to the fact that 

the companies must undertake green marketing activities, but they are neutral about the companies 

polluting the environment in which they operate. However, such consumers also feel that the 

companies should abide by the environmental laws set in the country. Moreover, the majority of the 

buyers are not willing to pay an extra amount for the green products offered in the market and they 

are not affected by the green marketing activities undertaken by the companies. Furthermore, the 

majority of the consumers are not willing to repurchase the green‟ products again from the market. 

In order to achieve competitive advantage in the market, companies must utilise the 4Ps of the green 

marketing mix appropriately and they must overcome the challenges of integrating appropriate 

green strategies into their operational activities, product development processes, and marketing 

activities. 

Green marketing is still in its infancy in India and more research needs to be undertaken on 

different aspects of green marketing to explore its potential to the maximum possible extent. When 

companies adopt green marketing activities, they should ensure that the economic aspect of 

marketing is not neglected. Thorough understanding of the implications of green marketing 

activities must be undertaken by the companies so as to ensure that they achieve competitive 

advantage in the markets. The companies must keep in mind that the consumers are very much 

concerned about the environmental issues cropping up in the country and they are very much 

willing to pay a premium price for the „green‟ products, if these eco-friendly products provide an 

extra value to the consumers. Companies can command a higher price if they can enhance the 

products performance and offer extra product value by providing better visual appeal, better 

functions, improved performance, better design, or better taste. Thus, companies must try to locate 

these opportunities and must take advantage of them. 
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Abstract 

The recent times is described as “VUCA World”. This depicts the nature of world economy 

which management & commerce are facing. VUCA stands for Volatility, Uncertainty, Complex & 

Ambiguous. We reckon such times require a special role of Leaders in organization.   The paper 

through previous research identifies 3 facets for High Performance Leader viz. Skills/Competencies, 

Behaviour & Strategic Vision. The fan following of Narendra Modi is increasing worldwide. There are 

numerous back in India who look upon him as the most efficient, effective & charismatic Political 

Leader India has ever had. This paper attempts to evaluate Narendra Modi as a High Performance 

Leader. The paper then Reviews the Political Career & Contribution of Narendra Modi to ascertain 

whether he qualifies for being a High Performance Leader based on 3 facets which includes - his 

Leadership competencies, his exhibited behaviour, as well as his shared strategic vision for the state 

& nation.  

 

Keywords: Leadership, Narendra Modi, Political Leadership, Indian Politics. 

 

I. Introduction 

“One of the most inspiring meetings I have had as the President of the World Bank Group (referring 

to a meeting with Narendra Modi)” are the words of Jim Yong Kim, the Korean-American President 

of the DC-headquartered World Bank. This experience is verbalised after a 15 minutes scheduled 

meeting scheduled went on for 45minutes on 23rd July 2014 (Kim, 2014).  

Narendra Modi the current Prime Minister of India, keeps on finding new admirers as well as 

followers. Modi is emerging as a new face of Political Leaders in India. While there are no doubts 

about the fact of his charismatic personality, articulative oratory skills, & clean image; the paper tries 

to evaluate him for being a High Performance Leader. 
 

II. HIGH PERFORMANCE LEADER 

When the going gets tough, the tough gets going. A study by Harvard University Strategic Unit in its 

working paper echoes the quote and conclude that the best leadership emerges when resources are 

scarce, and times are tough (Wasserman, Noharia, & Anand, 2011). Narendra Modi exemplifies this 

twice when he was appointed as the Chief Minister of Gujarat after massive earthquake, and later 

during the times of communal riot across Gujarat. He again proved it, when he became Prime 

Minister and the times were tough for the entire country. The pressing issues when he took over as 

Prime Minister were corruption, terrorism, inflation, water scarcity among others. 

Let us dig deeper into Narendra Modi as a High Performance Leader. High leadership performance is 

a fusion of skill, behaviour and strategic vision of leaders (Liu, Zhang, Tian, & Peng, 2006). We 

hereby evaluate Narendra Modi’s Leadership Competencies, Behavior as a leader as well as Strategic 

Vision. 
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1. COMPETENCIES 

The simplest definition of Leadership is the person who can influence. This influence creates 

followers. But the question is why would anyone be influenced and subsequently become someone’s 

follower? Norton et al have identified 5 aspects which a potential team leader must possess so as to 

be accepted as leader viz. leader’s domain competence, fluid intelligence, willingness to serve, 

credibility, and goal attainment. (Norton Jr, Murfield, & Baucus, 2014).  

While for being effective leader the foremost quality has been highlighted by Singh & Rathore 

whereby they mention that the effective leader’s values are based on their ethical choices and 

decisions they make. Ethical leadership plays an important role in creating an ethical climate of the 

organisation (Singh & Rathore, 2014). 

1.1 Domain Competence: Narendra Modi is well versed with the Political aspects. He not only 

possesses a formal degree in Political Science, but also has acquired substantial knowledge at all 

levels while growing in stature from merely a normal karyakarta to that of Prime Minister.  

1.2 Fluid Intelligence: Although his school teachers describe him as an average student, but they 

rate his very high on his debating skills. Dr. Sharad Thakar a renowned doctor, Guajarati Author 

& Poet asked Modi that he is interested in knowing the “Making of Modi” and not what he is 

today. Among other factors Dr. Thakar identified that it is because of his debating practice. Modi 

while working for normal Karyakarta for Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP) would announce a debate 

everyday on current political issues with others and debated till the other team accepted that 

Modi was right. This didn’t end here, then Modi would take their stand and would not end the 

debate till the opposite team accepted that Modi is right here too! 

1.3 Willingness to Serve: Exactly 2 years after swearing as the Prime Minister of India, Modi 

reminded in his rally at Uttar Pradesh’s Sharanpur town that he is just a Pradhan Sevak (Prime 

Attendant) and not Pradhan Mantri (Prime Minister), and would continue to serve the country. 

"As I have said from the ramparts of Red Fort that I am not a prime minister, but a pradhan 

sewak of the 1.25 billion people of India, so I work non-stop to fulfill the aspirations of the poor 

and marginalized people of society," is what Modi said on 26th May 2016 (Economic Times, 26 

May 2016). This is evident from his stagering 21 hours work every day! In a personal off the 

records meeting someone asked Modi, ‘he works so much, what is his next target?’ Modi 

instantly replied that ‘I want to Zero my Sleep, even working 21 hours is less for my country’! 

Further, Modi always mentions that “I am not interested in being, I am interested in doing”, 

which speaks volumes about his intentions to serve Mother India. 

1.4 Credibility & Integrity: Credibility comes from a person’s Integrity. A major agenda for 

Bharatiya Janta Parta (BJP) in 2014 election was their combat against Corruption. Narendar 

Modi has clean image and is famous for his quote in Gujarati “Hu Khato nathi, ne khava deto 

nathi” – which means ‘Neither I am corrupt, nor I let anyone be corrupt”. This serves for the 

national agenda to curb corruption and bring back black money. Several initiative to improve the 

transparency are examples for his ethical insistence, Aadhar Card being one of the well received 

initiative. Before this Government, people jokingly talked that we need to vote for the least 

corrupt politician. In midst of such negativity, Modi comes a  new hope! 

1.5 Goal Attainment: The Success Saga of Gujarat Model is know worldwide. The development of 

Gujarat has been in the area of Fiscal Consolidation, Physical Sructure, Education, Health, 

Goverance, Sectoral Issues, & Environment (for further details refer  (Debroy, 2012)). The major 

achievement during 2 years work as PM include Jan Dhan Yojna, LPG Subsidy Reforms, Yemen 

Evacuation, Swaccha Bharat Mission, India-Bangladesh land boundry agreement, Bankkruptcy 

code, Real estate regulation among others (for more details refer  (Deepalakshmi, 2016)).  
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2. BEHAVIOUR  

Behaviour is how a person acts, reacts and interacts with others. The following are instances which 

distinguishes him from others and proves his leadership ability. 

1. Narendra Modi surprises many by his ability to remember people by their names even after 

years.  

2. Narendra Modi out of his wide experiences across India knows the culture of every state & 

district. He connects to everyone not only through his speech & agenda but also through his 

selection of clothes and accessories during his rallies & visits. His clothes and even the 

accessories resemble to the culture & heritage of the places he visits. 

3. His sense of connecting with culture is not limited to India. During his visit to various 

countries he gave due respect by visiting their religious pilgrimages & historical monuments. 

Finding time from his hectic schedule he has paid his tribute to the local culture & 

community.  

4. Delivering speech in Hindi outside India by any Prime Minister is unprecedented. 

5. His novel way to reach each & every citizen across the country through ‘Mann Ki Baat’ is 

hitherto. Not only the concept, but also the topics opted by him are so close to citizens of 

India. 

6. During his visit to America in 2015 he continued living his yogic life and adhered to his diet, 

fast & pure vegetarian food. 

7. He thinks, lives & breathes progress of Nation. 

 

3.  STRATEGIC VISION 

The third quality for being a High Performance Leader is that such leader has Strategic Vision. This 

means that he thinks long term and takes decisions keeping in mind the distant future and not just 

restricted to myopic short term thinking. 

The following are the examples of Modi’s Strategic Vision 

1. Demonetization of Rs. 500 & Rs. 1000 currency notes. 
2. Aadhar Card for every citizens (also linking subsidies to Aadhar Card). 
3. LPG policy. 
4. Make in India. 
5. Startup India. Standup India. 
6. Skill Development. 
7. My Gov website to connect directly with Government.  
8. Ease of Business. 
9. Minimum Government. Maximum Governance.  
10. Digital India. 
11. Abolishment of redundant laws. 
12. Scrapping Planning Commission. 
13. Policy driven approach. 
14. Augment of Electrification Infrastructure. 
15. Clean Ganga Mission. 
16. Stand for Pakistan Occupied Kashmir & Baluchistan. 
17. Stand for India-China Border Issues. 
18. Persistence for NSG (Nuclear Suppliers Group) against all opposition by China. 
19. Strategic Alliances with Vietnam, Israel & USA. 
20. Cross-Border & Cross-Continent business relations through bilateral & multilateral strategic 

agreements. 
21. Swaccha Bharat Abhiyan. 
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III. CONCLUSION  

The current VUCA world puts forth a dire need for High Performance Leaders. The untiring efforts, 

the holy intent, policy drive approach, urge to stick to truth & rights of our nation indeed qualifies 

Narendra Modi as a High Performance Leader on all the 3 facets viz. Skill/ Competencies, Behaviour 

& Strategic Vision. 
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Abstract 

Indian economy depends on agriculture. Fertilizer is growth driver of agriculture.  Fertilizer 

industries play a vital role in strengthening the Indian economy. Profitability reflects the final result 

of the business operations. The objective of the present study is to measure the profitability 

performances of the Gujarat State Fertilizers & Chemicals Ltd (GSFC) and Gujarat Narmada Valley 

Fertilizers & Chemicals Limited (GNFC) companies. The study is restricted for the period of 10 years. 

To make comparative analysis, profitability ratio has been calculated for the period from financial 

years 2006-07 to 2015-2016. The result of the study indicates that   Net profit ratio, return on capital 

employed ratio and return on Net worth ratio are more in GSFC then that of  GNFC. Standard 

deviation and C.V.  are less in GSFC. Finally, it concludes that Gujarat State Fertilizers & Chemicals 

Ltd (GSFC) is better in profitability position. 

 

Keywords:  Fertilizer, Agriculture, profitability Ratio, Financial Performance. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

As India is an agricultural country. Fertilizer plays the most important role in the 

development of agricultural production and productivity of land. So the fertilizer industry is the key 

industry in the development of Indian economy. The increase in fertilizer consumption has 

contributed significantly to sustainable production of food grains in the country. The Government of 

India has been consistently pursuing policies conducive to increased availability and consumption of 

fertilizers in the country. The increased production of fertilizer is as important as producing it 

efficiently and at lowest unit cost. The fertilizer industry was previously dominated by multinational 

corporations; (MNC’s) whereas, recently Indian companies have entered the area and initial results 

have been encouraging.  

The Profitability analysis aims to find out the Profitability Performance of the particular firm. 

The analysis of profitability is mainly a test of earning capacity of business. Profit is the lifeblood of 

every business unit. It is also very essential for the survival of any business. The efficiency of 

management functioning is also determined on the basis of the profitability of business. Profit is also 

required for the long-term growth of the business. The profitability analysis of selected units have 

been made while using various ratios such as Net profit ratio, return on capital employed ratio and 

return on total asset ratio. 

The study entitled “Comparative Analysis of profitability of GSFC and GNFC has been 

oriented with a view to study the financial position of the company that helps in making sound 

decision by analysing the current trend. 
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ABOUT THE COMPANIES 

 Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers & Chemicals Limited. (GNFC), is a joint sector 

enterprise promoted by the Government of Gujarat and the Gujarat State Fertilizers & 

Chemicals Ltd.(GSFC).GNFC today has extended its profile much beyond fertilizers through a 

process of horizontal, integration ,chemicals/ petrochemical, energy sector 

electronics/telecommunications and information technology form ambitious and challenging 

additions to its corporate portfolio. horizontal ,integration. Chemicals/Petrochemicals, 

Energy Sector 

 Gujarat State Fertilizers & Chemicals Ltd.(GSFC) was incorporated in 1962 and its plants 

went into production of fertilizers in 1967. GSFC's incessant strive for product diversification 

and value addition has created a product mix ranging from more than 24 brands of fertilizers 

to petrochemicals, chemicals, industrial gases, plastics, fibers and other products. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:  

Asha Sharma and R.B. Sharma(2011), These attempts identify and study the movement of 

key financial parameters and their relationship with profitability of textile industry. Some of the 

important ratios were used to measure the financial performance of three selected companies. 

(Arvind Mills, Raymonds and Bombay Dyeing) It is an attempt to and the study whether the key 

identified parameters move in a synchronous way going up and coming down with basic profitability 

parameters. All three comparably profit-making companies have been taken as the sample for the 

study for the period of 2006to2010. 

Shrabanti Pal(2012) Studued a comparative study of financial performance of  Indian steel 

companies under globalization. The purpose of the study was to examine the financial performance 

of the Indian steel companies. Indian steel companies are selected for the study on the basis of 

market share for a period of twenty years(1991-92 to 2010-11). They examined  that the 

performance of Indian steel companies is good. But only sales is not the main determinant for the 

profit maximization. There are other factors which can influence the profitability of the concerned 

company either in a positive or negative way. 

Dr. M. Thyigarajan and Mr J. Uday Kumar (2015) in their paper “Profitability analysis of 

select aluminium companies in India” the main objective of this research paper is to analyse the 

profitability position of the selected aluminium companies for 10 years (2005-2014). The study 

based on the secondary data, the tools used for analysis are Mean, Standard deviation, co-efficient of 

variation and compound annual growth.  

The study ascertains the National Aluminium Company Limited shows satisfactory performance in 

concern with profitability.  

B Kayathiri Bai, V Buvaneshwaran (2015) A comparative study of profitability analysis of 

selected hotel industries, For the purpose of profitability Analysis;  profitability ratios in terms of 

gross profit, Net profit and operating proft, are calculated  and use  various Statistical Techniques 

and Tools like, Mean and ANOVA Test, The  study is based on secondary data. The selected sample 

unit for this research are The Grand Bhagvati Hotels [TGB]; The Royal Orchid Hotel; The Jindal Hotel 

; The Lord Ishwar Hotels and The Leela Hotels for the research year 2011-2012 to 2015-16 to find 

out the better profitability of Hotel industry . The study conclude that profitability analysis of this 

hotel  suggests that the royal orchid hotel is in the good position than Jindal hotel. The lord Ishwar 

and TGB are on an average and Leela hotel is in the last position as compare to this five hotels. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY; 

Objectives of the Study:  

To assess and comparatively evaluate the profitability position in terms of Net profit ratio 

return on capital employed and return on Networth of selected companies in India  

 

Period of the Study: 

For the purpose of the study objectives, the data has been collected from selected companies    

for the period of 10 years which covers from financial year 2006-07 to 2015-16.  

 

Data Collection: 

   The present study is based on the secondary data. Data is collected from 

www.moneyconrol.com and company’s website. 

 

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE: 

Analysis is based on the following Ratios to know the trends of Profitability for GSFC and GNFC 

- Net Profit Ratio     

- Return on Capital Employed      

- Return on Net worth   

Table 1 Net profit Ratio of selected sample companies 

Year GSFC GNFC 
2006-07 8.03 11.91 
2007-08 6.70 10.86 
2008-09 8.48 7.78 
2009-10 6.33 4.73 
2010-11 15.75 9.36 
2011-12 14.28 7.34 
2012-13 8.28 6.42 
2013-14 6.32 6.02 
2014-15 7.52 -9.73 
2015-16 6.15 4.97 

Mean 8.784 5.966 
SD 3.409435 6.009929 
C.V 38.81415 100.7363 
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The highest rate of Profit is found during the Year 2010-11. The Lowest rate of profit is found 

in the year 2015-16 in case of GSFC. While in case of GNFC it is found highest in the year of 2006-07 

and it is found lowest in the year of 2014-15. 

Mean score of Net profit ratio of GSFC is 8.784 and mean score of Net profit ratio of GNFC is 

5.966. So GSFC is better with respect to GNFC as per mean score. The standard deviation result 

clearly indicates  that the variation in return on Net worth  ratio of  GNFC   is more than that of GSFC.   

The C.V. result reveals there is less C.V of GSFC (38.814) than that of GNFC (100.7363), means that 

GSFC is better with respect to C.V,  

 

Table 2   Return on Net worth ratio of selected Sample companies 

Year GSFC GNFC 

2006-07 19.55 20.78 

2007-08 16.18 20.20 

2008-09 25.85 11.29 

2009-10 11.86 5.95 

2010-11 26.49 11.65 

2011-12 21.54 11.31 

2012-13 13.14 10.05 

2013-14 8.16 9.92 

2014-15 8.97 -18.22 

2015-16 8.00 8.48 

Mean 15.974 9.141 

SD 7.075686 10.71895 

C.V 44.29502 117.2623 

 

 
 

From the above table and graph it is clear that highest rate of Return on Networth  is found 

during the Year 2010-11. The Lowest rate of return on Networth is found in the year 2015-16 in case 

of GSFC. While in case of GNFC it is found highest rate in the year of 2006-07 and lowest rate found 

in the year of 2014-15.  
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Mean score of return on Networth of GSFC is 15.974 and mean score of GNFC is 9.141 So 

GSFC is better with respect to GNFC as per return on Networth ratio . The standard deviation result 

clearly indicates  that the variation in return on Networth  ratio of  GNFC   is more than that of GSFC. .  

The C.V. result reveals that  GSFC  has  Less  c.v. (44.29502)compare to  GNFC (117.2623), means 

that  GSFC is better with respect to C.V .  

 

Table 3 . Return on Capital employed ratio of selected sample companies 

Year GSFC GNFC 

2006-07 14.52 17.85 

2007-08 12.84 17.87 

2008-09 22.09 9.97 

2009-10 10.45 4.75 

2010-11 23.17 8.55 

2011-12 19.15 7.87 

2012-13 11.22 5.61 

2013-14 7.07 4.69 

2014-15 7.84 -8.12 

2015-16 7.12 4.33 

Mean 13.547 7.337 

S D 6.0485 7.414685 

C V 44.64826 101.0588 

 

 

 
 

From the above table and graph it is clear that highest rate of Return on Capital Employed  is 

found during the Year 2010-11(23.17%). The Lowest rate of ROCE is found in the year 2013-14 
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Mean score ROCE of GSFC is 13.547 and  mean score of GNFC is 7.337 So GSFC is better with 

respect to GNFC as per ROCE ratio. The standard deviation result clearly indicates  that the variation 

in return on capital employed ratio of  GNFC   is more than that of GSFC.  The C.V. result reveals that 

GSFC is better because of GSFC has lower C.V (44.64826) than that of  GNF C ( 101.0588)  

 

Limitation of study 

(1) The researcher has restricted this study up to 10 year so finding may not be generalized 

to whole industries. 

(2) The financial performance is analyzed on the basis of selected financial ratio, while other 

factor also affected to performance is ignored by researcher. 

(3) This study is mainly based on secondary data so finding will depend on the accuracy of 

such data. 

  

CONCLUSION: 

The present study analyzed the profitability of two sample companies on the basis of 

selected profitability ratio. The result of the study reveals that Mean score of  Net profit ratio ,return 

on capital employed ratio and return on Net worth ratio are more in GSFC then that of  GNFC while 

standard deviation and c.v.  are less in GSFC compare to GNFC. Overall, the study result suggests that 

Gujarat State Fertilizers & Chemicals Ltd ( GSFC) is in  better profitablity position than Gujarat 

Narmada Valley Fertilizers & Chemicals Limited ( GNFC) 
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Abstract 

India is emerging as a developing country in the world .Due to rapid industrial development  

some problems are also arise in 21st century one of them is  to have qualified and efficient employees 

for the company. If a company get success to have able and qualified employees and train them after 

some time the employee give up the ob due to some un satisfaction .The concept of Human Resource 

Management is useful for the company in 21st century, because in this concept the management will 

make integration of the interest of both the parties and look after the well being of their employee 

and on the other hand the employee et satisfied and work with full efficiency and fill attachment for 

the company. As the result of Human Resource Management the employee can develop his/her 

ability and capacity of work. Takes responsibility happily and always get ready for any change and 

feel job satisfaction and the company could achieve its target, maximum profit, huge production, long 

term fame and prestige. This way the concept of Human Resource Management has much 

importance in 21st century.  

 

Keywords:  Human Resource Management, Company, Employees.   

 

Human Resource is a valuable asset for any organization. Economic growth and development 

of any country is depends upon various factors, one of the major factor is qualified, capable, and 

trained Human Resource. The great industrialist who kept the first brick of industrial development 

of India SHRI J.R.D. TATA said that, “well experienced, imaginative, and sincere employees are the 

most valuable asset of a business.” If an enterprise take good care of their employees, pay enough 

salary to them and there is no exploitation of the employees and required trainings giving to them, 

there should be definitely benefit to the enterprise. Because employees are human being the live 

factor of production they have their feelings and emotions so when the company takes care of them 

they will also try to give their best. They will work with sincerity and with total involvement. And as 

the result of all this company will get more output and profit. Professor T.W.SCHULZE also advice to 

invest in human capital to getting high returns in physical capital. 

As the rapid growth of Indian economy , industrial sector and service sector expanded new 

thoughts of management arise and on the other hand  new problems also arise like , selection, 

recruitment, promotion, payment, and training of the employees because in 21st century the 

education and the expectation of the employees are became high so there is a crucial condition of 

company that they have the problem of finding particular human resource as per their requirement 

with their own condition of work. Here is the need  of human resource management. In 21st century 

the company could not think only about its own benefit but it should keep in the priority the 

employee’s wellbeing and benefit. This is the concept of human resource management in which the 

company makes integration of the interest of both the company and the employee. Personal plan 

merged with the objectives of the company and achieve their goals. 

  Management is concerned with achieving the objectives by the utilization of physical and 

human resources. LION C. MEGGINSON gave definition in his book “personal and human resources 

administration that “The total knowledge ,skills, creative abilities ,talent and aptitudes of an 
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organization’s work force as well as the value ,attitudes and beliefs of the individuals involved .“ 

Ivancevich, Donnelli ,and Gibson has defined Human resource management as “Human resource 

management can be defined as the process of accomplishing organizational objectives by acquiring 

retaining, terminating, developing and properly using the human resources in an organization.” 

 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

Human resource management follows main four principles  

 Effective management: 

Human resources are considering as the most valuable asset of the company so the effective 

management is the basic principle to get good results. 

 Integration of individual and company objectives: 

It is very important to combined the personal and company interest and with this the company could 

achieve good success this is the key of getting high profit. 

 Corporate culture and values: 

 There should be a particular environment of corporate culture It is necessary for achieving 

excellence. It will promote everyone to follow the environment .The corporate culture should 

be properly managed by the manager and he/she must involve everyone to do so. 

 Involvement of every one: 

When a company works for its objectives the manager must involved everyone. It should be 

the integration of the interest of both. It will create a good work culture in the company.  

 

IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

 LAWRENCE APPLEY’S statement that “management and personal administration are one and 

the same”. May be some differences but modern theories support sometime this point of view. 

ROBERT OWEN strongly believe that, the company must take care of the welfare of its employees 

this is the best way of getting more production. FREDRICK WINSLOW TAYLOR, also believe that 

management should keep in their mind the psychology of employees while decision making or at the 

time of policy making. HUGO MUNSTERBERG worked on industrial psychology. MRS.MARY 

PARKERT FOLLET also gave importance to human resources in industry. He suggested treating the 

employees as human being in company. PIGORS AND MYERS accepted the importance of human 

resource in the process of production and stated that “good management means securing more 

concrete results from the employees.” PETER F. DRUCKER says that “management means managing 

a business, managers and workers and work.” And J.R.D.TATA ALSO stated that,” well experienced, 

imaginative and sincere employees are the most valuable assets of business.” 

 The importance of Human Resource Management can explain as under, 

1. Company  can achieve its targets: 

It is just like a challenge to select proper employees for the company. When the process of 

selection completed it is another challenging task to handle the human resource successfully, so that 

the company achieve its targets. When the company planned for human Resource Management, the 

management body must look for the interest of tits employees, and merge the area of common 

interest and then make a plan for achieve the targets of the company.  

2. Efficiency will increase: 

Employees are the live factor of production. They have their feelings and emotions .When they 

are treated nicely by the company they will also try to do their best for the company. They became 

attached with the company and pay more attention towards the work. They feel happy when the 

company gets profit or increase its profit. The attachment for the company leads them to increase 

the efficiency. And the increased efficiency leads the company for high achievements. 
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3.  Creates job satisfaction : 

When a person get right job which suits his ability and efficiency he feels job satisfaction and 

try to do work with full involvement and enthusiasm. This is good for both for the company as well 

as for the employee. 

4. Maintain discipline : 

The management creates healthy and friendly environment in the company but the work 

culture must be maintained in the company. Everyone follow discipline in the company, the rules 

and regulations must be followed by the employees because with this the employees could do work 

sincerely and can do more productive work in very less time period. 

5. Healthy relationship between management and employees: 

When the management look after the betterment of their employees and make policies 

regarding to their well being and benefit the employee will be satisfied and they have respect and 

good feeling for the management they will follow the instructions and rules of the company and also 

work hard to achieve the targets of the company. This thing will create healthy relationship between 

management and employee. 

6. Build  team spirit : 

The management of the company selected well qualified, and efficient employees for the 

company. Then they trained them as per the requirement of the company. But if there is no unity 

between the employees working together, it is difficult to achieve targets of the company. To create 

unity among the employees the management must develop team spirit between them then they will 

think in the same direction and became the strength of each other. 

7.  Huge production: 

The efficient Human Resource Management results in huge production. Satisfied employees 

of the company will work hard and with full enthusiasm and this will leads the company towards 

getting maximum production. 

8. Reduction in cost of production: 

The company gets huge production and so that the average cost of production reduced, 

company can have more profit which must be   the goal of any company. While the company sell its 

goods at minimum prices, it can have the maximum share of market.   

9. Over all development of the employees: 

If the company believes in Human Resource Development, the management surely follows 

the basic rule of Human Resource Management which is to think and make plan for the overall 

development of their employees. The management pays enough attention to the employees. They 

are paid on good scale of salary, company look after the reduction of the stress arise due to the 

burden of work, company makes arrangements for their residence, vacations, schooling of their 

children and medical allowance and other facilities, time to time promotion and packages on the 

basis of the employees ability and qualifications which leads the company towards development and 

progress. 

10.    Long term fame and prestige of the company: 

The company will produce goods at minimum price and maintain good quality level will earn 

more and more profit .It will have the good will of customer. On the other hand, the employees are 

also became satisfied with the policy of the company so they will also work hard, happily and with 

efficiency these all things brings fame and prestige to the company for long term. 

 Human resource management is much more than giving training to the employee, it is a skill 

and also a dynamic process which improves the skill and ability of the employee and integrates it to 

achieve the goals and targets of the company. The concept of Human Resource Management is useful 

in 21st century because it is not only concern with the training of the employees but also provides 
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better opportunities to them to develop themselves within the company. The employee can develop 

his/her abilities and get ready to take new responsibility. India is emerging as a developing country 

and goal to became a develop country in 2020.The country is facing so many economic problems, the 

problem of unemployment is there and on the other hand with the rapid development of industrial 

sector for the demand of trained and qualified labor is also increased but at this time this is a 

burning problem for the industries to get such labor if hardly they find out such labor after some 

time due to un satisfaction they get ready to give up the job now this is a very crucial condition to 

any company. The concept of Human Resource Management is useful hare. With proper 

management of human resources the company can have qualified labor and company can achieve its 

goals and also satisfied the employee.            
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